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Superinleffdent.
By Captain J . D. HYBBEBT,
To some of our Indian, and to manybf our Europe& puk.ra, i t may be
neceeeary to explain the circumstances which gave rise to the following
report, and those under which it has so long remained unpublished.
Captain Herbertof theBengal Infantry, Deputy Surveyor General of Bengal, and Superintendent of Kemaon Surveys, was appointed by the Govern,merit of Indlq then under the Marquia of Hastingo, to undertake a Mineralogical Survey of thntpart of the H i m a l ~ aMountsins, which iorm the British Frontier to the North-West ; but ~t would ap ear that this wee not
fully executed, though much wan done; m d the eremanta of much more
which might have been accomplished at a small expenoe were already wllected.
Captain Herbert, a h editing for three yearn the valuable Gleanings in
Science, the parent of our Journal, wss s p ointed Astronomer to the King of .
Oude, whither he proceeded, but eojoye!for
a very short time hie p a t ,
dying of an apoplectic nttack in 1833.
When our present Cnrator of the Museum of Economic baology, Mr.
Piddiigton, assumed temporary charge of the Museum, he found 12 cases filled with what were well known by the Assistants to be Captain Herbert's
specipPenr," but beyond this fact, not a line of Catalogue, Journal, or Note
relatlng to the specimens could be discovered ; It became then an object of
great importance to the Society, and to Science, to trace out, if possible, any
recoda which could throw light upon this valuablecollection, and Pteer a persevering search oTei hteen months by the Secretary and himaelf, their labour
wan rewarded, fir&
the discovery of five volums of Captain Herbert1Notes, which had bean carried intu &MAON ! but fortunetelg l& there in
the care of a zealous friend to Science, and a valuable associate of the So-
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dety, Mr. J. H. Batten of the Civil Service; next, b that of the report now
M i n e d Rsoof
published (to which Ca tnin Herbert's paper on
al
Vol. XVIII. in a sequel,) .od
the Himalaya in the ~ p ~ s i cTr.osrtions.
through the report, by the knowledge that his geological map, and p b
of the river barm of that part of the Himalaya, exist in the record. of the
India House. It ia needleas to add, that no time haa been loat in reqaating copier of there valuabla documents from home.
It remain8 but to add a word on the lacunae which it r i l l be perceived
occur so frequently in the first pages of the MSS. These are owing u,
some corrosive liquid having so far destroyed the manascript thrt it
haa been sometimer necessary to fill it up altogether conjecturally, but at
other places thew are enough of words or letters left to rssure ua, that
were not far from the ver womb u e d by Captain Herbert. I t will be
noted, that dl our emenLtiom are di.tingoi.hed both by italics .nd by
bracketr.

tk

INTRODUCTION.

I . I t has been my intention to give, in the accompanying papa, m&
a general eketch' of the geological features of the mountain tract be-

the Kalee and the Sutlej Rivers, aa the series of partial and eca&
obaervationa which I have yet been able to make will allow. In the
absence of every thing like information. such a sketch, though n-.
rily imperfect, and even premature, will not be perhapa without interest
I t will at least serve to exhibit to the Government, who have so fam+
distinguiehed me, the nature and extent of my labours Bince entering on
this duty, and a h to mark out the train of investigation which they
have suggested to me.
As auch I offer it, but with diffidence. Geology, as a acience, has not
yet attracted in India that attention which ita importance merits, and
it would be futile in me to deny that, till selected for this duty, I had
but a slender. acquaintance with the subject. While exploring t h e locd
phenomena of this tract I have been in reality studying the principles
of the science ; an advantage in so far as I may hope to have escaped
the trammels of system. But on this account I have also l a b o d
under some disadvantages, inasmuch 8s a premature account like the
present, of an unfinished survey, may be expected to lie under some imperfections, which a little more technical knowledge on my part might
perhaps have removed. " But a survey that shall accomplish every thing,
muet be a work of time, nor will any thing be contributed towards it by

1
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I

him, who fearful of b e q wtong where as yet it is imposaii.de to be
always right, and uneatisfied with the best he ie able to attain, delays
the record of hia observations to the period of perfection." Should it
be considered as redeeming in any degree the pledge of industry and
zeal, which my acceptance of such an appointment must have held out,
I shall consider ita chief end answered.
3. Hereafter, when a more enlarged field of observation shall be
attained, I truat I shall be able to make it more worthy the attention of
the scientific geologist. Having once put on record what has been
done, and digested it into something like a regular form, it will be easy
to add to it as my researches extend and become more particular. One
part will throw light on another. A parti&
fact cuefully observed,
may sometimes lead to a happy generalisation, and in this way many
deficiencies will I hope be supplied which must necessarily attend so
early an effort. In.the meantime, imperfect as it is, this paper will
have its uses. By exhibiting what has been done, it will shew what
remains to do, and it will serve as a guide to direct any future labours.
by pointing out in what quarter interesting facts may, or 'may not be
expected to occur.
4. Conaidered aa a geological description of these mountains, many
blanke will be observed. For beides that, i t was imposeible in eo short
a time to go over every part of them, there is a difficulty peculiar to
this quarter which very much interferes with geplogical investigation.
This is the total absence of every kipd of excavation calculated to
affprd information, whether minea, roads, or quames. The former, few
aa they are, are inaccessible to any but those accustomed to them from
their infancy. The total length of roads as yet laid open, does not
much exceed 150 miles, and such is the light thrown on the subject
along the different line8 aa to render it still more a matter of regret
that we have not greater acceer, in this way to the actual rocks, the
nature of which is often only to be guessed at. Of quarries there are
absolutely none, for the province, though possessing excellent limestone,
slate, and other productions, capable of being turned to account, had
been, up to the period of our conquest, so wretchedly misgoverned, as to
have occasioned resources of this kind to lie utterly neglected. From
the consequent diiiiculty of determining in many cases the nature
or relatiom of the rocks, some particulars have necessarily been taken
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for &tad without actual d o n . which in this c ~ s ewouM 6an
been impouible.
5. In the h l o g i c a l Map I have laid down much that has nd tea
actually examined, aa might be concluded from what I have stated iP
my letter to Government, parae~nrph7. To refuse to employ thee
genemlktions which the experience of all geologists has ehem to k
well-founded, ir to forfeit the a d v a n t a p derivable from the labom
OW predecesrom, and b impose on ourselves t h e tasL of re-constmd+
the whole rcience from o w own r t ~ k r i a h .When the aame rock b b
found on the line of direction in every point in which i t has been &
I have deemed myself jrrstified in laying down that rock aa conQwr
through thoee poinb. Even at the termination of the mmy, JJW
conclurione of this nature must be taken for granted; for it has
well o h e d , that " no human patience would d c e for the e d
tion of every piece of rock that projects through the surface." Ad
even were that effected, still much must be taken for granted,
espeadh
in these mountaim, the rocke being conceded, an they so often a
b
i
deep collections of debris, and covered by lux-t
coats of
I was, however, in a very early stage of the survey, taught to @
from this conclusion granite, ae being a rock the occnrrence or
wcurrence of which in any particular spot I found I could nmp
dict with any certainty. Limestone plso I found seldom could be
ed on for any distance, forming d m y s beclr, in other m k a , a d
appearing uoder thoee relatiom which I conceive necessary to
a principal Lformutirm.]
.
6. The elevations expraesed in the d o n r , * have been dby barometrical measurement, a method which & under f a d
circumstances, and with great Eacilities Cia liable to error,
degree of accuracy attained is suilicient for the p-,
it B'
matter of no importance whatever whether the place of 8
cod'
aarigned fifty feet below, or above, its d level. They
believe aa geological sections ever are, and c e m s d c i a n ~ ~
to answer all the purposes for which they are required.
6r$
points determined by the Trigonornetrid S-ey
have
d*
I

I regret that the circumstance. under which thia report h a been P
R bft
prevented the preparation of these. They are, however, more than h ~ l ~ ' ' '
#hall be furwaded wirh M little delay M pwsible.

~
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m d when they fell iu the line, and they have not unfrequently been
found of value aa t e r m of comparison by which to judge of the accuracy of the barometrical d t a .
[% nommulatuw adopted, ir that of MacCuUociR's] Hebrides. It were
no doubt very much to be desired, that a system of nomenclature founded altogether on mineralogical diatinctiom, (like Brogniart's for instance,)
should be generally received by geologiste. It would eave much useless
and cumbrous dewription. Ti auch a reform, however, be introduced,
the safeat plan is to follow the example gim in the above work, of
noticing and deacrib'i correctly every compound included under any
general head or term, aa constituting a distinct geological formation.
By this means the danger of confusion ia entirely obviated.
Silt, sand, gravel, or boulder stones which are evidently derived from
the breaking up of pre-existing rocka, and are of the lateat formation,
are all comprehended by Dr. MacCulloch, under the term " alluvium of
transport!' Profeeaor Buckland waa, I believe, the firat to establish in a
satisfactory manner, that there are depoaite which may be discriminated
as originating in two distinct cauaes, either in the action of the present
rivem of the globe, or of a mighty rush of watera or deluge, far surpaeaing the greatest effect of rivers aa they exist at present even in their
higheat floods. To the former, the term alluvium ia restricted. The
[latter he distinguishes by the term diluviurn, and though thio clrws may
not huve operated on every oc-on, yet it is altwys useful to] bear it in
mind. Its reality in some particular cssee is too obvious. at leaat in
this quarter, to eesape the notice of the moet indierent, or even prejudiced observer. I have therefore adopted them term, considering
them conducive to precision, and aa having the sanction of ruch high
authority. The angular fragments and rubbid, which are generally found either in their original poaition or only so far removed as
may be traced to the action of gravity, are termed by Dr. MacCulloch,
" alluvium in ah," and " alluvium of dencent."
1 have ventured to use
the term debh.
9. In the mineralogical details, I have adopted the nomenclature lately proposed in the system of Profesmr M o b of Freyberg. The synonyms in this scienae have, i t must be d e a d , become too numerous,
and the knowledge of them fonm a very considerable part of the little
that ia to be learned from what are called systems of Mineralogy. To
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adopt, then, a new set of terms may seem like inthe diflidty d
making onrselvea intelligible, and wilfully ad*
to the confusion. But
amonget the old namea, there are none generally received, all being ori,.inally imposed in an arbitrary [nauer.] But in the new terminology tbae
are legitimate grounds for selection, the names bang connected with r
system of arrangement, which, if it be not all that could be wished, ir
yet extremely convenient. They expmm in a @ta
or lem degra
the relations which theae minerals have to each other ; in other w d ,
their places in the system.
There appears also little doubt but that, eventually, thia system d
be univasally adopted, and those names supereede the present bPrhro u collection,
~
not more puzzling by their numbers, than objection&
for the total want of euphony, and [I b e ] given some a c m t d
the mineral productions considered in an economical point of view, rod
with reference to the question of the due development of the remum
of theee provinces. Their value ir, not to be correctly estimated in
the present condition of the country. When an improved system d
government shall have had time to produce ita full 6uita in the increase of the population, and the improvement of its habita, in exciting
a taste for the arts and conveniences of civilized life, and in effectiPg
ready modes of communication, and effectual means of transport, it d
be seen how many and [h
vast are the resowreee which hem pd]
themselves, which [vlrdcr
management, might be made sufficiently
productive to become worthy of attention to a Government diepod
to improve its resources and to leave no source of revenue neglected.
11. Gold and silver have in every age been sought after with avidity
as the most prolific sources of national wealth. Nothing, however, an
be more certain, than that, in reality, they are the least productive of dl
the severel different mineral resources. The comparatively small quantity in which theae metals are found, and the greater expence in raising
them, satisfactorily account for thin apparent paradox. In South
n'ca thb is well known to the] apeculators in mines. It ie there a conmon saying, that a copper mine is a fortune, a silver one scarcely paF
itaelf, but a gold mine is ruin."
12. It is not then as considering the existence of the precious rneG
as the most promising, or the most productive, that I would lay stRss on
the great probability which there is of the discovery of a mine of
[
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within these provinces. The reasons on which this probability rest^,
will be found in the Supplementary Paper.* Whether the discovery
may in any reasonable period reward the zeal of an enquirer, or may
wait h i l l y that advanced atage of improvement in [which d the r e a m cea of a colrnty are carefully and accurately e q l w e d ia a problem, the]
aolution of which it were vain to seek. But of the actual existence of
the metal within these mountains, no one can doubt who will read the
few details I have given.
13. In the copper, lead, and iron, however, in which the province
abounds, may be found a more tangible, as well as more productive
source of wealth. It ia certain that the former metal exists in very considerable quantity, and for the iron, nothing ia wanting but a proper
syatem of management to render it su+or to that of England. To
her repositories of the8e metals, of tin, and of the mineral coal, is England mainly indebted, V o r k vast wealth and power; and it is strange
that they should be neglected in India, as ifl the truly valuable minerale
were the gold of Potosi, or the diamonds of Brazil and Golconda.
Why they ehould not here equally prove minea of wealth, if properly
managed, appears difficult to understand. With the ore in abundance,
fuel, and other means of reduction at hand, labour cheap, a very short
line of mountain carriage, and half of that a line of made road, what is
there, but capital and skill required to produce any quantity of the
metal, and considerably under the present market price ?
14. But these though probably the most productive, are not the only
*
*
*
*
mineral sources of wealth
nearly its weight of silver, as even though it should not all prove to be
of such first rate quality, yet the inferior kinds are also of such
extensive use and application, as to render it a truly valuable deposit.
Quarries also of marble, of slate, of potstone, of gypsum, supplies of
eulphur, of eulphate of iron, and of alum are found. The trade in borax is
well worthy of attention, and no doubt the whole. supply of Europe
-might be drawn through these mountains. If to these be added other
articles of trade and consumption, such aa timber, hemp, beas' wax,
wool, and live stock, as shpep, &c. it will readily be acknowledged in
Caplain Herbert alludes here to hir paper on '* the Mineral Productions of the
Himmalaya Mountains, "p, 236 Part I. Vol. XVIII. Trans. As. Socy.-ED.
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m t r m p h t i q k [ p n s b r r . . W t ~ r r ~ u m u r b o n m
worthkrs crs may d $rat sight appea.] The i n d i i c m n popnlahm h
not likely speedily to improve, or to enter into t h e vieas, at last

without the support of European capital and the example of BnropeQ
enterpriae. And mrtaidy, if the e q m h e n t of Bmope~n
M
to be tried in India, we caunot select a better spot than tbeae
mountains, whether we consider the f a d k natwe of the dianatc,
the great room for European improoementa, the q ~ t i t of
y avail&
land, or l ~ t l y the
, nnrsery which such a colony might form of a
and warlike race to which we might in the how of need owe the slkt!
of the empire. [But t k aicw n u y be by
t h g i k t ] visionary, d
[Iluno] turn to notia, before concluding theee prehinary remarks, me
other probable sours of wealth, which though not, strictly spealdng, belonging to these diatricta,is yet st no great distance from them ; and to &
dummy of which, should it be discovered, the geological inrestigah
now going on must !k&h the key. I allude to the strong m s o m I
have b r h g h t forward for believing in the existma of coal in m e prt
of the Dooab ;mch a dincowry would indeed be more valuable than
of a mine of the precious meesls. In the great scarcity of fire wood
[thk dmr)would be invaluable. When we consider too how.completdl
the Dooab is adapted by natnre to the ready formation of a compl*
system of intend communication. we shall be convinced that it
be sdicient to give an aatoninhing impetua to the march of inprovement, and effect probably in a k w years such a change M
difficult to form even an idea of at the present moment.
The following paper may be conveniently divided into five sectia
the subject of each being an follows :1. Physical aspect and arrangement of the atuface.
2. Geological details.
3. Recapitulation of the preceding, or general view of the geologid
strncture.
4. Conclusion ; with noticea of the most remarkable features d
preceding general view as compared with systems, and with obseRatim
in other countries.
5. Mineral productions, compriaiig an account of the min&, method
of working, and suggestions for their improvement.*
See Note at p. vi.
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Of these the eecond b e i i the moet voluminous, and coneieting entiregeologist.
ly of practical details, can only be intereeting to a prof-d
[ I t ia my intention hereafier to label and refer each rock specimen of the
large co&ctim] I have made to the account of ita occiulence as here
given, by number, IJO that, when the paper ie studied with the cabinet
to refer to, I consider that it will give as correct an idea of the geology
of the province as could be had by actually travelling over it. And
there will be the further benefit that the experienced geologist will be
able to correct any mietakea into which I may have fallen, either through
inadvertence or want of knowledge.
The first section constitutes a detailed and systematic account of the
Physical Geography of this district, being the first ever given. Such a
view independent of [ i h connection with the geobgical details, to the
JLN comprehension of which it is absolutely necesoay, ia also much]
called for as a contribution to general Qeography, the latat works published W i g singularly deficient in details on this subject, as well as
erroneous in the few that are given. As an example, I would r&r to
Mr. Meyer's Geography, a very costly and bulky work, lately published, and to Brewster's and Reed Cyclopcediaa, (Art. Himalaya and
Physical Geography.) In none of these works t a clear idea obtainable
of the physical featwea of this interesting quarter of the globe. I could
have wished to have had a little more [ t h e for the q r t e m d i c arraagenent of the facts ard opinions in t h ] division, and I intend to improve
and extend it considerably hereafter.
The geological reflections with which the paper concludes are, I am
sensible, those in which I stand moat in need of candid criticism. The
early period at which I have been obliged to draw them up, the
want of books of reference, till within the last two months that I have
been in Calcutta, and the neceaaity of attending to the arrangement.
digestion, and revision of the other parta of the report during this time,
thua distracting my attention ; added to the anliety I have felt to [do
justice to] the subject will, I trust, plead some excuse for the deficiencies
obaeryable in it. Altogether, indeed. I would state ae a sutficient apology for the errors which may be found doubtless in every part of the
paper, the great hurry entailed upon me in the preparation of the fair
copy owing to the &cultiea and perplexities originating in circumstances which I have explained h my letter accompanying.
C
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But these hindran- are now 1 truat at an end, md with the aseistance so liberally granted me. I am not without hopes of improving d
adding to this papa M, [aa to r&
it not aitogethr dimmiit&
to
myrelf, ad I I t mch ar m q ] embolden me to look hmud to the
patronage of Qovemment in the eventually amtempluted act of publication.

SKETCH OF THE CJEOLOQY OF THE HIMMALAYAS.

1. Previously to entering on the detailed description which is tD
be the ~ubjectof this paper, it will be'necessuy to take a general bat
auaory view of the Geography of Central Asia. This great conntxy. m
interesting in every point of new, constitutes it is probable, whetber
we consider ita phyaical aspect, or its geological struchue, a systm~,
or whole, without [some general vicco of which to msbt rs,
of itr]
parta can be fully [ e o n p r e W . ] It is in their connection with ti&
singular country that we shall see eome of the moet inkredng relation~of the tract in question. Nor does it appear +ble
to obtain
a clear and connected idea of tho= relations, without extending c r ~ r
view to the great whole, of which our mountain provincm form b u t a pon
2. Unfortunately, however, so deep is the obscurity which cown
the Physical Geography of Central Asii, that little is to be done b e p d
dering probable gueaea on many of the most important points. The
[actxmnts of geographer8 ad travellers, even t h e lately given to t k ]
public, are eo meagre aa to leave us little to glean. And even in that
little they are frequently so contradictory, that it is not easy to obtain
any thing like certninty, except as to a few leading features.'
Even

-

1. It is quite astonishing how little r e know even of counlries comparatively easy
of access, and otlen visited, I mean of their physical features. 01 P e n i a we do not
to this day know the elevations of its p a l plains and mountain m g a . Of Cetml
r e are equally ignorant. It would appear as if observatiow, amongst the easiest to
be made, and requiring little skill or ability. have yet a mysterious terror for he
otherwise moet intelligent and able tnvellen. Our ignorance is the more provoking,
u very near apprmimations b truth may he made in all the aevelll Rsulb reqnimd
by Physical Geography, with very slender means, and acarcely any acience: how
much may be done by a traveller posseared of only a pocket sextant, a good watcb,
I
a thennometer, and a pocket cornpa.

1
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them will throw perhaps some light on the subject, and will at all
I

I

eventa enable us to take a view of thie tract, ahgether different
from what has hitherto been adopted.
3. If we [coruidsr the map of A&, we sliolt be struck vith the approfice of a] large central space, which is etrongly marked by the circumstance of beiig but little intemcted by r i m , while yet on every
side innumerable streams flow from it, and unite to form some of the
largeet rim of the Old World. The Amur, the Hoangho, the YangbeKiang, the Maykanng, the Maygive, the Irrawaddy, the Kiendun, the
Burampoobq, the Oanges.. the Indue, the Oms, the Jaxartes, the Obi,
the Jenisei, and the Lem m u n d with their source^ this tract, and
with coursea wrying from 1,200 to 5,000 milea in length, radiate from
it to the surrounding seaa in every direction.
4. Inasmuch as the source of every river must be higher than
any other part of ita courae, it is just to infer, that the zone in which
these fivers originate ia higher than the plains through which [they
p.l.1 to aeek the Ocean. [Their] length of course may be considered to be, within certain limita, proportioaal to the elmtion of t&e
source; we may further hkr, that the line which connecta the waterheada of these great rivere, muat be of very coneiderable elevation.
compared with other parta of A& external to that line.
6. W e know from observation, that the tract in which are found the
sources of the Cianges, the Indus, the Oms, the Obi, the Jenisei, u d
the Lena, ia d i v e d e d by lofty mountains, some of them the highest
on the globe. The Himalaya, the Karakoorum, the Hindoo Koh, the
Beloor Tag, the Bogdo, the Alak, and the Altai moun& are all found
along this line. We are then entitled to infer, that this mountain zone
ia in like manner continued to the S. E. and to the E., consequently
that it completely mmrounda the central tract.
6. Of the particular fenof the interior, little ia knowi. I t has
been usual to call it a plateau, and to suppose it of very great elevation.
The great sandy deeert of Cobi, which ia known to occupy part of it,
affords some grounds for this appellation; but with regard to the conviction of ita great elevation, this eeeme to have originated in incorrect
ideas of natural boundaries, and a consequent misapprehension of what
is, or is not the central plateau. [It lias b m ] p m m e d that the [ w h k
line ofl elevation along the mountain banier above indicated ahodd be
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considered as the bounding h i t , and that every point within this I&
waa entitled to the above appellation.
7. Captain Webh, amongst others, appeus to have Men into
this mistake in
the bed of the Sutlej (14,000 feet) ss the
lowest level of the plateau,^ whereas the bed of the Sutlej belangs
to the Sinditic M
i.
(so in M&. qu : I d i t i c 7) and is consequently p
t
of the barrier zone which s m u n d a the central tract. In like manntlr,
the country visited by Captain Turner, and commonly known as T h l i
the description of which is generally adopted as that applicable to the
interior, must be considered also as part of the mountain berrier. BiDce
it is watered by the rtreams or feeders of the Sanpo ; which if it be not
the Burampooter, must be either the Kiendun, or the Irrawaddy.
8. Considered [M a p r e s t h ] of Physical Oeography, [ t h hrc] line
of boundary is undoubtedly the chain of water-heads, and thii i
no means synonimoua with the line of greatest elevation.'
It may be
that the central tract is not of such
elevation as has too h&tily
been presumed. It may be that this presumption is correct ; the momtain barrier which m u n d a it eerping, as in the [-]
o f the Ghats d
Malwa,J to [srppwt]a high table land of tolerably even surface. Bat
however this be, it is not the leas neceMgly to avoid confounding tbc
boundary tract of mountain land with the central included arm.
9. Of other particulars we are equally ignorant; what ita rivers are,if
any ; and whither they flow ; eome we do know [comfri6utc to] certain
2 The Quarterly Rcoiew in reporting this foct, har not noticed the error. But t
h
wotk har never been celebrated for ita diquisitions oe phpical or mathematical mbjects. In this articular article, and the ahuaive one on the rame subject which
called for it, they are particularly open to censure. The two productions form .n
amusing contrut.
3 The latter is U'Anville's opinion, the former Henoel's. The great m a d e bb
which this acute geographer fell regarding the course of the Sutlej and Ganges,
turally makes one distrustful of his authority on this point. The little light which &.
employmeut of onr troop to the Eastward has thrown on the aubject, ten& lo .dd
strength to these doubla.
4 This remark is not unnecessary. for it is a mistake made by many, who conceiw
that because the source of a river must of necessity be higher than any part of ib be4
therefore all the elevntions in ita immediate neighboi~rhoodmust be higher thm
situated near a more advanced part of its course.
5. There is not however the analogy of geological s(ructum to make this c a n e l k
probable. Malwa is of the trap or overlying formation one which has derived ih
name from this peculiarity of structure, whereas all the evidence we have on the mbject t e n d to support the opinion of thin great circular barrier being c o m w by
primary rocks.
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lakes ;and some [we prearme] are loet in the sands of the,Great Desert.
But to obtain any thing like detail, on these and many other points, is
in the present obscurity of the subject impossible. Of its geological
strncture, we have not an idea that ie nat purely hypothetical.8 And
yet, it may be averred, that the geology of Aaia can never be rendered
fully intelligible, or even the science itself be placed on a 6rm basis,
till the whole of thie tract be fully explored, and the rich mine of
illustrations, which it doubtlese contains, be fully laid open.
lo. Conaidered in its various relatione to Aaia, I might even say to the
spot on the s&
Old World, it is undoubtedly the moet in-ting
of the globe, and it ie certain that the traveller who shall h t succeed in
developing these relatiom in all their bearings, will establish for himself
no inconeiderable name. Unfortunately for science, thie task is not
likely to be soon effected. The jealousy of the Chinese government, to
which the greater part of it belongs, opposing insurmountable obstacles
to the progress of investigation and discovery.'

11. It appears [certain t h t ] this central area-whether we call it a
plateau, a basin, or series of basins-ia surrounded on all sides by a broad
zone of mountain land in which originate the great rivers of Asia. The
[tract] of which I am now to give a description, and which comprises all
the British posseeeions within the mountains, forms but an inconsiderable portion either in length or breadth of thia great Alpine belt. In
interest of description, however, it does not yield to any part of it. For
within i t . boundaries rise some of the most remarkable peaks of the
Himmalaya summits, not more celebrated in the annals of superstition than in those of science, and from ita area apring the sources which
unite to form the Ganges. The sacred River! the fertiliser of pro6 That u of the interior.
7 T h e extraordinary yeneverance and intrepidity which distinguished the late
Slr. Moorcroft, bade fair to give us come knowledge of part of this country, certainly
of a great portion of the 8urrounding mountain tract, had hi8 life been pa red. Pew
m e n have possessed in an equal degree the qualifications neceaaary to ensure a traveller's progress through those countries. and it M not likely that m enquiring spirit
l i k e hu would haye mted while any thing remained to be learned, or any quarter
open Lo research presented itself. Hie premature death, while on the point ofreturni n g to his countrymen, is much to be deplored. I t ir hoped !ha& the materials collectctl may ).et be mnde available to thc increase of our knowledgo of thwe countries.
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vincea ! the watere of which bear bsalth and plenty through a cowe d
1,200 miles !
12. The boundariea of thir tract are to the 6. E. and N. W.; thc
rivers Kalee and Sutlej; to the N. E. a line drawn from the IC.hp e e fountain, (one of the mwcea of the Kales.) to the c o d n e n a
of the Tedong river with the Sutlej; and on the S. W. by a line
drawn from the Kalee, in Latitude 2g0, longitude 80" 8, to Ropm, cm
the Sutlej. These boundaria form a right-angled trapezium, the two
perallel and longest rides being directed about N. 60 W., the rectangular side being to the Butward, and the oblique aide to the N. W..
forming angles of 50" and 1300 with the p a d e l s . The only excep
tions to the regularity of these born*
are : I. A narrow strip
comprehending part of the valliea of the Sutlej and Speetee r i m
which runs up as high ae latitude S P , and which ia within the B W
limits. 2. The valley of the Jahnuvi river, or right bank of the Bhagee
rettee, which though included by the above boundary, ia coneidend to
be part of Thibet.8
13. The length of the several bounding lines are as followe :1. That facing the S. W..
272 miles.
2. ,
N. E.
192 ditto.
3.
S. E.
96 ditto.
4.
N. W.
120 ditto.
and the superficial extent in round numbers may be taken at 23,000

-

-

square miles. If we include the slip of plain country along the S. W.
boundary, and which ia geologically connected with it, the extent will
be a b u t equal to that of England Proper.
14. The tract limited by the boundaries just particularised, may be
described as altogether mountainous. A few inconsiderable and level spots,
hardly to be called vallies, are found, but neither is their number or
extent such as to render any q&cation
of this description necessarg.
8 The only rillwe, celled Choongraor Neelung, oww ILo a nominal nubjedion to the
Rajahs of Gur4wal and Big.hir, whore countries are conterminous with this d&cc
The villagen are of the Thibetan race. Their village consisb of about sixty howea,
which are but little raised above the ground and flat mold, on account of the
extreme violence of the win& which prevail in that quarter. I t is situated on the
right bank of the Jahnuvi, in latitude 31' W,longitude 79" S', m d has an ale+
of about 10,000 feet. The river is about 100 feet broad, and from fow to Dirr Isd
deep.

,

In ruggedness of feature, it does not yield probably to any country in
the world, and such is the irregular and confused appearance, which
the endleas ramification of its mountain ranges presents, that it is
with difficulq the unpractised observer can persuade himself that any
thing like order or regularity can be deduced out of such a seeming
cha0s.Q
15. No continuous chain of elevations can be distinguished on a first
and cursory view ; no great vallies, no table landa, nothing in fact to
lend a clue to the development of the mountain m a w . The aspect.
from whatever height the country be viewed, is that of an assemblage of
elevated peaks, irregularly and confusedly heaped together. Even the
degree by a phenomenon so
mo'wy chain, though defined to a oe&
singular on a first view to the inhabitant of the plain country, lows on a
nearer approach all chnracter of continuity and regularity, and appears
under the same c o n h e d and irregular aspeot which the lower elewtions are observed to bear.
16. It is only by tracing the cornea of the rivers and their tributary
streams, that a clue can be found to lead the observer out of this labyrinth. By connecting their eourcea, and by following out the deviotu
windings of the several feeders, an idea is obtained of the extent, the
direction, and the connection of the several ranges. Such an analyeis,
(vide sketch of the great river b h , ) will be found to modify conaiderably the notione which the first view of thie mountain tract from the
plains is calculated to give.
17. Instead of a succession of parallel and continuous ranges running
S. E. to N. W., and rising one behiid another in regular array and
increasing elevation, till the series is closed in the .farthest distance by
the line of snow-clad peaks,'O we see only one continuou~range of
any extent forming an irregularly curved line, which bends round the
tract commencing on the N. E. angle, with a North-westerly direction.
9 This is also the arrangement, or rather apparent want of arrangement observed
by Saueanm in the Albs, who wys, "When we contomplate the range of which
Mount Blanc fonm a part, from lean considerable elevatiolu, it appears as if these
c o l d mountains were situated in a line, and formed a chain, but this appearance
vanishea entirely from the bird's-eye view here presented. They are distributed in
great massea or groups of various strange forms," kc. %c.
10 The deception is M, strong in viewing them mountaim from the plaiar, that
most people continue, even after having visited the interior, to speak of the lst, 'W,
3d, and snowy ranges.
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which it gradually alters to a South-easterly one on the S. W. angle.
and latterly due South, just before it is lost in the plain conntay.
18. This range f o m one of the boundaries of the basin of t h e Sntlq
which bends round the aonvex side, while within ita concavity, are amtained the nnmeroun sources of the Oanges, the aevexal feedera of which
are separated by a most intricate ramification. On this acconnt, (as it
will be necessary often to refer to it.) and as there is no native name for
it, it may be termed the I n d o - h g e t i c chain.
19. We see then, that with the exception of a narrow strip b e l o n e
to the Sntlej, all this tract is occupied by the muma of the three
principal branches of the Ganged ; vk.the Jumna, the Qangea Roper,
and the Kalee.I1 A line dxawn through the pointa where they sevedy
enter the plains, repmsenta pretly exactly the common boundary of phin
and mountain land. I t is the S. W. b o m d q mentioned in Art. 1%
and ita length from Ropur, the debowe&! of the Sntlej, to Brihon Dm.
that of the Kalee is 272 milea.
20. The great disproportion of drabage effected by the Sutlej, d i c b
is one of the boundaria, and by the other or Qangetic spatem, is very
striking. Not less so is the difference of their courses as to directioo,
the one running nearly due West, the other South: and as to length,
the former having a course from its origin in Lake M o n s v o r to ib
d k h c k ! at Ropur of 550 milee, whereas the longest branch of the
latter has only a course of 292 miles. It is thin want of analogy in tbe
character of these two great river systems that forbid our apedating
on the arrangement of surface which may obtain beyond them.
21. In the case of two rivers of such magnitude as the Indus and
Ganges, which direct their waters to the opposite eeaa of India. we Mturally expect to trace some indications, however obscure, of a separating
elevated tract, something farther than the point where the Indo-Oangtic
chain cemes. No such indicatione are however found, for the intermidiate tract is much at the same level as the interior of the r i v a dishicts
which it separates. Physical Geography is full of these disappointments,
11 In terming the M e e one of h e wurces of the Ganges, I mean of mume tbr
Gmgea of Bengal ; the Kdee is the principal branch of the Dewah or Gogm river,
which falla into the former near Chuprah
12 This fact is very important, and poinb out the facility of establishing a system
of irrigation all over the Dooab aad Hohilkud. I ascertained that h e bed of the
Jumna at llaj Ghat, on the r o d betweeu Chilkana and Uwrea, b but five f&
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a proof, if it were wanting, that we are still but imperfectly acquainted
with the structure of the globe.
22. The length of the Indo-Oangetic chain is about 340 miles,
ae defined on one ~ i d e ' b ythe Kalapanee fountain, one of the soof
the Kalee, where our b t precise knowledge of it commences, and
on the other by ita termination in the plain country, which is d c i e n t ly sudden to be definite. From ita gradually decreasing elevation along
this line, it ia natural to infer, that it is but a ramification of that
more exteneive line of water-heads, (Art. 6,) which would exclude
from the central plateau all the mountain tract watered by the
Sanpo and the Indus, as well as by the Oangee. We are not then
to appose that in croeaing the I n d o - h g e t i c chain, we have made
a near, or even the neareat appulse to the great table land of Tartary
we are equally near it in the b&
of the Oangee. But if this centxal
plateau really means any thing, i t must be something distinct from
i t . surrounding &er
of mountain land, or if not, all the river baains
are equally entitled to the appellation.
23. Next in extent to the Indo-Gaugetic chain are the two principal
d c a t i o n s ; viz. that which eeparatm the eubordinate basin of the
Jumna from that of the (;ianges Proper, and that of the latter river from
that of the Kalee. From their origin in the parent ridge to where they
are lost in the plain country, their length ia about 160 milea. Like the
principal chain, they cease euddenly, nor is there any trace either in the
h
b or in Rohilkund of a continuation of them, however obscure."

;*

below the level of the S.barunpors cantonment, (month of March.) At Badabahee
Mahul, it is 100 feet, Hem then is a water-head capable of supplying any number
of canals, and for a continuance the Ganges offers nimilar facilities for Hohilkund.
The elevation of ita bed at Hurdwar is 1,000fect above the lea, while that of
Mooradabad is only 609 feet.
13 The bed of the Sutlej can by no figure be termed a table land, for it is a
deep valley shut in by lofty mountains. But even if it were, it in not the table
land of Tartary, which u the county watered by the OXM and Jaxarten. I t ia
a strange mistake which is made, and by many who have the reputation of being
well informed, that of confounding the Calmuck or Mongolian race with the Tartars,
a n d their country with Tartary, whereas no two races can he more distinctly marked
than these are. It war the country of Thibet, and not 'rartary, which Captain
W e b b saw, and which is inhabiled by a tribe of Calmucks or Eleuths.
14 A levellingoperation which I executedsome yean ago, connecting Seharunpore
with the Jumna, and which furnished the result mentioned in the note, page xvii.
eatabluhed abo a more unexpected conclusion; viz. that the ground in the immediate vicinity of the river for a short distance rinw to the height of forty-five feet
above ita level in the cold season.
U
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The great disproportion in thb length of thee branch- compared with
those thrown off to the Sutlej, is very s h i k i , (Art. 20.)
24. h m these, as well aa from the main chain, proceed a multitude
of other ridges, and from theae again a third set, and so on till the ua
becomes covered with this intricate ramification, which but for tb
assistance derived from obserPing the courses of the rivers, d d almost
hid de6ance to any analyak. The longeat of theae, is that which
separates the principal branches of the Ciangee Proper ; the Bhageerettec
and the Alecknunda, of the Jumna ; the Jumna Roper, and Fonse,
of the Kalee ; the Gunjeea. and the Rarngunga. These vary from &
to 100 miles in length. I t would be melees to enumerate the 0 t h
especially aa they have no distinctive appellations. Nor would the anmeration add any clearneaa to our idea of the aspect of the cormw.
S d c e it to say, that as they descend in the scale of subordination,thq
become shorter, and diminish in e1evation.u
25. All the paseea leading into the country of Oondes, are sitoaEed in
the main chain, it being indeed the only one, as will be evident h m tbr
foregoing description, necessary to be traversed between the Dooab lad
valley of the Sutlej, unless for the convenience of a better road, a
more regular supplies. These passes have all, with the exceptia d
three, been viaited, and their height above the sea determined, a.
cepting the main p,
of which though supposed to be the highest,it i
'to be regretted Mr. Tate, the Surveyor, who visited it has left ns
measurement. The higher pointa of the chain are not so well ascertrined in all their detaila, owing partly to their not b e i i visible, and @b
to an idea which has prevailed of their great inferiority to the southern
peaks, or those included within the Qangetic baain, and conaeqnen@
rarpificatiom from this chain.
26. I t appears however to be sufficiently established, that from
tude 31' 23'. longitude 77O 50', the elevation of this chain is consider&
being with the exception of a few passes, clothed in the livery of
all the year round. Its tendency to fall off in that direction i evinced
by the gradually decreasing height of the passes, and from the
point to its termination, little snow is seen, excepting during the winta
months. In latitude 30° 35'. longitude 17'. the 77O elevations of wht
15 This i to be undentood, however, only in a general sense, u in mmy *i
the rubordinate ridge r i m to a greater elevation than that from which it d a
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may be called one of its passes is only 2,500 feet. A little beyond this
it is lost in the plain country.
27. The following Table of heights contains every point measured in
this chain, and the accompanying section embodies the particulars. I have
included the names of a few passes, which though not measured, appeared worthy of notice, either as forming fi-equented points of communication with Oondes, or as presenting unusual diflicultiea to the few
venturous mountainem who have attempted them :-

Table of the Elevations of the Principal Peaks and Passes of tk IndoGangetic Chain.
p~

Peak or Pass.

Remarks.

Elevation.

------

Feet above
sen.

I
.........
......

Pass to Tuklakot,
Koontas Peak, No. 2,

Koontas Peak, No. 1,
Labong P u r

...

:::I

17,598
20,992
22,441
18.870

These are two
of the most frequented,the first
is easy, theother
difficult.
Visited, but not measured.
Is said to be very easy of access.
These Peaks are visible fiom
the Plains, they give rise on
the Southern side to the Tonse.
good deal of snow in Sept.
Much snow in June.

......
......
.........

Danna Pass (at least,)
Jowahir Pass (at least,)
Neetee Pass,

Not measured
Ditto,

.[

.........
..................

.....
.....

Mane Pass (said to be,)
Neelung Pass (probably,).....
The Cone (Snowy Peak,)
,vol
No. 39, vide As. h.14
L. Ditto,
T h e Needle,
Goonass Pass,
Borando Pass,
j (Snowy Peak, vide ae above,;
i Ditto,
h Ditto,
g Ditto,
Shatool Pass (atleaat,)
d
C
a
P a s s below Bagee Fort,
Pass below Bagee Fort,
Wbartoo Perk,
Nagkunda Pa=,
T h e o g Fort,

...
...
...
...
...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...

.....
.....
.....

......

......
......
......
.....,
......
......
......
......
......
......
.......
......

This Pass is on the N.
E. comer of the Mountain
Tract, and leads to Tuklakot, a
Chinese or Thibetan factory.

A very difficult Paas.

17;044
9,039
9,039
10,673
9,000
7,926

The range has here a S. W. direction.

,
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Remuka.

Sea.

Mrhasoo Temple,
Juke Peak,
Tarba,
Kimdern P m ,

...
...
...
Kol Peak,
...
Ujmergurh,
...
Bhoora Peak, ...
Surrn Village, ...
Bonytee Debee, ...
Jytuk Fort,
...
(iutasun Dehee,...
Sandstone Hills,
Foot of Hilh,

9,265

Thc Camp was 8,965 feet, temple 300 more.

8,120
5,000
4,989
7,6 12
4,c'oo
6,439
5,500
5,120
4,854
2,500 Not measured.
5,000 /Ditto.
1,500 /Ditto.

28. A geologist of some eminence, and remarkable for t h e soundnes
of his views says, that " writem have erroneously confounded the line of
greatest elevation with a chain of water-heads." If we take a s w
of the present tract, we shall every where see this opinion confirmed.
The range above described, is that which separates the two river systems
of the Gtangea and the Indus, the principal drains on the aide of
India from the central plateau. But it is by no means the highest
ground, for it ia within these baains, and not on their common boundary,
that are found disposed those elevated peaks, the real height of which
haa so long formed a subject of discussion,'%d from which, as &dered the highest summits of the globe, this tract derive~one of its
principal sourcee of intereat.
29. The term Himmala, generally applied to these peaks, meam
snowy, so that it is rather descriptive of a broad zone or belt, than of a ,
series of peaks aa distinguished fmm the lower ridges in their immediate vicinity. They have been called a chain, yet no term is less descriptive of the manner in which they are arranged ; neither are they a
1G It is a curious fact in the history of science the extreme downas and even ana.illingnwa with which thu result bas been admitted. Theoretical considenliau
founded on an experiment in an air pump were held to be sufficient gronnds for
doubting of our Indian obrerven. "Jurare in verbo magistri" WM the order oftbe
day, and the authority of a name wns considcd sufficient to justify doubb of r d l s
which should have been judged of on their own mcrits alone. The infallibility d
lheir own dogmaa wae ncvcr cvcn questioncd.
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series of groups.17 but rather of transverse ridges (at least within the
basin of the Qanges,) which ramify from the Indo-Qangetic chain, over
which they yet tower several thousand feet.
30. A line or plane connecting their summits will represent that
of greatest elevation. It is evident from Art. 17, that it must cross the
Indo-Qangetic chain. It ia nearly certain, that in like manner the highest
summits of the next portion of the great circular barrier are to be found
withii the basin of the Indue, and the line continued still farther would
Whether .this ardoubtless cross the separating chain of the Oxus.'B
rangement holds all round, or how far;,what ia the elevation of this line in
every part of its eouree; of thew points, and of many others equally
interesting, we are entirely ignorant.Ig
31. But we do know, that from the Hindoo Koh, or Snowy Mountains
of Cabul, to the peaks visible from Patna, this line or plane never sinks
for any distance below 21,000 feet. Lieutenant Macartney measured
one of the former, and found the height 20,493 feet ;a0 and in 1815, when
with my corps on the Goruckpore and Betwah frontiers, I determined
17 On design communement toutes les elevationa de terrain, pour peu qu'ile ae
prolongent, loua le nom general de chaincs. Mais il est certain que les mndtagnen
foment plus souvent des gmupes que den ehaines. Mais les chainen lea plus appar e n t ~ne sont souvent que de Lignas de groupes " Malta Brunn Precis de la Geognaphie." Lom. 2, p. 160.
18 I t has been thought otherwise : the Himmalaya have been a u p p e d to find their
continuation thmugh Persia, and the chainrr of 'l'aurus and Caucasus as far as the
Caspian S e a The point may, however, easily be settled, for i t appean from Captain
Christie's Journal, that there in no snow on the mountains in the neighbourhood of
Herat, and it is known from the Ayeen Akberry, that the journey from Bokharais
unattended with di5cnlty. I t in therefore evident, that the Himmalaya, as such,
have no continuation in this quarter. But it may be said, and with truth, that the
phenomenon of snow is no test of the identity of a chain or ridge of mountaim. The
Himmalaya, however, is no chain, as I have already shewn, and when we speak of
these peaks as constituting a series, it is either as mow-clad summits, or as the highest in their immediate neighbourhood. Cfinsidered in either of them lightu, their continuation must be sought in the Belwr Tag, and that these are situated within the
basin of the Oxus, admits of little doubt. Lieutenant Maclvtney appean to have been
puzzled with regard to this point, but this was owing to the mistake he fell into regarding the courde of the Indus. H e at once decides agaiast the common opinion.
Vide &o Rees' Cyclopaedia. Art. Altai Belur.
.
19 The papers of Mr. Moorcroft and Mr. Trebeck, should they ever be recovered,
will doubtlesr supply many interesting porticulare on this ~ubjeet,and i t would be
extremely curious to compare their results with what is here hypothetieally stated.
'W So in the account of Cabul, but from the data given, allowing one-tonth for
refraction, I find 19,470; doubtless the place of observation is c l e v i ~ ~1,WO
d feet or
Inore above the son.
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one of the latter to have an elevation of 27,000 'feet.21 Those d m
have travelled through Oude, within a s d c i e n t distance of the moanbin
tract, know that the aeries continues in a l l that line without any such
inferiority, at least as the eye can detect. This is a presumption, if it
be no m0re.u
32. The fact. that in a line of 500 miles two summits are found exceeding five miles in perpendicular height, not isolated,but wnnected to
appearance by a regular series of peaks of very little inferior elevation.
is alone calculated to give ns a lively idea of the enormous rnagnit.de
of this mountain zone. It is almost certain,that if we c o d b e o d v e s
to 21.000 feet, we may find a connected line of such peaks extending
through a distance of 1,000 miles. When I say connected. I mean
without any apparent breaks, because as already noticed of those within
the baain of the Oangea, it is probable that they are not connected m
reality, except through the line bf water-heads from which they ramify.
33. But, it may be asked, how shall we be certain that thie is really
the line of g r e a b t elevation, and that ia on thi. side the highst
peaks are within the river districts. and not on their boundary; may
they not be m likewise on the other ride, and consequently thae be
found in the baaii of the Indue, as suggested by M. Humboldt, still
loftier summits than those which distinguish that of the Oanges ?
34. To this it may be answered, first, that aa we have already seen
this line of greatest elevation is undoubtedly prolonged into the basin d

I

21 T h u is the peak mentioned by Mr. Colebmke, (AI. Res.) under t h e nrw
of Dhawala-giri, or the White Mountain. Captain Webb, whaa m-rement
he reporla, found nearly the same result. Captain Blake also, when employed
as Surveyor on the Goruckpore frontier, found the same height nearly. 1 consider
my measurement M leas exceptionable than either of tbeae, for the following re.aonr :( I . ) The position of the peak depends on a traingulation establuhed from a base
of 1,142 feet measured with a chain, m d not from the protraction of the mute,
the angler being taken by an excellent Bextant of Barges. (2)The m g l e of elevltim
wpl taken repeatedly, m d a t different searow, by reflection from mercury with the
rame sextant. (3.) A much nearer approach to the peak was made one of (he at.timr,
being distant only seventy milea, whereas the neuert of thein wad 12U miles.
22. It would be very derinble to have the positions m d elevaliolu of the principd
aummitr dong our frontier fixed with tolerable correctnar Such a task w d d
not be either d s c u l t or tedious, provided the attention were confined to those poinb
alone. I t would form the very best foundation for a correct map of lndi., for them
peaks once fixed, every place from whence they are visible, may be betiled with
equal precision, and thus afford means of correcting the Badling or Westing of OW
pmtraclions, which is the great desideratum. This subject baa been noticed bg
hlajor Ilodgson in the paper in 14th vol. A. 5. Hes.
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the Indus, and most probably into that of the Oxus also, that in some
part of this line there may be peaks higher than those in the Gangetic
basin is possible, nor can we assign any reason, why it should be improbable. But that there ie a higher chain, or series of peaks, beyond
the Sutlej, parallel to that which we are considering, is an opinion
which is supported by no probabiities whatever;
35. Undoubtedly the subject is even yet involved in some obscurity.
which cannot be fully cleared up till all the particulars in that quarter
become known. The only direct evidence which we possess on the
subject is unfavorable to this conclusion. Mr. Moorcroft, who crossed.
and Captain Webb, who visited the Neetee Pass, are both silent as to
the exietence of such loftier peaks to the N. or N. E. In my journey
to lay down the course of the Sutlej I found that after passing thii
line, all the loftier peaks appeared to the Southward, while those to the
North were of a totally different character, rounded summits, almost free
from snow, and evidently of less height. In like manner in ascending
the height above Shipkee, (16,000 feet), the peaks to the N. E., East,
and S. E., were of thii character, while to the S. and S. W. appeared
those of the true Himmalaya aspect.24 Nor does Captain Webb, in his
visit to the head of the Kalapanee river, notice any high peaka as being
visible to the N. or N. E., though he was then not twenty miles from
the lake Mansumr.
36. We are justiiiedthen, by all that we know of this elevated tract.
in considering it as unconnected altogether with the disposition of the
water-heads. Nor can any principle of arrangement be traced, which
will allow of our proceeding one step beyond that point, at which our
positive knowledge of the subject terminates. We may, if we choose,
guess, that beyond this, another line still higher may be found, and we
may even add a third, still more lofty, but we must be contented to have
these conclusions considered as mere guesses too;unsupported by analogy, and having no claim whatever to be received even as probable.
23 Further reasons will appear for doubting the exutence of a series of loftier summits to the North, when we come to the geological details. Strange that Europe
8hould have been so slow to acknowledge the actual height of the Himmalaya; still
stranger, that being unable any longer to deny the accuracy of the measurement,
a higher range muet be supposed to the North of it, so that it may still he avcrred.
they are not the highest.
24 Vide Asiatic Society's Researches, Vol. 15.
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37. It should be noticed, homer, that the term line is incurd I
used, or at least with great
latitude, and even subetituting that of p k ,
it is still necemq to bear in mind, that its direction, whether as
to a great circle, or the loxodromic curve, is by no means Imi$ra
or even regular in its d e v i a t i o ~; u n h s indeed we regard it as af oz+
siderable breadth, and in that arae its surface would be very im+&
studded with peaks. In t . way we may m
y affirm, that it t
parallel to the common boundary of mountain and plain land. In be
it is impossible to contemplate such mansea dis@
along such a &
tance without feeling convinced, that there ie some connection betma
the greatnesn of their elevation, and the original formation of t h e m
tain system in which they are found. The parallelism becomes mae CQ
vious when we consider a more extended tract.
38. The ,following is a Table of all the results hitherto rneasd.
diitinguishing also the river baaink within which they nre
:-

No.

Daignation
Na..

----5

10

i
15

/

Or

I-

CaptRin Webb.

1

No. Elevation. Letter.

1)

8

7
6
5

i

4
3

I‘

20,923
21,045
22,277
22,238
22,727
19,497
19,099
20,407
22,635
21,439
19,153
17,994
22,419
25,669
22,313
23,263
20,686
21,311

...

23,16;4
22,578
22,198
19,106
21,611
22,840

...

Rim

Elevation.

---I

27
26
25
24
23
22
21
20
19
18
17
1G
15
14
13
12
11
9

..,

Major Hodeon.

--

a_h

I

'

!

i

A No. 1,

23,531

A NO. 3,

23,317
23,441

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

...

...

...
...
..,

,

I).

a.

...

...

25,749

U.

... :
...

A NO. 2,

B.

...
...

,

21,612
23,062
19,925

'

1

...
...

...

..,

...

...
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No.

I

Captain Webb.

I

Deaigoation or
Names.

I

No. Elevation.

'1

3 1

St. Patrick

,............

St. George,............

..........
Sree Knntn, .........
Rudra Humdah, ...
Sergn Raur, .........
Bunder Pooch, ......
Another summit, ...

/The Pyramid
35

40

Shippure,

45

,, .
,, 1

..I

I
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Mnjor Hodgon. I
Letter.

/

. River

Elevntiun.

--

19,938

...

Basin.

...
...
...

...

2"""
22,345

...

...

j

...

...
...
...
...

...
...
...

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

............

............1
.........
............
...............

Peak visible from

Jhala,
Ditto Twara,
The Cone,
Raldung,
Rishee Gungterrny,
60 I ~ o o r k ~ o l ,

............

39. In judging of the comparative direction of these summits and
those of the Andes, it ia not rrufEcient to be told that the highest of the
former overtop Chimborazo, the principal summit of the latter, by nearly one mile of perpendicular altitude ;for this aingle fact, great as is the
diierence which it implies, falls rrhort of giving a competent idea of the
mbject. Let us take the higheat summits of the Cordilleras measured
by Humboldt, and those of the Ahdes of Peru by Condamine, and others.
Although not the same chain, they are situated on the line of greatest
elevation, and in both these particulans, they correspond with the Himmalap. According to Myers, they are aa follow8 :Chimborazo,
2 1.44 1
Desea Caesada,
19370
Cayambe Area,
19,336
Cotopaxi,
18,891 or 19,165according to others.
19,149
Antisana.

........
......
.......

..........

..........
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From this list it would appear, that then in but one wmmit eknhd
more than 20.000 feet, and only five which exceed 18,000.
40. Of the *-one
measured p a h of which we have given r talk,
there are twenty-eight M high, or highs than Chimboram, and tbar
are forty-four M bgh, or higher than Deaea Cassrda, the dd
of America. Popocatepetl, the sixth in order, in overtopped by not
than 100 summita within the limited tract we are conaidering;m
yd
the p a ~ e even
s
(which are the lowest points) in the Indo-Gangetic m@
(which as I have befom stated in not the highest ground.) ucced
in e l d o n the sixth summit of America. These facts m a y perhapngin
a more correct idea of the great ditkence which exists between tbar
two tracts, the loftiest on the globe, and the most remarkable in w
point of view. If the rim of America (and e m this in drmkfon
exceed in volume and length those of the Old World, at leastthr
mountaim must yield.*
4 1. The great e l d o n of these peah is scarcely more striking
M the depth of the d i e s or hollows which q a m t e them, and did
are always the beds of the rivers. Thus the Poorkyool Peak towera to 1
height of 22.700 feet, while its bese is washed at a horizontal W
of five miles by the waters of the Sutlej ; the bed of which river hra bat
only an elevation of 9,500- feet. The dilkence in 13,200 feet in
miles. In like manner the difkmnce of elevation from the sum& d
the Kuldung Peak to the Sutlej, in a distance of five and haK mile 6
14.7 11 feet. Of the Soommeeroo Peak to the Mnndaknee, dietant faar
milea, 11,000 ;of a peak (No. 17, Captain Webb's list) to the Qurjehb
tant two miles, 13,370 ; of the Jowahir Peak to the &me, distant @
miles. 15,749. Theae d i e s are far beyond any thing that in to k @
in the Andes.'b

~~~*

!45 Although the Andes have no river vallia comparable in dspt6 with
there a? lome chasms, a8 they 8hould rather be called, which taking @adro
Our author was, it will be remembered, writing befom Mr. ~eutlmd'c
suramenb of Sorato 23,400, Illinmi 24,350, and Dwabcrado 11,100 fa&-8-

*
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42. The above list, if it were thought neceaeary, might be much
increased. I t is very true that they are nearly consequences of the
manner in which theae peaks are disposed, but it is this very dispoaition
which is so singular, and worthy of remark. I t ie the extraordinary
elevation above the ground on which they imodiately stand that is so
striking to a traveller within these mountains, because it is at once
taken in by the eye, and requires no coneideration to aid the effect. I t ie
different with eummits placed on an elevated table land, where we
are continually obliged to remember the height of the latter, and
even with this assistance, they fail to astonish and confound the imagination in the degree that a nearer view of the Himmalaya is found to do.48
43. I must remark-here, that the inetame given above, belong to a
fact which is general throughout these mountains, and which & it is
very striking, and seems capable of throwing some light on the mode of
their origin, ought not to be p a d over. It is thia : wherever the eeparating ridge of two river valliea approaches the banks of one of them,
there is its highest point; and where it holds a middle courae for any
distance, it is there found to be lowat; equally throughout the higher
and the lower mountains will this remark be found to hold good, nor am
I aware of a single exception to it.
44. But it is chidy as mow-clad summite on the border of the
T o m d Zone that these mountains have attracted attention. It is probable that but for this phenomenon, their elevation would have remained to this day a desideratum. To the inhabitant of the plains, who
b e i i under a summer temperature of nearly 100°, ia exhausted with
heat, it is certainly a phenomenon full of wonder. To those too who
consider the heat to be in the sun's rays. (the bulk of common observers,)
t h e wonder must be greatly increased, aa the summit of the mountain
i~ nearer by five milea to the eun than the plains at its foot ; even the
scientific observer cannot entirely divest himself of that fee& of admiration, which the aight of any thing so unueual to hie common exdepth and extreme nmwnena, are very mtriking. M. Humboldt mentiom mveral of
these, one of which though it he not 3,000feet .cw,L yet upwards of 4,000 feet deep.
Captain H d l too, noticn the depth and eteepnes of the ravines or ~rrebtodarpf CMi.
26 But as theme mountaim are elevated on the high plain of Quita, which u elevated farther above the sea than the top of the Pyreneer, and constitute#more than onethird of the computed height, they are inferior in actual elevation
Mont Blane.
S e e Reea' Cyclopsdia, Art. Andes.
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perience, however agreeable to the deductions of &ce,
must necamarily excite.
45. It is thin phenomenon which hen always occasioned them to be
objectn of attention, and it is singular enough that it is Pleo on erronecms
considerations connected with this phenomenon that tbe doubts d their
superior elevation have been founded. I shall include under the &
on climate, what I hare to o6x on the theory of the subject and the
anangement of the Isothermal bands. I shall here conhe myeelf to a
statement of a f m of the most interesting particulara connected with
the occurrence of thin phenomenon.
46. It w
ill be readily understood, that according to the aeastm of thc
year, the zone which is marlred by snow will be of more o r less extent
If we take o w eatimnte in that month in which the quantity is a minimum, and after which there falls more than mdta, we may mtisfy omselves that a belt of ten to fourteen miles in hreadth is distinguished
this phenomenon. It is not meant that snow lies in every point af rbia
tract, but merely that within it will be found summits bearing B I ~ W rll
the year round. The minimum elevation of this mow-bearing tract n
nearly in round numbers 15,000 feet. which may therefore be hken g
the elevation in thia latitude of the m e of perpetnal 00-.
There are, however, many spots of greater elevation perfectly bare d
snow, this fact ie, however, connected with a different arrangement of tbc
eeasons, and will be noticed in the section on climate. At all e b a h s
exceeding the above, where snow lies, it is generally quite firm, aapt
immediately after a fitah fall.
47. Many parta of thia zone have such a disposition of the surface that
it is quite impoeaile that any part of the snow which h& shopM
ever be lost, except by melting, or by evaporation. The loss from the former cause muat be very little at dentions much exceeding 15,000 feet
At 18,000 it must nearly cease altogether. The Iwe from evaporation will
doubtless be considerable under so rare an atmosphere, still howeva ac
may safely conclude, that a surplus is left every year to accumulate. In
favorable situatione, we may imagine then the depth of these moan to
be very great. In fad,we may suppoae a case, without hatarding any
improbability, where they have been yearly increasing since the origin of
these mountains. Such supposition is calculated to give us a stupendoua idea of the magnitude of these deposits.

,
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48. We have seen that the lime of greatest elevation ininstead of bounding the river districta (Art 30). On each side of this line
to the north as well as to the south the peplcs diminiih in elevation, yet
not equally. To the southward the decrease is more rapid, and ia accompanied by an anomaly which is sufficiently striking. The diminution
of elevation, which is pretty regular till near the boundary of the
plains and mountain land, is there suddenly interrupted. The peaks
shoot up considerably above the niean elevation of those immediately
north of them, and as suddenly Bink into the plains ; eo, that if we
divide the country, south of the line of greatest elevation, into five
parallel zones, the fifth will be as high as the third, while the fourth
will be found considerably lower than either.
49. Some of the most remarkable instances of this fact are the
following : The Qhagur, which rises above Bhumowree, ha8 one of
the lowest of its passes, in a road distance of fifteen milea, elevated
7,121 feet above the sea. Ahother instance may be seen in the high
range south of Sreenugger. A third in the Soorkunda range, as connecting that peak with Bhudraj. The latter overlooks the Doon,
the former is but fifteen milea from,Dhera, situated in the centre nearly
of the valley, yet their altitudes are respectively 7.510 and 9,271 above
the sea. The Jamoo Peak is another example. The Bhoora Peak a
still more remarkable one. The latter elevated 6,439 feet above the
sea,appears actually to overhang the lower h i s which form the transition
from ita foot to the plain country. Many more instances might be adduced,
w& it necessary to multiply the examples. If a surface be supposed,
such as to represent everywhere the mean elevation, that surface will not
be inclined &ly
plane, but will have a considerable curvature.
50. Another curioue feature in the physical structure of this mountain tract is the situation of the high peak called the Choor. Ita summit is elevated 12.149 feet above the sea. and if it be made the centre
of a circle of sixty miles diameter, the circumference will on one side
just fall on the common boundary of plain and mountain land, while
within this circle. no point will be found within 15.00 feet of this
height, and even those mountains which approach this limit, are, strictly
speaking, part of the chain of which the Choor is the higheat peak.
From whatever quarter it be approached, it will be seen from very great
distances standing up above the surrounding ridges like a huge beacon,
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at once remarkable for its superior elevation, aa for its peadimity d
form. The investigation of its geological structure muat, for these ree
sons, be found very interesting.
51. Of the several rivens and streruns by which the drainage of tbe
k g e t i c basin is effected, some have their origin fmm the Indo-Gang&
chain, that ia, from the farthest side of the m w y zone, othem spring fmn
various points within that zone, or from its emthem fece, and a t.bd
clase from the lower mountains where mow only reats a few moatbs
in the year. To the first class belong the principal eourcea d the Kake
and Qangee Proper, the Kalee, the Dhoalee, and the Sooree, branches of
the former. The Dhoalee, the B&un Ounga,ond the Jahnuvi of tbe
latter. To the second clase belong the rubordinate branches of thes
two riven, and the principal onea of the Jumna, that is to say, the RunGunga and Sujoo (Kalee) ; the Pindar, Mundaknee, Kalee. BhiIlung
and Bhageerethee. (Oanges) ; and the Beraee Olmga, Jnrnna, Soopin.
Roopur. Pubbur, and Andrpttee (Jumna'). To the third clrrea, which ia
the moat numerous, belong all the other branches of these rivers, but six
of them only require mention, aa being at all remarkable. Of these,
three pour their waters into the principal stream within the monntaina.
These are the Luddeea which joins the Kalee, the Npar which belmgs
to the Ganges, and the Oirree a branch of the Jumna. The other three
have a considerable course within the plains. The Coasillah and Ramgunga join a little below Mooradabad, and with the united stream, eventually contribute to me11 the waters of the Ganges. The Murkunda,
the third of these, losee itselt, it ia said, in the sands of the Desert.
52. Amidst eo many branches, it may seem dieicult to h on that
which is entitled to the pre-eminence, and to be considered a s the prioc i d source of the river. If, however, we recollect that the most distant
source must be the most elevated, and muat have contributed the largest
supplies, we ahall have a principle of eelection, eaaily applied, and which
leads to some curious results. In particular, it will appear, that the Smpin ia the parent stream of the Jumna, and ite source must therefore
be the principal one. Of the Ganges, neither the B-ttee
or the
Dhoallee, so long considered rival sources, is entitled to that distinction.
In reality, the Jahnuvi is the moat distantly derived of all its branches,
and must therefore be admitted to be the real source of this great river.
Singularly enough too, of all the mountain rivers, this is the only one
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that baa not been traced up to its origin, owing to its being within
the limita of Chinese authority ;the conclusion then ia inevitable, that
however we may pique ourselves on having vinited and k e d the
sources of the Qangea, the position of its most elevated and distant
source is still a desideratum. Nor has the h t beginning of this mighty
river been yet beheld by European eye.
53. The following Table givea the particulars from which the foregoing conclusions have been drawn. I t exhibita the dietance, in miles
measured along the river's course, of each source, taking as the point of
departure, the place where the river en- the plains.
Dist. of River
Name of Branch.
$ource. Basin.
Kalee,
Dhoalee,
Gungeea.
.
,
Kalee.
127
Ramgunga,
1431
surjm,
Dhaolee,
225
202
Bishunnunga,
233
Jahnuvi,
203
Pindur,
Mundaknee,
150 Chges.
Kalee,
.
143
Bhmeqeth?,
203
Bhillung.
150
123
Jumna,
Bheeraee Qunga.
1241
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ROOPUT,
Andryttee,
Sutlej,
(hilah,
Ramgunga.
•
•
The Ludhee to ita confluence,.

..
..

..

..

..

..

.
..
..
..

..
..

..
..
..
..
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143 1
145 J
555 Sutlej.
100
Kalee.
105
52
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54. Tbe murcea of these rivers which spring in, or from, the
Zone, are elevated from 10 to 17,000 feet, the h t being t h t at dr
Jurnna, the latter of the Sutluj, the two extremes. There is
some connection between the length of a river course and the elem&
of its source. I find from a comparison of thoee which flow in tbt
same direction, and which may be consequently supposed to ha= tk
m e declivity, that the height of the source above any given paint k
as the square root of the distance fmm that point. Thna the Jumm
Kalee, and Bhagerettee are respectively elevated above the points dm
they enter the plains, 9,573 feet, 10,593 f k t , and 12,776 feet, which m
sdtn are as the numbers 10, 11, 6, 12,9. Their distances fiwn rbcsP
points are 123, 143, and 203 milea, the pquare roo? of which are as tie
numbers 10.1 1,1, 13, 3, ditfering by leas than unity from the preeeding.¶' The Sutlej will not bear a comparison with these, beams
its course is in a different direction, and has not consequently the cam
declivity. In the Man of its course, its great length, and the W
aid it derives from acceaoory streams, it forme a strong contrast t~ an
the other mountain rivers.
55. A feature common to all the water-heads that belong to the
Zone, is their situation always in a comparatively open and level spot
with an accumulation of snow resting against the base of some
peak, from which the embryo stream derives ite first supplies. According to the season of the year, the snow-bed will be of greater or ka
magnitude and depth. During many months, the place will be deq
in snow, and unapproachable. After the snow begins to melt, a constant
moisture is kept up for many months, while in the fine season a@,
vegetation goes on luxuriantly. The consequence is, the formation af I
thick coating of peat, which is inwriably found at all elevations, haviqb
a temperature such as to ensure during aeveral montha the slow d
gradual melting of the accumulations of snow that occur dnring the
winter. From 11.500 to 13,000 feet, according to locality, may be toesidered as the height at which peat will be found. I t is al-p how27. Thia law is not applicable to dserent putr of the u m e river's -me,
.nd ye( ii
gives very near approximatiom in the m e applied. Thas if hthe d h c c in
mil- of any lowre fmm the dehonck the quare root be subtracted, & mdtiplid
by 882, the product M the height in feet above the da-.
Thi woold give llm
feet as the height of the murceof the Tome. The result by the kmpmtum d m
water waa 14781
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in greatest quantity, and of a better quality in such spots aa above
described ; that is, in hollowa ; because the supply of water is more constant, and equally gradual.
56. The discharge of the four great rivm at their entrance into the
' plains, has not been directly measured, except in the case of the Jumna.
! It appears however masonable to infer, that the discharge will be proportionate to the extent of country drained ; in other words, to the total
length of course made up by adding the several branches of the river
I together.
Thia rule I found to hold in the caae of the Tonae and the
Jumna, the discharges of which I meaaured in 1819. Thus, their total
lengths of course were aa the numbera 1. 2, 6. Their discharges aa the
numbers 1, 2, 8. In adopting then this expression for the valuation of
I the discharge, and taking the Jumna at 4,000 cubic feet in a second,
(which is within a few feet of the result I obtained in March 1819,)
we shall have the following reaulta :C. F.in one second.
I
Discharge of the Kalee at Bihin Deo,
4,800
Jnmna at Badahahee Mahal,
4,000
Ganges at Hurdwar,
7,000
Sutlej at Ropur,
8,100
W e see here that, notwithstanding the far greater length of course which
dhtbgubhea the Sutlej, (more than double,) it doee not greatly exceed
the Ganges in discharge. Thii is owing to the comparative m w n e e e
and ita want of great branches.
of ita &in,
57. Although there are no great vallies in the interior, (Art. 15,) yet
along the common boundary of mountain and plain land, on a &e
pardel to that of greatest elevation, there are seen a ae.riea of small
vallies, which are however unconnected with each other, and sometimes
separated by a long interval. Theae palliea are alwap marked by the
debouch of some great river, and there is doubtless some connection, in
the origin, between them and the river system. Although there is not a
d e y to every river, yet they are found along the whole tract at interd,
aa far aa Patna on one aide, and beyond Caahmeer on the other.
The occurrence of these vallies through 'such a distance, and so symrnetrically situated, favonr the idea which would attniute a community of
origin, or at leaet connection in structure, to the whole of this tract of
Alpiie land.
I
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58. Those belonging to the tract to which the preeent desaiption i
d e d , are the Pinjore Doon or d e y , the ddoache of the -;
the Kyarda Doon, the & k h e of the Jumns and Oanges ; md the Rttee &on, the deborcb of the Rungun*
They are all bounded, aa
sepPrated from the p b by a low chain of hilh, which is ha line d
water-heads, and contains the sonrces d those streams which, amgdpbed in the tract immediately at their feet, Ptterwvda spring up in tbe
Teraee, d n h g the humidity of soil which is so chPlrcteristic of thrL
tract.

69. The Dehra Doon, which ithe principal of t h e e valliea in exta&
and probably the only one demand- a detailed deuziption, is fram thc
Jumna to the Gangen about forty-five miles in length. Ita M t b B

variable, being in soma places d
y ten, in 0th- fifteen
The &s
is undulated, and has, in particdm d d m , a ntnmg declivity.* Many banirs or o t q s occur, varying in height from one tD
thirty feet. Theae generally follow the conrse of the streams, oae
on each side; appearing to have the name relotion to them which the
Kadur, or marshy land8 of the plains, have to the rim there. Their
dietance, or the breadth of the channel they mark, ie very considend&
even in the case of the smallest stream, and they exhibit the srar
variatione in annngement which the river banks in the plains d0.a
l'hm is little queation but that they have once been the beds of
running water, however incapable the present streams n ~ a p
of W g them even in their highest floods.
60. The drainage of this d e y is effected entirely by the two r i q
Asan and Sooswa, which rieing within a few hundred yards of each othr
near the middle of the valley, run in oppoaite directions, the former to wb
the Jumna, the latter to the Oanges. The fall of these rivere is e.
able ;the elevation of the soatce of the Aeun being 2,148 feet a b m the
sea, and ib conflu~noewith the Jnmna 1,469 feet, being a fall of 652
feet in little more than twenty miles. The fan of the Sooawa in a a,28 The admirable new road made by the Honorable Mr. Shore, Ierding fma the
Keem Pus through Dehia to R Jpoor, at the immediate foot of the northern hills,
measurer, 1 think, fifteen qnilw.
29 The base which 1 measured in the I h n in 1819, had a ditference of level d 300
feet between ita two extremities. Its length WM about four miles.
30 That is to my, a rteep bank m nlrnya oppored to a low sbelvipg one. W h m both
are alike, neither are observed to be remarkably steep or shelving.

of about the same dietance is 948 feet, its confluence with the Oangee
having but an elevation of 1,200 feet above the sea. The c o m e of
theae rivers in parallel to the direction of the valley, and very near the
South-weatem boundary, so that their supplies are almoet entirely drawn
from the Northern barrier of mountains. The nwnerou feeders which
spring from theae, a l l flow acroes the valley, shewing, that.there is a
considerable declivity abo in that direction. In fact it is found, that from
Rajpoor a t the foot of the hills, the fall is regular to within three milee of
the Kheree Pass. and amounts to 1,300 feet. Thenae to the Kheree Pam
is a riee of 618 feet. This line is that of the new road ;it p~eaeethrough
Dhera cantonment, and very nearly, if not exactly, separates the two

basins.
61. The range of hills which bounde the Doon to the Southward, is
of peonliar aspect, and preaents some very interesting appeamnces. The
total depth of this belt in the widest part is about ten miles. The range
is not intereected by vallies with doping sides, ae the greet mountain h a t
is, but by the beds of torrenta which are generally bounded on each aide
by perpendicular precipices, sometimes 500 feet in height. The ridges
are extremely narrow, so as to bid defiance to any examination of them,
except such ae can be effected in the be& of these torrenb. The line
of water-heada which wparate~the streams which seek the Doon from
thoea flowing plainward, does not hold a regular course, as compared
with the general tendency of the mountain belt, b e i i sometimes at the
border of it, ae at the La1 Durwaza Pass, sometimes nearly in the middle.
as at the Timlee Pase. The former h been stated to have an elevation
of 2.935 -feet, the latter is only 2,339. The peaks do not rise more
than 600 feet above t h w leveb, so that 5,000 to 3,500 may be taken
aa their general height.
62. The appeamme of thh, valley is highly picturesque, particularly
in the neighbowhood 'of Dehra. The intermixture of cultivation, in which
by hedges, with patchea of green, over which are
the fields are &ed
scattered line groves of trees, the undulation of the surface, and its intersection by numemue streams, are features that might almost remind
one of the scenery of England. The proximity of lofty mountains ocoasionally clothed with foreats, in which the pine, oak, and walnut are
compicuou, gives a variety to the landscape, which viewed at a favorable
season, ia picturesque and beautiful in a high degree. l'he soil ia gravelly.
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yet to judge from the cultivation, far from poor; and though at pmws~t
thinly peopled, and but prtLUy cultivated, was once o t h e n v h . R
land revenue had dwindled down to 10,000 rupees, when it came into
our possession. It is said to have yielded 80.000 in the time d
the Rajahe of h h w a l . Under the fostering care of the Britieh Qovemment, it will not be long in recovering its former prosperity. The principal difiiculq appears to be the want of water for irrigation, yet t h i
an objection mily remedied, for with eo varied a a&,
and so mimy
streams,water might at a trifling expensebe conducted in almost any d k c tion. Capitalists are wanting to undertake thia and other improvements.
63. The Pinjore Valley is the next in point of extent. I t has m
parte a breadth of perhapa six milea, and ita length may be estimated
at about thirty. It is tolerably even in ita aurface, and the hilLs which
bound it to the Southward, are of much leas depth and of less el&
than thoee of the Dehra Valley, at its South-east angle, in thc
debarek of the Qaggur. a river which is lost in the eanda of the Desert.
Fmm Tuxal the streams run in one direction t o d the Guggur, in
the 0 t h tow&
the maeeia river, a feeder of the Sutlej. Pinjore, the
principal village or town,with a fort, of masomy, is elevated 1.819 feet
above the Seebar, which is at the foot of the mountain, and near &
separating ground of the two river baains ia 2.402 feet abthe
Munaie Debee, a temple in the plains, just without the Doon, is 1,269
feet. Fmm these resulte an idea may be formed bf ita declivities. It k
not eo well cultivated aa the Dehra Doon, though it appears to possesa equal capabilities.
64. The Kyarda Doon is of less extent than the last, having in its
widest part but a breadth of six miles, and in length being but
five miles. This estimate of ite length suppoeea it to terminate at the
Pass of Ghatusun Debee, where it narrows so much as to be &J
entitled to the name of a valley. From Gihatusun, the elevation of which
is 2,600 feet, the streams flow eastward to the Jumna. T o the west
ward flows the Markunda, which enters the plains under Nahun Ski,
on the Ghuggur. It loses itself in the sands of the Desert, so that we
cannot refer it either to the Sutlej or the Jumna basin. I have h m ever conaidered it to belong to the former, and Ghatusun I suppose the
lowest point of the Indo-Gangetic chain. Of the Pattle Doon, I cannot
give any account, as I have never visited it.
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65. About thirty miles north of Almorah, or a little west of north,
there ia a small tract of rather greater extent than those to be hereafter
noticed, and more uniformly level in surface. I t is watered by the hm u m m d ita several feedere, a river which joins the Surjoo, one of the
branches of the Wee at Bagesur. Theae feeders are very numerow,
a n d the glens in which they riee being broad, with a level terrain, form
b y their inownlatione with the principal one, the appearance of a
derable h a t of open and almost level country. From Koolan to Retom ia a distance of ten miles, in all which line the surface appeans to
have Little undulation. The forest is not too thick, and yet !hm some
unexplained c a w , the tract is unhealthy in a high degree, so much so,
as b be in a great memure neglected, and allowed to run waste. The
ele-vation of B p o t h , a temple of eome sanctity on the h m u t t e e , and
+h
may be taken as the loweat point of the valley, is 3,800 feet; the
villagee are situated chiefly on the lateral ridgea which divide the everal s u b o d m t e glens.
..
66. In the beds of the different rivers there are, as might be expected,
varioue spots of a limited extent, and of suilicient evenness of surface to
be always objects of interest to the cultmator, though from their smallnesa, scarcely entitled to the denomination of vallies. These spots
generally occur in an advanced part of the river's course, and being therefore the lowest p h $ the mountaim, are neceeaarily the hottest. In
general they are fertile, yet are all considered more or lees unhealthy,
particularly at the breaking up of the rains; and when narrower than
usual, so notoriously subject to the ml,
or jungle fever, ae to be entirely
neglected ; instances occur in the bed of the Surjoo and Kalee. But
where the width ia rather greater, or the surrounding mountains not too
lofty, they form the most populoue, the most productive, and the moat
beautiful epota within the mountains. The width is seldom more thaa
half a mile, but the length is sometimes considerable.
67. The most remarkable instances of this kind may be seen in the
bed of the Sutlej at Soonee and at Dutnnggur ; of the Bhagerettee at
Teeree ; of the Aluhunda at Sreenuggur ; at pa& of the Western
Ramgunga along nearly the whole of its course ; of the CoeaiUah for
a distance of ten miles ; of the Benee Gunga for about the same distance ;
of the Buspa at Sungla; the Syoo at Kubrol, of the Oeree Qunga
in a great part of ita course ; and in the Comoulda, one of the principal
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feeders of the Jumna : emeral d e r streams are equally, if not more,
remukable ;and in general, similar level, and compatively open, spda
are found at the heads of all the rivers.
68. T o t h i s c b a s ~ b d o n g a t h e a e r i e s o f p e t Q ~ etao beesenin
the nejghbourhood of Petorah, though not constituting the bed of a rim.
The Largest of them does not exceed perhaps two square miles, but thq
are in sach number, as to render that district one of the moet productive, for ib extent, in the mountaiM. They are generally d
by some narrow gorge#SO that, in one quarter, a distance of 6ve &
may be travelled in 'which the sis almost pedeetly
'h
appearance of the country, owing to such a number of theae lod
spots, and the consequent insulated sitnation of many of the peaks, is
peculiar to that quarter, and very striking. In the neighbourhood d
Dhooars Hath, about twenty miles from Haurel Bagh, a pretty e x t e ~ ~
piece of tolerably level p u n d is to be seen, and similar pisoes in t
k
neighburhood of the small lakes, which are to be seen about ten
miles above Bhumowree, on the road to Almorah. W1th the exhere stated, (and their collective sum beare but t d i q proportion to tbe
total swhce,) all is rugged and diilicult, a m d o n of steep and ldty
ridges and deep glens.
69. The lake8 mentioned in the preceding article, conetitote a featw
in the phyaiad description of this tract which @odd not be few.
They are, however, on a very small scale, compared with the g d
system of mountains to which they belong. One of them, Bheem X
' U,
eitnated about ten miles abwe Bhumowree, on the Almorah med, is
only 3,000 feet in length, by 2,400 in breadth ; the depth, however, ie
said to be very great. It is Jtuated at the h e a t point of the wllq,
about three miles in length, and at some diatance from it appeam a 4derable pool, which is at p r e m t connected with it by a mnning straa.
t
the intermediate g
d being marshy, and covered with flags.
circumstances leave no doubt in the mind of the sp~&&r, that the whole d
I
thia valley once formed a lake, and it might d y be restored to the dominion of the water, by damming up the outlet, which the present hke
has found for itself. The elevation of this spot above the sea is 4,200 k
t
70. About five miles east of Bheem Tal, is another called Nynee
Td,having nearly the eame extent. A little beyond this ie a third, ded Nokoon-ka Tal, and betides thia, some others of much l- extent.
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Within ten miles of Jytuk, near Nahun, is another called Ren Kee Tal.
I t is in breath about 400 feet, and in length, as measured by the perambulator, one d e and a half. In common with all the others it is mid
to be of great depth, and to abound with excellent 6sh. A pool at the
head of the Tonee, called Reenl Kee Tal, and thought by the mountaineers
to be unfathomable, may aleo be mentioned. Ae likewise a similar pool
a t the head of the Dinee river, one of the feedera of the Bhageerettee.
The wakm af a l l these are pertectly sweet and tastehs.
71. Along the foot of the mountains extends a tract called Bhabur,
which has been always I believe reckoned an integral part of the momtaine, politically speaking ;it is of considerable elevation, and is farther
d i s h p i s h e d by an almost total deficiency of springs or runningstreame,
excepting such as, isening from the mountains .with a large body of
water and coneiderable force, make their way through it without having
their mtm engulpbed.
72. It is bounded to the southward by a line of springs or waterheads, which is abo the northem bomday of the h a t called the Tenai,
one equally diatingnished with the former from the southern plain
country, but occasionally annexed to it and occasionally to the hills. Thie
tract is remarkable for its moiatnre, as the other is for ita drynw.
Water in the driest eeaaon, (March1826,) is never more than thirteen
feet from the snrface, generally much leas. It is intemectd by numerous streams, which with the inclination of the surface, atrords mch
W t i e a for -tion,
as to render the tract, when fully cultivated,
highly prodnctive.
78. The Tenai is d&ed in ita mnthem bonnday by a I& or step.
which runsparallel to the common boundary of mountain and plain land.
Thie rise is a very eingular featwe in the aspect of the country, and forciily
impresees the spectator with the idea of some great catastrophe in which
water has been the chief agent. The height is variable, and occasionally
is as much as .thirtyfeet, sometimes it is sudden or steep ;and it is then
intmected by r a h , the effect of f l d in the raine ;mmetimee it is gradual, and it is then liable to be mistaken for an undulation of the wface ; sometimes it arnsiats of two banks or steps, and occaeionelly
even of three ;a aimilar step or break in the surface is found to accompany
.
the c o r n of each of the rivers Bfter quitting the m o ~ ~ t a iIn~ this
caee, it f o m the boundary of what is called the M r , which as may

be understood h m what precedes, is a low tract of variable width within
which the river has itu bed. These appearances correspond exa& to
the b d m d&bed as accompanying the rim in the Doon.
74. The Terrai m a y then be conaidered as a very shallow ppllrg
parallel to the direction of mountain land, and the khdirs or low I
d
of the rivers, as so m a n y transverse vnlliea communicating with it. 'lli
itself is a presumption that the rivers have not formed their k h d m
but thia is further established by the fact that the khadit is widest m
the vicinity of the mountains, and diminishes as the river flows mntbward, till at no gmat distance it disappears altogether. A t Bhogpoar
on the Oangee, the k W r is of great width, yet in the highest floodsin
the h,
the river never rises to its l e d . At D m Nuggur,t h e k h d k is
from five to seven milea in width; such a valley could never have bera
scpoped out by the stream which now flows there.
75. The Terrai being thus distingniebed by a fall or etep, is m+
d d e r e d yery low in comparieon with the low country muth of h
Such however is not the case, although so strong in the h p t i c m m
looking at the face of the country, +t 'hpeople can be p m a d e d d
the truth of the matter. Yet a little d e c t i o n would be d c i &
without any thing like measurement, to shew that it ia a deceptim Tb:
streams which take their riae at the foot of the Bhabur all flowsnuthward, with banks of nearly equal height, and currents of conaidenhk
force. And from the Bhabur, which is so high as to be vieile to the eye,
there is no sudden descent to the Terrai, the line of demarcation being
traceable only from the preeace or abaence of the springs, or from p
logical coneideratiom connected with the nature of the deposits.
76. The preceding will, I hope, give some idea of the ph@
Bet
turea of the country I have undertaken to examine, without which tb2.
geological deauiption must be in a great m e a s p unintelligible. The
two classes of facta are so connected, that it is impoasii to sepMte
them ; each throws light on the other ; and if we wish to trace &os
general relatione which furnish the higheat and most indiacusaione in this new science, we must begin by taking a clesr. rs
well as compreheneive, view of the physical aspect and a~angementd
the eurface.
77. I t is my intention to give in the first place the h p l e geological
details aa obsemed, in order that a clear idea may be had of whet is
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tually known, ae distingnished from what may be considered matter of
opinion or inference, subjoining an attempt to combine these detaila
into something like a systematic view of the general structure of the
tract, adding such inferences and illustrations as have occurred to me
in reconsidering the aubject. In the geological details, I shall follow
out the extent of each rock ae yet observed separately, and in the order
in which they actually occur, beginning with the highest zone, and descending gradually to the plains.

GEOLOGICAL DETAILS.

78. In the zpne of the Himmalap, the only rock wbich I have yet
observed, I mean an covering any extent, that ia, as constituting a formation, is gneise ; other rocks are found it is true, but only in the form of
veins or beds. On& has been traced from Deao, oppoaite Mnzzoolea
near Seran m the western corner of the Survey,by Brooang in the valley
of the Buspa, and thence ascending to the Snowy Paaa of the same
name, leading into the valley of the Pabur. In this line the wrying
level. (5,600 to 15,000 feet,) leaves no doubt of the great thicknets, an
w d as lateral extent of this formation. I t is not, however, every when
equally obvious, the coating of debris being often of great thickneaa and
covered with luxuriant vegetation. Frequently the only trace of its occurrence conaiata in large angular blocks lying on the surface or imbedded in the coat of debris. This may perhapa be conaidered inconclusive evidence of the erietence of thia rock ae a formation, but the
casa admits of no other, and the Bame diiliculty meets ua at every
step in these mountaim, and ae no fragments or any other tracea occur,
or any other rock in this tract, with the exceptions I ahall presently
mention,we shnll find a diiliculty in saying what rock ia found below
the muface, if we 6nd it necessary to deny the existence of gneiss.
79. Thin rock is of the most ordjnay character in the greatest
number of instances, consisting of quartz, felspar, and mica, and nearly
in the usual proportions. I t seldom c o n t a b any foreign imbedded
mineral. The Mepar in almost always white, seldom grey, and only
0

in one instance of limited occurrence have I observed it of reddieb hne.
The quartz is most commonly white and semihtranaparent, occseimally grey ; the mica is of all shades, varying from silver white to a deep
brownieh black ; some specimens contain both extremes of colom.
80. There are three distinct types of structme in this gneiss, two of
which are well separated, both in appearance and position. The laminar which is often contorted, the granular,s in which the laminar
structure is often ohm' ; and what may be termed the glandular. The
first two appear to paas into each other, and to be irregularly mind
together, but the third preserves a great uniformity of appearance wa
a comiderable tract. I t has really the laminar structure ae atrongig
marked as the iirat, but it is well distinguished from it by the imbedded lenticular, or round nodules of felspar which i t contains, and which
give it a moat peculiar appeawce. The laminre are bent round these
nodules, which have a foliated structure, and are sometimes dispod in
two layers ; the line of junction, which coincides with the axis of the
nodule being so faint as only to be perceptible by the wrying re0ectim
of light from the two parts. There is very little doubt but this line d
junction coincides with one of the faces of composition of the m i n d
but I have not yet established this point to my satisfaction.
81. The dip of this rock appeam involved in some obscurity ; ahmg
this line, at least it presenta some anomaliee, the explanation of whicb 1
have yet to learn. Thia may be, nay doubtless is, partly owing to tk
frequent concealment of the rock beneath the coating of debris, leaving
us in these caeee to form our judgment from the configuration of the
mount+b, with reference to the sidea of dope and precipice. E m
this test sometimes fails, either from the great accumulation of & k i n
completely moditying the super6dal forms of the rock, or perhap h m
the absence of definitely marked stratification. For even
when the rock itself ia visible, there occun, doubt as to this point. the
fissures being so numerous and variable in direction, ae to render it
impossible to pronounce which are, and which are not the linea of s t m
tification.
82. From Deao to Kungos, the dip appears to vary between N. a n d E..
31 By this term it is not meant to duignata the granitic rtructurs, but an a g g m p
tion of small gtnim, in which the difference of the felspar and quartz u often d i 5 d
to be ascertained.
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being often N. E., and this on both sidea of the Sutlej, the angle of
inclination being about 30°. One measurement gave N. 70" E.But
near Nichar, 'again it appears to be to.the Weat of North, the inclination still much the same, or even less than 30". A very remarkable rocky
precipice occurs opposite this village, traversed by numerous rents and
fissures, but nothing can be traced like marks of regular stratification;
nor can even a line from the neighbouring strata be fancied to connect
with any of them; yet from the appearance of the rock, I have not a
doubt but that it is gneiss. Near Keelba, there is a considerable access
to the rock, which in a perfect laminar gneias, yet nothing like the regularity of stratification is observable in it either, the lines running
confusedly in every direction.
83. At Woongtoo bridge, the stratificationis a h very obscure, and the
natural divisions of the rock very various in direction, but aa the laminar
structure, which is, or ought to be, discriminative of gneiss is here often
obscure, if not altogether wanting; the rock by many will perhaps be
considered a granite. A few miles beyond this bridge, with an interval
of distinctly stratified rock, a similar amorphous mass is seen on the
right bank of the Sutlej, surmounted by regular strata of gneiaa dipping
S. W., bqt presenting that arrangement which haa obtained the name of
wedge-ahaped strata ; the upper layera approaching more and more to
the perpendicular position. On this side (the left bank) is a similar
maes of gneiss, but with an oppoaite dip. (that is tn N. E.), and with the
same arrangement, the inclination of the lower strata being inconsiderable, whiie the superficial are nearly vertical. Thie appearance struck
me very much, coming on me, as it did, after a long and patient examination of the Woongtoo rock.
84. Beyond the irregularly seamed rock noticed aa occurring near
Keelba, we find a perfectly stratified arrangement continuing from a considerable distance, the dip pretty regularly N. E. and the inclination between 20° and 30". This is the glandular type noticed article 8. On turning
up the Buspa, below the village of Brooang, extensive types of stratification are seen, but with a S. E. dip, and an inclination of about 25O. This
dip continues in the ascent to the Pass as long aa any thing like stratification can be perceived. But in the last 4.000 feet of ascent, tlte rocks
again put on the shattered and fissured appearance before described, and
on the Pass itself, nothing like stratification can be traced, owing to the
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intricacy of these seamr, and the various d i r e c t i ~in~ ~
which
~
they iie.
But of the identity of the rock there can be no dwbt, as I
'
lit
along the whole of this line, and collected numerous specimens. It is a
gneiss of the most perfect type. The Pam ia strewed, as might be expected from the appearance of thia ro&, with huge angular blocks. I
may add, that on the South side, a N. E. dip ie again met vith. bat
accompanied by a coneiderable change in grain. aud a thinner l a m k
rtructure. This o b s e d o n wan made at an elevation of about 12,W .
feet above this ; all around, the ridges appeared with the same f i d
and shatteted aspect, while the river (Pabur) bed is stxewed with fragments of every size, leaving no doubt that the rock is gneiss.
86. The only imbedded miner& I have observed in this tract am, L
mica in tabular crystals, bat not well t i h e t i , nor o t h a n h e
any prticular value, (near Seran) ; 2. d o 1 1occa&dly sparingly di9
w i n ~ p r i . r m t i c c r y ~ ( n a r b 3.
) ;p a
colour than usual, small and sparingly inters@,
their figare obmuc
if not imperfect; 4. quartz of bluish green color in &-aided p
k
occasionally attaining to the size of an inch in diameter, and tao
or three in length. They are found imbedded in a granite vein nmr
the village of Keelba, but are with difficulty eeparable from t h e matrix.
The quartz which forms the regular ingredient of this p n i t e is a f r
light grey colour; 5. it is mid that copper and gold were formerly
obtained at a spot between Yanee and Keelba on the right bank of the
river, but that the workings have been long absndoned.
86. Hornblende rock occurs in beds in the neighbourhooda to Sera,
,
Tanada, and Kemgoa. It rarely conaists of the pure mineral, most ammonly of a mixture of that and felspar. I t ie sometimes of a &tm
structure, sometimes of that which I call the cleaveable. The two types
appear to paan into each other by imperceptible gradations ; in one a&
only, near b
, could I perceive any thing like a transition or paassge
of the gneiaa into this rock, the change in the other instances being
sudden, and the contrast marked. These beds are g e n d y of very
limited extent, seldom more than a few yards, particularly between
Deaa and S u m , in which line they are also numerous. Near Tank
the bed is larger and occupies the whole of the mountain aide, forming
the w e n t k, the village. A bed of micaeeous schist occurs near h.
and one of compact quartz rock, forming a precipice of great mag-
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nitude. At the confluence of the Buspa, the road lies along the foot
of thii mass, and is strewed with fragmenta from it.
87. Granite veins are evidently numerous in the neighbourhood of
Wongtob bridge, for among the fragments that are met with for several
milee on each aide, we observe a proportion of them to be granite. These
fragmenta often present undeniable evidence of their veinoue origin in
ntahing part of the gneiss which formed the wall of the vein, and
i t wae this circumstance, combined with the low proportion they bear to
the fragmenta of the gneiss, that f h t suggested the idea of their being
derived from that source. But there can be no doubt on this subject.
as in the immediate neighbonrhood of the bridge, just before deecending
to the river bed, these veins may be wen in great number intersecting
the gneiss, most commonly in a direction h m N. E. to S. W., and again
in the anomalous rock at the bridge.
88. The granite of these veins is alwap of a large grain, and is
remarkable for the very large proportion of felspar it contains, the
mica being comparatively debcient. The felapar is white and foliated,
the quartz of a light grey, the mica generally brown. No difference of
composition is observable between the middle and the aides of the veins,
nor any change in the gneiss in ita neighbowhood. The breadth is
very various, and equally so the extent. The former is from a few inchee to several hundred feet. They occaeionally divide, but they cannot
be said to ramify, at least not in a remarkable manner.
89. The rock which occurs at the bridge, and which contains the
largest of these veins, is something of an anomalous nature, and might
be adduced as an instance of that tramition between g n e b and granite,
which has been so often obwved. Some specimens would certainly be
coneidered to belong to the former title, while others might be chosen,
which would as certainly be referred to the latter. I t has, however, in
mineralogical aspect, a strong resemblance to the more well-defined gneies
in ita neighbourhood, while it has none whatever to the granite veins. I
may add, that ita occasion$ want of a distinctly laminar structure, and
the indiatinctneae of ita stratikation, are the only obstncle to ita being
considered identical with the surrounding accurately defined gneis8.m
3" It haa been usual to call anomalous rocka of this description granitic gneim, but
the mere giving it a name a6ords no new information, nor in any way wttles the doubt
u to which type of rocka it should be geologically refened.
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However this may be, I ought to notice that it is of limited extmt in
this direction, certainly not exceeding a square of 500 yards.
90. The band of gneiss thus traced out h m a recent visit, may hm
its limits increased by a reference to notes made in a former journey. Tbc
particdam will not be no minute, and specidly the dip and inclination
are wanting, as an examination of the ro& waa then a eeasldarg objtd,
and the aubject not M) tamiliar. But they will be d c i e n t to W
the great extent of the gneiss formation, and I ought to add, that cd tbt
few particulars I am to mention, there can be no doubt; as I made rm
ample collection of specimens which I afterrrpards xamimd at my Idam,
with the opportunity of consulting those who were well acquainted
with the subject.
9 1. On the b n w Pam,five and half milea eaet of the Brooang I'm
(Art. 84,) and elevated 15,516 feet above the sea, the rock is smdl
grained, dark coloured gneiss,with the lamina rather indistinct, and dtEn
breaking with a conchoidal fracture. The dark colour ie owing to the
mica, which is black. The ingredients are most intimately mixed, d
scercely to be discriminated by the unaseisted eye. In the descent tbmee
to the bed of the Buspa, (about 9,000 feet,) the rock is seldom visible, bat
at Smglo (9,178), and thence in the ascent to the Harung Wss (14,500),
the rock ia gneiss. At Mlh (9,698). the same rock prewib, and indeal
as far as Pooaree on the Sutlej, between Pooaree and poor^ 8
crumbly white granite ia met with, the type of which, as far as my
memory can guide me, is to be found in other parte of these mountaim,
and will be deacribed further on (Art. 264). From a recent errm;nntim
between Poorboo~meeand Reeba, maeees or beds occur, bnt of l i d
extent, of a rock, consisting almost wholly of felspar, genenllj in 8
state of decomposition. I t is probably a granite. From Reba to
Rispa is again well-defined gneiss, which on the ascent above M o o w
ia exchanged for clay date. The clay date continues by N i
to very near Dabbling. Just above Dabbling, a mam of granite wcurs, the true relation of which I cannot attempt to give at tbir
distance of time. From Dabbling to Shipkee gneiss prewila, the lrminr
and even atrata frequently very much contorted, particularly at a pRcipice in the river bed between Doobling and Namja Between N ~ P
and Shipkee, it ia imperfectly laminar, ha8 a amall grain, and is of
a bluish grey colour. Beyond Shipkee, that is east of it, aa far it
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could be judged of by contour, the mountains would appear to be clay
slate.
92. To the north of Shipkee, between the Sutlej and the Speetee
rivers, i gneiss, with some patches of granite, but whether veins or beds,
must be M for determination on a future visit. This gneiss continues
again by Nako to Shalkur, beyond which it is succeeded in the neighbourhood of Soomra and Laree by clay slate. We have thns traced gneies
very nearly to the confines of our poeeessione. In returning down the
right bank of the river, we find it equally prevalent, the whole way from
Shallnu to Woongtoo, with the following inconeideaable exceptione ;limestone occurs in the bed of the Yoollung, which joins the Sutlej near
Leoo, and again on the Hungrung Pase, (14,000 feet.) Whether these
masees' are connected, or form two distinct beds, muet be left for future
decision. Granite is found in the neighboured of h n m g , Meero, and
Rogee : with these exceptions, and perhapa an occasional bed of mica
alate and quartz rock, the whole of thie line i gneisa.
93. The preceding account of the k ~ ~ k
of ethis tract, derived fmm
recollection, agrees in the main with one published in the first volume
of the Geological lhmwtions, new sen-, drawn up by Mr. Colebroke.
from specimens forwarded by Captain Qerard, who also traversed that
route. The chief ditference is in my assignment of gneiss as the rock
formation, giving to $1 the others, with the exception perhaps of the clay
alate near Moorung, the subordinate character of beds or veins.aa I may
here add two other observatione from that paper, which are not to be
found in my notes, but are of importance. The dip i noticed at Poan being E.. and the angle of inclination 25' to 30°. The other i a
notice of the rock found on the Shatool Pam, about five milea west
of the Borunda Pam, and elevated 15,000 feet, which is stated to be
gneise.
94. We may now move eastward, and we shall find at the source of the
T o m (12.800 feet) gneisa again, of a dark grey colour, fine grain, and
conchoidal fracture. Thie g n e k contains so large a proportion of
33 It will be rendily undentood, that r seria of specimeos collected by a person
not conversant with geological enquiry, whore attention too WM strongly occupied
by mother subject, may well fail to exhibit the relative extent of each mck; ruch
a collection cm give uv no wbtance in discriminating insulated beds from dkrnrting f o ~ t i o n sor
, either of these from vein#.
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quartz, and is so hard, ps to dEml sparIrs; at Jumnootree, rleo the p r c d ing masses are gneiss ; quartz rock also occurs, but in subordinate qmatity. From Jnmnootree." a route passes in the bed of the Bhaghemetke
at SooLee, reaching in two intances an elevation of about 15.000 ket
(Bamsoors and Chaign Pass.) m e whole of this line is gneiss. h
h k e e again, in
upper part of the course of the Bhsgeerettee, n
met with acarce1J my other rock ; granite 1 have only seen in -eats.
The snowy p& at the head of this river are d k t k d y &atiSed, .ad
have all the appearaoce of the neighboar& wxetmiie gneise. Fn tae
Jahnuvi, gneiss continuea to Neeling, where it is succeeded eastward
clay h.The valley of the Chor (thief) river, which is a feeder of the
Jahnuri, and springs from that point in which the Buspa also arigirrPtrs,
but with an opposite course, appears to be also formed of this ruck.
95. We have now reached the Kalee, (branch of the Aluhmmh).
and here the recent examination of this tract equally estdhhed the pevalence of gneiss, from Odree Mnth Joda (rope bridge) to K e d m t a .
the MHYC~of the river. In this gneiss the mica is often black, and the
quartz glassy, and in one solitary instance if I am not mistaken, it admits
of hornblende as an ingndient in addition to the other three man d
onea. The most marked varieties in structure or mineralogical aspect are
the following : Near Nalaputtun, the' laminee are undulated, the quan'tity of f&p" diminirrhen, and I think it passes into a micaceom, schist
at length by the almoet total low of this mind; beyond Mykunda,
numerow fragments occw of the glandular type before d e s c r i i , d
which is dterwarde seen in Litee, in an immense precipii forming a
beautifid natural e e c h at the foot of the deacent to J i i u a a a .
Some of the nodules have even a rounded appearance, similar to thnt d
rolled pebbles; hornblende ~ c c u r ein addition to the uaual ingredienb in
epecimena obtained between Mykunda and Ukrot Kothee. Thia rod[
is also remarkable for cootPining a peenliar mineral, which I Bhan presently have occaaion to describe more particularly. Near Ukrot Kdhie.
it haa all the aspect of quartz rock, exhibiting, what may be called, a
transition into that congeneroua formation. It gradually loses its mica,
and appears at last to be a mere mixture of quartz and &par, the frectnre conchoidal and laminar, etructnre very obscure. Beyond Guwree

the

34 Mr. F r ~ e r who
,
traversed thin route, gives the same account of the rocks, mi
particularly dwells on the stratified MpeCt of the lofty peaks.
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Koond, occurs a type in which the nodules of felspar m u m e a lenticular shape. The ground being a dark grey, and this mineral of a
snowy whiteness, makes it occasionally a very beautiful rock. Beyond
Bhyro Qhate, the rock is acarcely accessible in eitu, but the angular
fragments, which are very numerous, are sufiiciently indicative of i b
nature, and prove that the surrounding peaks and ridges are chiefly.
if not wholly, gneiss. And the correspondence of appearance between
the nearer ridges, which have evidently furnished these fragments, and
the great Soommero or Kedumauth peak a t t a t the fact that here also,
as at the head of the Gtange;8, this rock attains an elevation of nearly
23.000 feet.
96. The dip of thia rock is more regular within this tract than in the
neighbourhood of the Sutlej. I n the bed of the river below Ookeemauth,
near the Joola, it was observed to be from 8 O to .20° N. E., while
0
'
.
Between Mykunda and Bhet, the dip wa.s
the inclination was 3
found to be twenty-five to forty-five N. W.,
and a little beyond thia, due
North. Beyond Mykunda again, it was o h e d 500 N. E. Beyond
B o r n , it is 8180 E. of N. ; but the etrata have a secondary set of divisions which are at right angles to the former, and consequently dip in
the opposite direction. The 6rat set have but little inclination. The
latter are nearly perpendicular. This is an appearance often met with.
and it is sometimes diflScult to any, which are and which are not the
etratiform divisions. Those have been generally adopted which c o r n pond to the general run of the neighbouring strata. At the fine section
near Jilmilputtun, the strata which are from four to ten feet in thickness, dip 10' N. E., at an inclination of 30". After crossing the river,
the dip is 300 N. E.,the inclination the same.
97. The only beds observed are one of micaceous a c b t near Nalaputtun,-if thia be not indeed a gneise with less felepar than usual, and an
instance of that oscillation which is observed between rocks MI nearly
allied in origin and structure ae these two ? It is remarkable for containing,the largest garnets (common) I have seen in these mountains.
Their 6gure is however irregular. The specific gravity I determined to
be about 3.8. This is rather higher than the determination hitherto
made, but I think it must be evident to any one, who will examine the
unintenupted series of gravities between common and precious garneb,
m d will also consider the variatiom in the analysis, that the former is
u
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merely a more or l a impure apecimen of the latter. The degree of
impurity may be estimated from the specific gravity.
98. Between Bhet and Mykunda, also, occurs a bed of mkaceom
whist under much the same ~ t a n o ase at~ Nahputtun,
~
that k
to say, containing felnpu in s d quantity ; the contact with the dd&ed g n e k not being virible, so as to allow it to be
i
whether it be a bed or a mere modification of the more general reel;.
Beds of hornblende rock are very common, but always of limited extmt;
as before olmerved, they seldom con$st of the pure mineral, U
always of a mixture of that and felspar. Occasionally thie rock,
the decomposition of the hornblende and oxidation of the iron it amtaine, acquiren a rusty colour, and an earthy composition. In this care it
in roft, and p d y disintegrated. And a maw of a sindarlp disiategrated rock, but of a yellowish grey colour, is found in its vicmiq. h
in probably a decomposing gneiss. A rock so~~~etbing
aimilnr
again in the merit to Ounnesa Qhata from Jilmilputtun. The corn+tion is ~EMIXOUB, consisting of quartz- particles in a white earthy
Thia is PLeo probably a gn&, though fmm the absence of e m &bg
like the stratSed rtmcture, I am more inclined to consider it a g r a d e
But the name is of little moment; whether gn&
or granite, it is d
limited extent, and being euch IU I have deecribed, is mum&
every aide by gneiss. It does not contain mica.
99. No granite veins, u n h the preceding can be conaidered m,
were any where to be obeerved. But hgments of great varietp, siee
and beauty may be eeen in the small valley at the head of the rim=
which the temple of Kedurnauth standa ; all these conaiat in great poportion of felspar, containing very little quartz, and much less mi=;
some want the mica altogether, some the quartz. The felspar b
alwiys white or grey, in the fonner case perfectly opaque, in tbr
latter translucent. The quartz ia generally grey, the mica 90a deep black. Those compou.de which c d t of the transluceat
variety of felepar and black mica without any quartz, are
beautiful, and could this rock be obtained in any quantity, it d d
pay for ita transport. But the amall quantity in which each typ
occurs, is equally remarkable with the great variety of them, and their
total dissimilarity to the granites found in more southern -ties.
They are all angular, appear to be of recent fracture, and with t h e

-
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met with near Wongtoo, (Art. 87,) doubtleee portione of veins, as in
many the same circumstance may be observed which was observed
there, the adherence of part of the containing rock to one of the sides of
the vein. Thii is always gneise.
100. In the bed of the Mundaknee, or K a l e a s it is more usually
called, below Ookeernauth, many very large rounded blocks are scattered
about, of a gwnite very much resembling the anomalous rock at
Wongtoo bridge; it writ. angular nodules of a cryaealline felspar
imbedded in a granite paste. Thia febpar is here of the glasey variety.
and it is the only example of the mineral I have ever found. These
blocka have a smooth surface, unlike the rough and granular appearance
left by the phenomenon of desquamation to which granite is subject,
and to which ao many granite boulders owe their origin. If t h m
boulders have been also formed by this cause, it is equally certain that
they have undergone also the attrition, which alone could have smoothed
their surfaces to the degree observed.
,101. The only imbedded mineral of any intereat in thie quarter, is
one occurring in small amorphous grains. It is of a bluish grey colour,
tranelucent, a vitreous lustre, and uneven fracture. It is very eaeily
frangible, hardneaa 5.5 : 6.0. The composition is impalpable. The
quantity I was able to procure was so amall, that I do not lay much
etreas on the determination of its specific gravity which appeared to
be 2.3. I t is certainly not under 2.2, nor more than 2.4. Before
t h e blowpipe it is infusible, but decrepitates. It is not affected by acids.
Thia character does not agree with any mineral yet described, yet I
should wish to obtain it in greater quantity, and subject it to a more
leisurely examination before I pronounce it new, in all but geological
.situation and infusibility. Before the blowpipe, it comes very near the
species,' e m p p d o x quartz.*
102. Some of the fragments of gneiss found at Kedurnauth, contain
kyanite in flat priems, from half an inch to an inch in length, and about
one-twentieth to one-third of an inch in breadth. Cinnamon stone in
grains is also to be found in them. The granite fragments abound in
schorl, under its common figureof three-sided prisms,* the lateral angles
replaced, terminated by obtuse trihedral summits. The largest I observed, was about an inch in length and half an inch in diameter, but the
small crystals are always best defined.
Hyacinth is more rare, and the
MSS.

cry*,
which are quadrrngular prirm, k m h t e d by qavpynuni& aet on the angles are very amall, not more than me-of an inch in tbeir largest dimemions. Carbonate of lime. (h
spar,)war o k e d only in one specimen.
103. In tracing thie formation of gneiss eastward, we h d it
pany us h m the bridge under Ookeemauth, by K r o k e and Oosuec,in
the ascent to the Toongnath Pass, (10,000 feet.)
Near Krolme, it
containn the bluish grey graina deeoribed. Art. 101. A t ocmme it k
chloritic, the mica having givem way to this mineral. T h e quartz k
rather in greater abundance than usual, which rmdere it rather a bad
stone, and as the laminre are very much undulated in the south wall, ad :
the rock splits readily into mMses of the required thickness, it is faad
valuable as a mill-stone, and is much sought after on the Paslr We&
characterised gneiss, of a small grain, and marked achiatase stmcbme,
occm. The dip was abed to be N. 200 E. It ivaa @*
obvious in the arrangement of the mountain slopes and precipices. F5g.'
wU give some idea of thin appearance.
104. Beds of hornblende echist, as usual, are met with, a o r n e h m h
a state of decomposition, (between Krokee and O m ) , eometimes persistent (on the Pass), but in a very small quantity. I t is here e n d
laterally by clorite schist, which a h m p i e a a very small rpas
some very large masees of quartz rock are observed, which have &dently been derived from the lofty crest that crowns this Pass to the
north. A small strip of granite of a middling grain and ordinary aspect,
occupiee the eastern edge of the Pass, and is I think, part of a vein. In
the descent in the Pass no rock is seen in mtu, but the fragment8 are dl
gneiss, and one type in p a r t i d is thguhly beautiful, having thia
prisms of kyanite dispersed through it in great abundance, thus giving it
something of a porphyritic aapect.
105. The next 1049 within the elevated zone where gneiss h+r
been traced, is at Dampa on the Goom river. I t was there o b a d
under two types, interatratified with one another. The one a light grey.
having much the appearance of quartz rock, the other darker d o u d
and larger grained, reeembling the rock near Zanee on the Surlej and

-
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reason that h u interfered with the prepantion of the wetiom. They w i l l be
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Jilmilputtun on the Mundldmee. The two typea are interstratified.
The dip is very regularly N., a little E., and the strata are occasionally
curved amongst the fragments, besidw gneiss which constitutes the major part. Quartz rock was observed, and a few spots of hornblende rock.
but none of granite.
106. From this point in the ascent to the village of Sacen, gneiss is
the only rock observable. Thence descending to the Nullah, and ascending to the Pass called Chabiina-ka-Doora, elevated 9,000 feet, the
same rock continues, and in the whole line of so ordinary a type, and presenting ao little new or anomalous, as to afford no room for description or mmark. I t yet accompanies us onward round the head of the
Soorung glen to the Pam of Rooroo Dhoom, elevated 10,000 feet ; the
line of route then descends to a Nullah. (elevation 6,000 feet). Gneiss the
whole way. I t ascends and descends, pasaing round the head of a vailey.
and finally crowing Sere Soongur Khan, a Pass elevated 10,000 feet,
descends by Naneik into the bed of the' Ramgunga, having yielded
n o rock but gneiss in all that line, not even a eolitay bed. I ought
however to notice that in a very great proportion of thie distance the
coat of debris is of an enormous thickness, and covered by a moat
luxuriant vegetation. In the bed of the Ramgunga, the dip was observed
N. 5" W., the inclination being 15O. There were however two other
seta of divisions, but not equally strongly marked.
107. The preceding comprehend the most northern observations of
the extent of this rock. I shall now follow out its southern boundary,
which as it presents some anomalies and h p l a r i t i e s , I have choeen to
aeparate from the previous detail in order to avoid confusion, and to
present in a clearer light the fact of the great lateral extent of this
formation. I have not the least doubt, that a greater field of observation
will establish the general prevalence of gneiss over the whole of what I
have called the zone of the Himmalaya. I t ie true that this is mere
opinion, but it is the opinion of one who has considered the outlinea
of t h e mountains with reference to their geological structure, and who
m a y be said to have viewed the whole of it at greater or lem dietan-.
108. I shall, as before, begin with the westem parts, taking up my
account at Deas on the Sutlej where, as I mentioned, gneiss occurs of a
well characterised type. In the bed of the Nullah, between Deaoo and
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Muztooleea, may be eeen a bed of chloritic schist. Dippii a m f ~ ~ ~ .
ably with the gneho it oscillates on one aide towards talcuee schht,a
the other tad chloritic gneiee. The latter change is seen dm
it comes into contrast with the gneisa This intermediate rock, r
i t may be called, is much intemckd by veim of acaly chlarite in a
quartz is slro interspend. The vein8 are very tortuoae, and the q w k
always follows the ooune of the chlorite. In the escent to &
Kutedom P a , j u t below the village of h a , g n e i ~was o
w
but of limited extent, and no other rock was visible.
109. Between thin Pass and Putenoo I 6nd no notice of the I&
owing I suppose to thick debria below Putenoo. I n the route kdsg
down that glen, one of the feedm of the Nowgree (to Roon on tbc
latter river) ihloritic and talcose schists are the only rocks obsarrd
these rocEe frequently contain quartz. The dip is generally n d
The contact of the gneiss with the new rocks could not be dhtmd
In the bed of the Nowgree occurs an anomaloun wridy of trkor
schist, or perhapa rather quartz rock. It is a mixture of silm tak
and quartz, but ie not achistoae, haviqg more the amorphous upkt
of granite. It containe, disseminated in grains, a m i n e d with tbe lostn
of quartz, &-transparent, varying in colour from a bluish
to a
indigo blue. I t doea not appear to have any cleavage. T h e qnrnsitl
was too small to determine the specific graviv. It is h f d b l e pr r.
With soda it forms a clear g h . Thia rock has been meet wid&
very dietant localities, and will be often referred to. At this place it i
intersected by patches or veine of chlorite.
110. In the accent from the Nowgree, fragments of a aubschirtor
rock, of a greenish colour, may be wen, containii probabiy hornbh&
beaidee chlorite ; still-higher on the peas above Bit,straight hmim
chlorite whist prevails. In deecending to the atream below Ketoo, tk
same rock continues, but having a fibroue structure; it contains nodulee d
quartz, and the chlorite ie alwap observed to be bent m d tbem. 'Ibe
dip wan found here to be S. E. In the bed of the stream blocks of gnrks
are seen, but no occurre- of it in sitn. Chlorite $chist continues to the
foot of the ascent leading to the village of Koolior, when it ie exchanged
for a grey fibrous arghceoue schist, irregularly cleavable with a sxdy
granular fracture. The dip here was also found to be S. E. Probablg
this latter is in reality but a variety of chloritic achiet. AB long hw-
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ever as the green d o u r is made the dieerimitive character of chlorite,
descriptive geology must notice it as a change.
111. This latter rock continues in the ascent beyond Teda, d n g
latterly a magnesian character, and containing veins of quartz. The
transition between magnesian clay elate, and talc alate with which chlorite elate is associated, is eo common, aa to render the above conjecttue
probable ; rnaeaea of a rock which might be called quartz rock are then
met with. I t is of a h e granular composition and alaty structure ;a little
higher an enormoue precipice occurs formed of the projecting ends of
the strata, and facing the north. This rock is a gneies of a grey colom.
fine granular composition, and perfeet achistoee structure, and the dip, it
would appear from the above, mnst be South on the Solan Paw ; again
the rock is gneiss, but no observation of the dip could be made.
112. In the descent from this Pass to the village of Koornoo, so thick
is the coat of debris, that not a single example of the rock is to be
detected excepting fragments. Theae are gneisa; but from Koornoo
the rock is finely exposed, particularly in the bed of the stream which
leads from the bridge below Koornoo to the foot of the Wes above
Surmal, and which here separates the Sutlej basin from that of the
Jumna. This stream
in a narrow gorge with high perpendicular
walls on each side, formed of the projecting ends of the strata.
These are obserped on each aide to correspond perfectly, not only ae
to the seams and directions of the strata, but alao in the mineralogical
character of the rock. Thia rock is an ordinary gneiss of a grey d o u r ,
and marked schistcse character, the strata are aometimes five feet thick,
and between them is a distinct separation or Gesure; sometimes they are
n o t more than six inches thick, and these changea occur within a very
short distance, the dip is regularly S. 40' ta 600 E. The inclination
15O to 2 5 O .
113. In the neighbourhood of the Snrmal village, gneiss is still f o d ,
occasionally, however. almost losing its felepar and consequently oscillating towards micaeeons achist or quartz rock. The route from this
village to Kuatar, at the head of the Nocor glen, leads along the high
ridge which separates the baains of the Sutlej and of the Jumna.
This ridge has an elevation in thia quarter of from 7000 to 11,000 feet ;
some parts are above the limit of hrest. It rises rapidly as it continwe
upwards, and is seen to be crowned with snow-bearing peaks at but a
I

,

short dhtance from the Pans above Surmal. I t is generally anaed
with an enormous coat of debris and of peat, but the rods b v i d k
in more than one place. It is gneiss, o c c a a i d y amall granular. oc
c a s i o d y with bent laminee, and m b l i n g the passage into miwhist. The dip ir as often S. E.as N. E.. nor did there appear to me
any clue by which I could trace the connection of their opposite dip4
which are many times repeated even in a very ehort distance. Beds d
hornblende rock are frequent ; thin rock is .very often quite unorphoP4
and har but little of any appearance of a schisstructure. I t ocasionally cohtainn mica and even quartz, as well as felspar. and may thlu
be said to be identical in composition with the syenites, but it never lcus
the charecteristic appearauce of hornblende rock, and the above minaab
are always in small quantity.
114. In the descent from the Kedrolo Pass to Kutar, the gneise in hterly tovod to lor it. felpar, and in the neighbornhood d h t vibge
it ie an ordinary well-defined miamow achist. From hence this ktba
rock continues in the bed of the Nocor river, lying at so low an angle that
it in di5cult to observe the dip or direction. I should have observed that
the outline of the great ridge and its ramifying branches, from which the
Kedrola Pass forms the descent, is peculiar. It is sharp and eerrated.
while that of the mountah east of Kutar, and even the branches of the
former, as they fall in the scale of elevation, are observed t o agmw
smooth rounded outlines, with scarcely any sharp peaks or breachBut if the smooth ridge is seen to rise to any thing l i e the elevation of
the serrated ridgee, it also becomes serrated like them, while again on
sinking, it takes the rounded form. Thin fact, combined with the lor
degree of inclination which the strata bear, would seem to justify in inferring the superposition of gneiss on micaceous echist, nor is there
any thing so unusual in the fact, however contrary to a once generally
received system, to occasion any hesitation in admitting the truth of it.
115. In the bed of the Nowr river, besides fragments of the mica
alate, the rock in situ many large blocks are seen of gneiss of a type
which I did not observe any where in this quarter in situ. Judging however from the connections of this rock in other places. I would infer that
it must also be in abundance here, forming most probably those serrated
crests which crown the mica elate ridgee. This rock may be -+led
a porphyritic gneiss. It is composed of rather a middling grained
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paete, in which I believe the three ingredients are found, and in this
paste are included angular nodules of crystalline felspar ; this arrangement gives a very beautiful appearance to the rock when polished. It
is the same rock which has been noticed in the river Kalee below Ookeemuth, and a h at Wangtoo bridge. I t appeara very often to form the
transition between granite and gneiss.
116. The micaceous schist continues to the vilhge of Kohaen, situated
below the foot of the Tekkar, but every where covered by a thick coat of
debris. In the nullah the tendency of the dip waa, if any thing.. East ;but
here it was observed to be South-west. Below the village, a amall strearn
joins the Nowr river. In the bed of this river, micaceous schist is still observable, but on crosring the river on the ascent to the village of Surmal,
gneiss is seen resting on it. The dip of both rocks North-east, and the
inclination very little. The mica alate has here a greenish colow, but it is
not chloritic. The relations between miauxous and chloritic schist do
not warrant, I think, o w extending the latter title to those rocks of the
former class, which have merely a greemh tinge. The lines of chloritic schists are rather connected with the talcose schists, a hnnection
perfectly agreeable to ow views of system, since it haa been well eatabliahed that the two minerals, talc and chlorite, are but varieties of the
same species, (the prismatic talc mica of Profeaaor Mob.)
117. From Saraut to Seel, the route paases along the eastern declivit y of the ridge which separates the Nowr glen from the valley of the
Girree and its feeders. This ridge is every where of the rounded and
swelling form which was mentioned as indicating micaceoua schist,
accordingly it is the only rock observed. It is fmquently of an arenaceoua compoaition, and strongly resembling mme varieties of micaceous
sandstone. This type occurs near the village of Kulgaon, occasionally it
is of an earthy aepect, low its echistose structure, and becomes fissured
in every direction. Thie type projects thmugh the surface in amorphous
maasea ; it very probably contains felspar, though the grain is too small
to detect it by any occular examination. I incline to consider it as in
reality a small grained decomposing granite, but further examination of
ite relatiom to the surrounding rocks are necessary to enable me to
pronounce decisively.
118. From Seel to Deolara, the residence of the Ranee of Torbut, the
route turns up the valley wateled by the stream which joins the Pubbar
I
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river, opposite to Raeengurh. In all this line, mica alate i the only roc$
occurring in situ. The dip was observed to be N. W., indinah
15O. Several very large fragments of gneiss may be seen nenr the
village of Torbut; one which I noted, had the dimemions of 50 feet by
20 by 10. Whence theae have come is not sa obvious, for the cresta af
the range do not bear the m t e d outline which fs here d k x h k h
of gneiss. Near the Deolora, the type. consiets almost wholly of mia,
very tender, and of a yellowish brown colour. I t contains numaoer
veins of quartz, an thin type always does. The new toad which bs
been cut by order of Major Kennedy pessea through it, and ia wrered
deep by the highly comminuted debris of this rock, the lightest and
most transportable send that is formed. The annoyance to the traveller's eyes in a light breeze is not to be described, while the slln
strongly dected from the lamiha of the rock, occasiom a glam which
is almoet as irritating to the eyes, ae the subtile powder which is ewq
instant blown into them.
119. At Seel, the rock is of the immceous type, and it contains.
d i t e d in great abundance, octahedral iron ore in emall gmim
and imperfectly formed crystale. Thia mineral has a epeci6c gravity
of 4.81 ; but aa there are some impurities in the q e c b e n I tried,
it is probable this determination is tm low. The limits of octahedral iron ore are 4.8, 5.2, while thoae of ruotomous iron ore, which
it in some respects reeembles, are 4.4, 4.8. But it is very probable
that the true limits of the octahedral species, (magnetic iron ore,) do
not descend below 5.0, for all the massive or larger crystallised spedmena exceed this determination, and that the magnetic iron sand d
l
form a distinct species between the axotomous, (titanic iron,) and the
octahedlal.
120. The abundance in which theae grains are found, may be judged
of by the spec& gravity of eome of the specimens of the mimumod
schist in which they are disseminated. This was found to be 3.45.
Taking 2.76 aa the specific gravity of pure micaceous schist. and 4.8
that of the iron, it may be eaaily demonstrated that the latter constituted by bulk one-third of the rock, or by weight very nearly one-half.
121. In ascending from Deohea to the Pasa of Chount Kagulla, leading into Poondur, micaceous schist alone ia okrvable, but in general b
the coating of debris thick fragments of gneiss occur, and it is probable
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that the summits of this range are composed of this rock. On the Pam,
rnicaceous schist is the rock; but it approaches in character to gneiss,
containing I think felspar, though in small quantity. On the other side
of the Pase, however, just at the edge of the steep descent, gneiss occurs
in strata very nearly horizontal, the dip being if any thing North-west:
This place, which is at the head of the glen in which is situated the village of Meemooa, presents some very romantic scenery. Immense precipices are formed of the columnar maesea of gneiaa, which here and there
stand out from the general rock, and raise their gigantic heights far
above the green knolls and patches of debris, enamelled with a thonsand
flowexa that 6ll np the bottom of the glen. The creets of the surrounding
ridgee in which the gneiss is gradually loat being concealed by the
luxuriant vegetation, are again c r o h e d with noble forests, in which the
yew, the horse cheenut, the oak, pine, and sycamore are all conspicuous.
At every step the traveller diatwbe the Moonal, (Ph&anus Impejanus,)
which with its shrill disagreeable cry forms the only interruption
to the silence and solitude of the scene. It was a beautiful morning
in May when I wended it. The themnometer was only 50°, while
in many of the eeclnded nooke, the springs were frozen. It is in
scenes like these, and in such tempemturea, that the explorer finds
&me recompense for the heat, and toil, and dust of le.as favored
situations.
122. Descending into this glen, the gneiss ie perceived to have con- .
eiderable extent, and the valley for a still further distance, is strewed
with huge blocks of thie rock. At the precipices above described, a
brownish tender micaceoua schist may be Been mating on it; l o w r
down in the bed of the nullah below the village of Mummora, the
gneiea is finally exchanged for that rock, which here again appears
to underlie it. I t may be seen to form by the broken ends of the
strata, corresponding layers on each side of the narrow water-course
which it bounds, the two aides agreeing in mineralogical cbarader, in
inclination and thickness of strata so closely, that it scarcely requires an
effort of imagination to fill up the very narrow chasms, or to join those
masses which have evidently been once continuous. The miauxous
schist continues in the high ridge on which the village of Pooree is
situated, and for a few miles beyond it, when it ie finally lost through
the junction of the new rock, or is concealed by debris.
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123. I have now traced the gneiss to its southern bormdery in this
direction, and have, in order at once to notice all the Herent ptdn
of it that occur, encroached on the limits of the micaceoua schist, thr
next rock in the order of description. But no arrangement ob thes
obmmdom can be entirely regnlar while natare h
d so 0ft.e~pb
senta us with irregnlaritiea, or at least what appear such m onr impsfeet systems. In fact the inconvenience ia mom imaginay than red,
for in following out the extent of the next d,
the preceding details
will be referred to aa filling up part of the outline. No gneiss ia fad
south of the point where the preceding description terminates.
124. It is neceMary now to return to the route by the Bornnd Rss.
in which gneiss was tnuxd as fPr as the place of encampment in t i ~
1
Pubbur valley, about 10 miles above Janglag. The upper
of thh
valley, I ahould notice, is of great width, the left banlr is steep and
precipitous, consisting chiefly of bare rock, the river flowing at its foot
1
The right bank is an easy dope c o d with a thick coat of pert, in
which spring up at this eeaaon various European flowers, sach ae
ranunculua, anemone, potentilla, iris, with many othem that ap@
new to me. Tracta of this nature &rd the very finest pastnrnge
during four or five montha of the year. Very little d is viaible, d y
occasionally in the lateral glens, where the torrenta from the snow ~ . P C
gradually made their way through this enormous maas of vegetablt
debris, and thus exposed it to view, or where a peak split by the expnaive powers of the froet tumbles from its l o Q baae into the vaIky
beneath, and scatters wide ita fragmenta of every eize. One such dip
of very p a t extent may be seen on the road to Junglag, and of
all the fragmenta are gneies; some pieces would afford hand specthat might p w for granite, but viewing it in the large end alinnumerable blocks that lie here, the rock is readily prono-&
gneiss.
125. Descending from Junglag to the coduence of the two F&
pal branches of the Pubbur, we find only gneiss. A 6ne aection
exposed on the left bank of the eaetern branch. I t liea in distinct and
well marked strata, from 5 to 8 feet thick, dipping to the S. E. The
route continues along to the right bank of the united stream now
swelled to a river, 40 feet wide and 5 feet deep. The coating of debria
ia of great thickneae, but another section of the strata may be see. in
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the bed of a m a l l nullah that falls in from the neat. The rock is
gneiss, the inclination is small, and the dip o h .
126. Hence, ascending and pawing by the vihgea Dewtee and
Snetwar, gneiss is still found projecting in many large masees ; the
mountain side being more steep, and consequently having leee debris
lying on it, no good observation of the dip waa obtainable. On& still
continma np the latad glen in which Kutsar is situated, and thence
descending to T&karee near the latter place, fragments were o b m e d
of a dark blue colour and amall gmb, and in the eagernem to change
the earnenem of constantly recurring gneiss for some novelty, were
supposed at 6rst to be so, but the firat stroke of the hammer corrected
the mistake, and shewed it to be gneisa ; a little unlike, however, the
In the bed of the Kutaar glen, blocka of
ordinary types of that &k.
the pbrphyritic gneiss before deecribed were observed, some of which
had all the charactere of a gneiss.
127. From Tikkaree to Senowlee, a dietance of nearly 16 miles, the
route is in the bed of the river, and in all this line there ia but one
instance of the rock in aitu being exposed. It is a fine grained grey
gneiss. In the bed of the river, fragments of all aizea are seen, but they
consist almost exclusively of gneiss and quartz rock, some few of
hornblende rock, and a very few of granite. The river bed is often
wide, and in theee e s is accompanied by a bank or ilat of some
extent, consisting of rounded stones. This bank is often 30 feet high.
not lesa than half a mile in length, and 200 yards perhapa in width.
These level spots are all cultivated, and it would appear, that they are
p a r t i d u l y fitted to the culture of the poppy, which is carried on in
this valley and its ramifications with great success.
128. This was the h a t instance of these beds observed in descending
from the source of the river. Near Mamoolea, where there is much level
ground, occurs an immense accumulation; a lateral torrent which cuts
through it to join the Pubbur, ahews at occe its enormous thkknesa
and its composition; stones of every aize, from 2 feet diameter to the
smalleat pebbles, all perfectly rounded, imbed$d in gravel and sand;
most of them are' quartz rock, perhapa two-thirds of the whole, the
other third consists of gneisa and hornblende rock, with a few of
granite. These beds are so far different from the open level spots
found in the upper part of the river vallies, in as much as their surface
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is perfectly flat, while that of the o h is lather mdnlPting d
irregular. The latter too are compoeed almost wholly d an+
local debris, covered with a thick deposit of peat, while these, as a h d y
described, consist entirely of rounded fragments which project a[tm
at the surface.
129. From Sinowlee the mad aacenda one of the d c a l k n m d the
Chag Sheel ridge. At the commencement of the ancent, micaceous a d k t
is found of a dark blue colonr, and splitting into very thin stmight lambe.
It is much stained with oxyde of iron. Qneiea W&
to thia nck,
but in small quantity, and is again exchauged for a m i c e c e o ~ sad&.
with something of a talcose aspect, and of a lead blue color. Thk
mck continues matuning more of the talcharacter, and it is I think
certainly a mixture of prismatic and rhombohedra1 talc mica vith
quartz. The lamine become undulated, and it abounds in garneta
A vein is obsetved parallel to the layem, the centre of which was
either granular quartz or a mixture of quartz and febprr, the ai&n
were marked by prisms of hornblende thickly and w h d l y dimeminated. Many veins of glassy quartz, both white and yellow, were
observed, but so fragile that no good specimen could be detached.
130. The rock continua to the village of Chupar, containing fiequently veins, if they be so called, of gn&.
The veins never *,
and they are always parallel to the lamina? of the containing rock;
below Chupar g n e k is again found in mass, and beyond it again hbomiamow achiat, enclosing a vein eimilar to that described Art. 129,
consisting of granular quartz or a mixture of quartz and felppar. with
crystals of hornblende disseminated. This vein has a porph*
structure, is a most singular mck, and &orb by the definite nature d
its character, a clue to the connections of widely distant maseea. It
will be seen hereafter of what common occurrace it is within this
tract, and yet it is a rock I have never eeen except in theae m o u n t a h
The dip is pretty uniformly in this neighbornhood, N. or E. of N.
wherever it appears uncomformable, it irr but for a short distance.
131. Beyond the talco-micaceow schist, one with straight h u n k ,
containing garnets and okyduloue iron is met with. In descending f m n
Bulor into a lateral glen, the glandular type of gneiss before notid
as occurring below Broang (Art. 80), and at other placee, is met with,
and in the bed of the etream is seen a talco-micauwue rock with
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undulated laminae. This rock is singularly hollowed out, whether by the
action of the weather or by the dropping out of the loose materials
of veins, that may once have traversed it, it is difficult to say, perhaps
the former opinion is the more probable one; and yet as these hollowa
traverse the laminae of the rock, it is not easy to underatand why they
should be subject to decomposition a0 partially.
132. From Mnrdal the roch appear to be of an anomalous character.
In #g
along the declivity of the range which here forms the left
bank of the Pabur river, there is an oscillation between gneiss and
micaceous schiet, the rocks occaeionally assuming the type of the former,
occasionally of the latter rock. The gneiss appeara sometimes to
contain clay slate as an ingredient, and in one spot of limited extent,
is carburetted in a high degree, this modification was noticed, also as
occurring above GoK,mnd, in the valley of the Kalee, (Art. 95.) In
the bed of the stream below the village of Twalta, gneiss is found of a
legitimate type, dipping to N. E. &d having an angle of inclination
of from 30 to 40'. This rock continua the whole way to the village of
n
types of a granitic character, but viewed
Dorchan, where may be ~ e e some
in all their relatione, little hesitation is felt to claes them as gneiss in
general, this chgracter only applies to small portions of the rock, and
even there may be seen in the same continuous stratum to paes into
the most ordinary gneiss, and often in a distance of a few feet. The
lRminrrr of this rock are much undulated, and owing to the arrangement
of the materiala, it preaente a striped appearance, the stripes following
a waving outline. In some specimens, I obeerved the spangled mica
at right anglea to the laminae, an arrangement that might too hastily be
were it not borne in mind h t , that
conaidered characteristic of @te,
they preserve their parallelism in layers, which the mica in granite never
does ; and secondly, that it is an appearance not uncommon in micaceoua
schist, as I shall hereafter have occaaion to shew, contrary to the opinion
of one of our h t geologists.
133. In the deecent to the Kotee ,gneiss accompanies ua nearly the
whole way dipping to the north or a little west of it, the inclination
being but little. It ia however seen to include a bed of magneaian
clay alate, the approach to which is indicated by lamina? of that rock
being contained in the gneiss. Adjoining the bed of clay alate, is one
of quartz rock. The actual junction of these rocks ia concealed by

debris. The change however takes place in the direction of the
and d m not occupy 400 yards in lateral extent. The gneim d&
succeede the quartz rock continues as far as Gokul, a village in tic
same glen. In the ascent thence to the paas above Seraa, tbe ruck ht
situ is not obeemable; for a coneiderable distance fragments of h m
blende schist are found, but not numerous,; after crossing the stream
a new rock is met with, which occupies some extent. It is a drk
rock of a aaccharoidal aspect, occnsbnally so frangible as to crnmbk
under the presaure of the finger, yet at the same time it has many md
distinct changes, but nothing like a schistaee structure. It is m a ~ t
probably a bed in the gneiss. I t is composed evidently of talc d
quartz or felepar, or both; some parta of i t have ao completdy ka
the mutual coherence of the particles, as to form apparently a bed d
white clay ; no doubt this would prove an usefnl ingredient in my
attempt to manufacture a superior pottery.
134. On the summit of the Pass ia to be seen a gneiss of an
character, and containing not only clay alate, as an ingredienf bab
carbonate of lime. Below the Pam occur fragments of chloritic
in such abundance as to justify the auspicion that there are &
b d of~ i t in the neighbowhood near ; the village, a componnd & d
an argillaceow character containing superadded carbonate of lime, iabedded pieces of quartz of a lenticular ahape, and perhap f e w :
most probably the transition of the earthy gneiss above to an &
laceous schist; another specimen is a well defined clay slate with
of carbonate of lime, chloritic schiit of a dull green mlour, a d sub
granular composition, united to the impertect achistose structore, als
occurs, after which' quartz rock in all its types occupies the road m
the descent to the Tome River, and for some milea in its bed, p
ceeding upwards : when I aay in all its typea, I mean rather of cabm
than any thing else, for excepting in this particular there is no d
which pospeasea such uniformity of character, a t least in this tmct.
I t is sometimes bluieh grey from clay slate, sometimes greenish gey
from chlorite. Occasionally it is talcose, occasionally micaceons ; the
dip is pretty uniformly from N. to N. E. and the inclination from 2 5 O to
30' ; a very remarkable instance of the disruption of the strata occurs i
the descent, something like that noticed Art. 94. The interval is rba
occupied by a stream, but of very disproportional diiensia~).It is abtmt

+

four feet wide and six to twelve inches deep, (15th of June after many
days heavy rain,) the breadth of the opening from precipice to precipice
ia 200 feet, and the perpendicular depth about 100. The dip and mineralogical character correnpond on each side, so as to l&ve no doubt that
they were once continuous. The rock, as quartz rock almost always
is, is one of great tenacity and hardnm, and it seeme very difficult
to assign any adequate cause tor the removal of so large a mass. There
doea not appear any dislocation or disturbance of the strata, nor any
trace by which it can be judged, that the m a s removed could have
been the materiala of a vein of 1- persistent character; many other
instances of this kind will be noticed aa I proceed in my description.
135. The Tome is here croesed by a Sanga which measures 101
feet in the clear. The velocity in the middle of the surface was 12
to 1 3 feet per second, and the depth from 5 to 7 feet. These data give
the discharge about 2000 feet per second. In the Doon before joining
the Jumna it was determined to be nearly 3000 feet. In ita immediate
bed are found very large rounded blocks or boulders some even 3 feet
in diameter. As in the bed of the Pabbur River, so here also they coneist of gneise, quartz rock, and hornblende rock. At the confluence
of the small stream in the bed of which lies the med from Seraa, there
o c m a very extensive piece of tiat ground, but whether it be composed
of the boulders, and loose gravel noticed in the bed of the Pabbur ia
doubtful. Small deposits were however obaerved in the immediate bed
of the river, having a thickness of 5 feet. The open and tiat apota are
very numemue in this part of the river's come, but of what materials
they consist is rendered uncertain by the covering of vegetation, which
clothes their slopes even to the water's edge.
136. From the bed of the T o m the route p
d
a lateral glen
a e d h g a r , from the &age of that name, a very pictureeque
valley having coneiderable width, and much level ground in many different pointa of ita course. The sidea are eloping and covered with
foreat, which with the luxuriance of the vegetation spread over the
floor of it effectually conceals the rock; in one qnarter numerous
fragment, of quartz rock may be seen something of the character
of the rock noticed in Art 129, aa found on the ascent to Bouchakadhar.
It contains talc, and ia frequently very tender almost friable. They
are scattered over a smooth grassy knoll, nor is i t immediately obvious
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whence they come. The mountains on this side have fbt dedbitk, 1
without any rock visible, and are covered with h e Earests; on tk
opposite side, it is true they are pnbpitow, d appear to amsist
of this very rock, but as the riper f o r m a deep chasm b e e n , ad
not a very narrow one, it is not immediately understood how d q
should have fallen on this side :perhaps they W occupied their p n s r s
place before this chasm wan farmed.
137. The valley widens d d e r r b l y at i b upper extremity, bd
OOnstantly preaenb the easy gmaay declivities, or patches of -f
which m entirely cut off all act- to the rock. The ascent is q
to the Dhsrma pass, which eepluPtes thin d l e y from that ob the
Koornoolda, commonly known as the Ramasaa, (note, Sera is always ap
plied to those vallies where rice may be cnltiwted.) The latter is a v d q
of same note, and is thought by the mountaineers, of these 0thrugged districts to be a smallerkind of da,* but theirpraiaea and demxiptim of it are greatly emggerated; there rre s
d d i e 8 in Krunoon and
to the matward of greater extent. I b extreme width cannot be takn
I think at more than a mile, and the length of the wide part. -6 ;
towards ite mouth it narrows coneiderably, and the Koomoolda, the
stream which waters it, dnally joins the Jumna by cutting its
throngh r narrow ridge which lies transversely to the valley, and
has all the appeamnce of hving once formed a barrier to its waters.
138. On the Pass wgre found fragmenb of quartz rock o a a a k d y
containing talc, and of chloritic achiat. The latter rock with bent
I&
and oecillating t o d talcose &t,
was found in sitn
hnlf way down the Pass. In the d e y again gneiss once more makes
its appearance in very thin laminae, and dipping to north. This
gneiss is very probably connected with the mam which riaea up into
the lofty peak Kedar Kanta, in the aides of which both the Onrogu,
and Rama v&ea k v e their origin ; on crowing the d e y qumtz
rock and chloritic achiat are the only rocb to be observed. and d
these even very little, owing to the annngemmt of the surface and
the deep d e b , either of debris or peat, which every where conceal
the rock. One very large mass was observed coxmisting half of qnartr
rock, half of chloritic approaching to t a b schist, there n nothing like transition observable between the two a u b c e s , the line
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of junction being strongly marked; the quartz rock was perfectly
amorphous, not a trace of schistose structure wan to be o k e d , the
lamimi? of the schist were coneiderably bent or undulated, it contained
fragments of the quartz rock, some of which were coloured green,some
retained their white colour ; no fragments of the schist however could
be detected in the quartz rock; this mass which appeared detached
was surrounded by eeveral smaller blocks, some of which were found
to be quartz rock, some chloritic schist.
139. The route passes round the head of a second valley, which falls
into that of the Kumoulada, and crossing the lateral eparating ridge
descend8 into the valley of the Bunal, another glen containing a g w d
deal of level ground, though not e q d to Ramasera or the Ourogsr glen.
I n the descent above the village of Kande, gneiss waa once more
found, but down the valley, the mountains, at least their ewnmits, appeared to consist of limeatone; t . gneies wan talcose, approaching to
earthy, and it ie again found below this village in the neighbowhood of
limestone beds, and containing a bluih semi-transparent minerd in
grains similar to that described (Art. 126.) Here the gneiss formation
k M y taken leave of, being succeeded by talw-argillaceous schist.
140. We must now proceed to the valley of the Kalee, nnd trace
t h e southern boundary there a h . The former account stopped at
Ookemuth on the Kalee. In a glen a mile wuth of it, i Been a
scbiat full of thoee flat veins or circular masses of quartz which are
SO common in micaceous and argillaceous schist ; this rock dips 4b0NE.,
and has an inclination of about 30' to 40°. Between the villagea Jukh
and Oakee again, gneiss is met with; below in the bed of the river
ie a mass of c a l m u s tufa with vegetable impreasione. I t is of a
light buff yellow colour, ia rather porous with a 8emi-cryetalline grain.
It is a very pure carbonate of lime, and affords an excellent cement by
burning, which was used for the stone templea erected one at Kedornath,
at the foot of the great Soomeem Peak,* the other at Ookee Muth
where the Raool, or chief priest, reeides.
This temple in situated at the source of the Mundaknee, n branch of the Dhaolee,
in one of thme expanded valliss described in Art. 95. The elevation of the place in
and it is unnecewvy to say that daring many months it is deep in mow, and consequently not habitable. There is even no village within 15 miles of the place; it it
rather larger than the generality of these structures, and ie hanbmely built of hewn
stone.
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141. Chloritic schiat is eeen again at K n n b in the Gnxnduah gh,
which furnishes a middling sized
to the Kalee ; beyond the chb
ritic schist-gneiss is again found near the village of Baroo. Amoqhm
patches of earthy granite may be observed. M, soft and crumbling as to
yield easily to the spade. On the summit of the Pass a talco-ehlaitic
schist obtains, and continues to the mines at Pokree, hgmenta, h m ,
of hornblende &t
being ecattered about in some numbera; beyod
thin point no gneiss WM observed in proceeding amth; we may MOR
return to Mumdal below the Toangnath Pam, where the account aft&
formation left d.(Art. 103.)
142. This village is situated in the high bed of the Dulalee *,
which has its rise in the &t
of the Toongnath momtab, Psd
joins the Dhodee just below hpisur. The route leads down the
glen to tum into the valley of the Dhoalee; very little rock in i h
wan observed. indeed only one patch, which was of too little ertent Do
say precisely whether it was granite or gneiss, the totqghmsa being
aa to set at defiance the hammer, and ccmquently prevent its effectiol!
a fnwhm of the rock, eo as to judge of ita mineralogical compositioo.
It wan a roundish amorphous mpas with a few irregular seams p+
ing but little above the surrounding surface, and thus, from ita want d
sharp corners, increasing the difficulty, occasioned by its tough d
detaching a specimen. Fragments of hornblende rock, of quartz rock, md
of gneiss,
are abundantly scattered over all this tract. One block, p
bably part of a vein, wae observed, conaieting almM entirely of
variety of hornblende called actynolite ; part of the containing d dJ
adhered, being a fine granular mixture of felspar, quartz, and
the first ingredient in greatest quantitg. The actpolite has ntha
a confnsed structure; apparently large concretions formed of radioring
bundlea of prisms. The specimens obtained were not remarkable fo
bemty.
143. A more remarkable phenomenon was the occunence of a hw
maas, composed apparently of very similar ingredients to the eeconduy
eandstones. It wae a aolitauy rock which stood in the bed of
Dulolee, the top being covered with grass and ahrub; stridy it
might be called a conglomerate, containing many large boddm or
rounded atones. The base was rather fine grained, consisting almt
entirely of quartz sand, and apparently held together by the &&@
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coherence. The friab'ity and want of conaietence of the substance,
prevented the retention of any specimens, as they fell to pieces immediately on being detached, though the rock itself, of considerable size,
seemed persistent. I am inclined to think it was merely part of a diluvial deposit and not a legitimate sandstone, no specimen of which I have
ever obeerved in such a l e t y . In reality though the sandstones are
often friable, and have little coherence, yet I have never seen any which
exactly resembled thb rock.
144. At Sikol, in the bed of the Dhaolee, I found large massee of
quartz rock stratified, probably with great regnhity, but the fieatma of the
strata m intermixed with cross cleavages, that it was difficult to aeparate
them, and say which really was the plane of the strata. The colour
of this rock was greenish, it is also seen near Masooa, rather a
large village near the rope bridge by which the Dhaolee is here crossed.
The dip was N. E., inclination about 60" to 70°; close by the bridge
it appears to paea into mimceou~echist. Further on in the valley of
the Mundaknee, it appears to pass into chloritic &t.
145. 1 muet not leave the Dhaolee, however, without eaying aome
thing of those great accumulations of boulder stones, the very sight of
which strikes the traveller with aatoniahment, and forces him to admit
the action of Bome great rush of watere. These diluvian beds are here
seen on a scale, which seta at nought any theory that should derive ita
agent from the body of water at present occupying that channel.
These deposits seem always to be found in thoee parts of the river's
mum where the valley widens considerably, at least it has been so
in all the inetancea I have yet had to notice. In the immediate bed
of the river, the fragmenta consist of two kinds,the one perfectly rounded.
the other subangular. The m d e d fragmenta consist of gneias, granite and hornblende rock, the other of quartz rock and mica alate, the
two latter being the rocks in aitu in the immediate neighbourhood of the
rounded fragmenta; theae are of all eizee from bouldere of four feet in
diameter to the small grains of sand. That the river in ita greatest
floods, and in mme particular parta of ita courae poseeaaea the power
of moving these stones, is certain, from the deep hollow no& heard
every now and then. That it can do little more than merely move them
is equally certain,from the fact of these boulders always occupying the
wide parta of the valley. There are tracts here of a mile in length, and
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probably 300 feet wide, (the depth is not known), consieting od tben
huge atones, great part of them now far above the reach ofthe
floods. It is not to be understood, if they had been moved by cansn
still in o p e d o n , why none of them should have travelled a little hth.
146. AMxnding to 0oodee from the bed of the Muxidaknee,
tic echist is found established, extending for eome miles b e y d tbc
village to the foot of the Okrooane Phss, which separates the Pa-i
of B u d h and h l e e . It is ae nwPl much inkmixed with qnntr
rock; some spechexu of a straight laminar atrodme have an emerald
green colour, and an almost metallic brilliancy. This ie a beantifal rock.
On the descent from the Pass gn&
is found of a small grain, a m y
compact rock. The dip is N. 80" E. the angle of elevation 600,hem
paeeing by the village of Koan to Choptah, quartz rock md chloritic
schiat prevail irregularly mixed. The dip generally N. E.,tbe inclinatioo
2 9 . ~t cimbtah, tbey am e u h m p i for an earthy m i a c e o m
which however must be of very limited extent.
147. Below this village, on the road to Jak, the rock is of a less
dehite structure, being an irregular mixture of dolomite and talc;
sometimes the gRins are small and the mixture intimate, sometimes
they are larger, and the aggregation of a granitic character, i. e. ead~
mineral perfectly distinct, though mutually impressing each
Theae distinct concretim become M, large, tbat each m i n d m y
be found forming the rmhtana of dietinct blocks. Thie type d r d
occupies but a small space, being found only on the right bank of the
glen below Chobtah ;on ascending the 0 t h aide, fragments of a grPnitic
rock are met with, but of peculiar mineral character. The ingndients
appear to be a dark bluish grey felspar, quartz and talc, the grain
is small, the rock exceedingly tough and hard, with an amorphous sbrrture, although some specimens shewed something like a &tion
into
the schiPtose. This rock wae not seen in ~ i t u ,only in fragments, and
has near been observed in any other locality. It ie a very beauthi
rock, and would be extremely ornamental if cat and polished.
148. Near Jak, beds of hornblende schist occur, apparently grad=ting into quartz rock; on the quartz rock, which contains felepar.
rests a bed of chloritic schist of scaly composition and unctnoas feel
These two ro& are perfectly distinct, and the line of qnmtion strongly drawn. The dip is N. 60. E. and the inclination 40. MOW
them in
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the deacent to the Pindar much quartz rock occurs, dipping always
N. E.. but having frequently a second set of cleavage planes equally
distinctly marked. The only method of recognirring them ia the greater
or leae permanence, the falae stratification if it may be ao d e d , often
vanishing within short distances. At the foot of a precipice formed by
a beautiful natural section of a quartz rock containing felspar, ia
a patch of grey rock, amorphous, without any trace of whhtoae structure, and projecting in large round maaaea, very eimilar to t h w which
granite ia seen to affect. I t is probably a mixture of hornblende and
felspar. A whitish rock of a small grain, and similarly amorphous, ie
seen in contact sending veins through it, and reminding one strongly
of the description given of granite veins. This white rock ia aimilar
in mineralogical character to the stratified rock above noticed, consieting
of a mixture of quartz and felapar. The fragmente in the bed of the
stream are chiefly gneiss and hornblende rock; they are frequently
increased by calcareous spar.
149. On descending into the valley of the Pindar a greenish grey
schint ia met with at the rope bridge. Character intermediate between
hornblende and chloritic schist. I t probably belongs to the former title.
though the fragments and other indications beyond this place point to a
formation of talcoee schist. Fragmente are alao met with of gneiss
and of hornblende schist. At Zubburkat, the rock ia a gneiss, of a fibrow
columnru structure, dirk grey colour, and earthy aepect. I t probably
contains, if not hornblende, some magnesia or a mineral, probably talc or
chlorite. I t also contains grains of the blue semi-transparent mineral
noticed (Art. 139.) Beyond this village immense blocks of a well defined
gneiae are met with, resting on the mountain side, and some few of
hornblende rock, but such is the thicknem of the covering of debris and
vegetable mould, this being the aide of eaag dope or quarter of the
dip, that no inatance of the rock in aitn occurs till we approach the
village of Chelinga; here may be aeen a strata of gneiee, dipping N.
8 5 O E. and at an angle of 40". This gneiaa agreea in character with
that constituting the large blocks just noticed, and haa an aftinity to
that seen a t Zubburkat. I t ia a small granular mixture of black mica,
greyish white felepar, and quartz, with distinct foliated grains of
felapar superadded. The quartz is obscure, and indeed in all these
misturea of small grain, it is not easy to detect the nature of ingredients

so intimately mixed, without using some method of mechanical analp,
similar to that proposed by M. Cordier.
150. In the ascent from the village of Chelinga tx~the Goddm
Pam, no rock in situ is visible, but fragments of p n i t e occur,of varicm!
sizes, strewed over a small %at a t the commencement of the tscent
The source of these is not obvions. On the d
t of tbe Pass qauh
rock and chloritic whist, paaaing into miaweons schist are foand h
strata, the dip of which is a little obscure, but which seemed to be N.
60" W. Of the quartz rock, it is doubtful, whether it be n o t a transported
block, but the schist is evidently in its place. On leaving the Wss in die
descent to the village of Koolem, an earthy decomposing granite in
amorphous patches is met with, of the same character as that n o w
above Baree, in the valley of the Mundaknee, (Art. 100.) This d
is a very remarkable one, and requires a little detailed description. The
.proportion of felspar compared to that of the other ingredients is q
great, and it appear6 to be singularly subject to decomposition, so mneh
so, that the rock may be dug like a bed of clay or vegetable mould; t8e
quartz and felspar, on a h t appearance, form one uniform mas, in
which, however, they are to be distinguiehed by colour, the qnarh
being greyish white and the felspar yellowish, and by their state of dk
integration. The mica is of a dirty browniah green colour, and
disposed rather irregularly, as well as scantily. The laminae are never
parallel, a character by which i t has been proposed to d i h g d
granite from gneiss, and which if it hold universally, win form an u
,
d
distinction, as b e i i easily recognised.
151. On descending into the valley described in Art. 149, no rod:
ie visible for a considerable distance, the soil being of great depth, md
frequently overspread with foreata. In the beds of streams h o r n ,
may be observed occaaiondy the edges of strata, both hornblende schist
and g n e b , and there are several patches of the decomposing granite
also. In the ascent from Hath to Retorah dages, gneiss may be
observed, at first of a very regular cheracter, bluish grey, and
resembling the most legitimate gneiss of the Himmalap. The gn&
appears gradually to pass into micaceoua schist, which a t Retonh is
white, fine granular,and almost might be called slaty quartz rock. On the
summit of the Hackena Pass, which leads into the valley of be
Cossillah, it is of a dark greenish brown colour, very micaceous, and
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tender. The dip of the rock at Retorah was irregular, and the gneiss
in the neighbourhood equally so, the strata having many undulations,
but the rock observed in the bottom of the valley had a dip N. W.
152. Descending from this Pass quartz rock of an arenaceoue composition is found. I t contains beds of chloritic schist. Beyond this.
near ~ a l <qiUaceow schist becomes established, of great variety of
aspect, of a purplish, greenish and light grey colour, straight, W e , with
rhombhoidal cleavages, and of a soft consistence, comprising every
variety almoat of the brightest mlours. I t contains beda of limestone,
which are often highly arghceous. Farther down in the valley of the
Cossillah, micaceous schist met with, apd then an exteneive patch
of gneise, which stretches acrose the valley, and ie probably connected
with other masees shortly to be noticed. Afterwards the micaceous schist
again re-eatablishea itself, and continhes to Almorah. Here for the
present we shall break off thii description, and return to the route from
Sacen, in which gneiss waa traced ae far aa Naneik, and ,tothe bed of
the Ramgunga below the village, (Art. 106.)
153. The route proceeda by Ratik, g n e b accompanying ue the whole
way; some fragments of a very peculiar rock were found, composed
wholly of a substance which might be called intermediite in character
between rhombohedral and priumatic talc mica I t wae of a dark brownieh green colour, and the foliae of the mineral were p l d in every
direction, having the appearance of a confuaed aggregation. The same
rock occurs rather sbundently in the ascent to the Soor Doom Paes, but
always in fragments, while the rock in aitn continues to be gneiss as far
as the village of Soor. Beds of hornblende schist, and of micaceoue
schist occur in the descent to the bkd of the Sirjoo river; the gneiss
being, however, the containing rock, and continuing to some dietance
beyond the village of Soope.
154. Here the rock begins to change, the gneiss appearing to pass
into a h e grained mixture of talc and'quartz, which may also p e r h q
contain felspar. Thia ie succeeded by quartz rock, which again becomes
talcose, and incloses m a l l beds of talcose schist. I t pasees into chloritic
schist a h , the quartz becoming at firat green. The latter rock contabs veins of quartz, and on one a particular concretion of so remarkable
a shape and appearance, aa to have the strongeet resemblance to a
rib-bone. In endeavouring to detach it, the resemblance wes deaL

h y e d by fmctum. On the Pass of Chorr Bnnaik, the talcoee rock m
fairly eutablishd, being occasionally schistme. o c c d o d l y amoqbm
or mmive. I t ia of a white oolour and beautiful ~unwnsl m t ~ ~
DesQndiug thence, vuioan mixtans d thb m i n d , @riamstic talc
mica.) with quartz, pn found mmdmea inclining to r green d o u r ,
and appuently allied to cbritic rchist, sometimes to a blue, and pmkg
into a@laceou rchtt. Alternating beah d the green schist Pnd
quartz rock we-re olmerved, very re&
and well-d&e&
156. In the neighbowhood of the village d Kurrimee, the mck is1
mixtun of white granular dolomite and talc. The latter is wmetiPa
found in beautiful nacreous a c a h , dhpoeed in nests or nodules. at othm
timen intimately mixed with the particlea of the dolomite. In the htta
case, the rock ia extremely friable. and resembles very stiwgly the
dolomite of the Alps. This rock in succeeded by a schist of an u.
gillaceom character, very soft and tender, and of s dark blackish gnq
colour. The &t in occaaiondy gren in the ~ r c eto
~ tTobne E i q
where the view of the mountains diacloeu eeveral beds of Erlmr
schist of a whitiah colour ; descending to the village Bugnr in the
bottom of the glen, limeatone ia the rock. It is often very impme,
being highly charged with argihceoos or siliceons matter. It i
regular1y &at%ed, dipping N. 48' E. at an angle of 60'. The
are sometimes curved.
156. This limestone contiuuea in the ascent to the high Pam d
Cheeoonga Binag, the whole of which ridge ir, composed of it. W&
occaeional patchen of schist of an arghceous dmractm, it d
aroompanies ua by the village of Ingthana to Bpnsaree, in the rout?
down the $glen in which thoee v i l l q p are situated. The strotr m
sometimen fissured and cracked in every direction, and in aome
s
fragmentary, that large massell have fallen out, thus givingrise to estmsive caves. From Bynsaree, the route passes up a lateral glen to
Soomchala, croesing an elevated ridge. On this ridge and the immascent to it, Prgillawoua schist ia found of a reddieh brown col~m,
earthy composition, and splitting readily into rhombohedral f q p e &
This rock is saciently e x p d also in the descent to SoomeheL,
where it is remarkable for its many changca of colour, within a d
space; as &o for the rhombohedral cleavages pawing into the stz&ght
echistoee.

157. h far as Darimlret, the route lies in a succession of glens, in
which no trace can be found of the rock in eitu at that village. It
ascends, and immediately a talco-micaceous schist ia met which cont i n u a to the toot of the dencent into the valley on the other aide.
This latter in one of the many branches which fall into the great one
of the bootee, described. Art. 66, and aa d,
parbkea of the
open and level nature of the latter. At the foot of the descent fragments of hornblende rock occur in great abundance, m d a little further,
the rock in aitu is found to be an earthy g n e h , extremely soft and
cmmbly. This rock continues to disclose itself in different parb of the
river bed aa far aa Bymoth; and at the toot of the ascent to Retora
a grey gneiss of very perfect chamcter is seen dipping N. E. In the
ascent to Retora, thl, route coincides with that described Art. 65.
158. We have now to lake up our account of the gneiss at the
village of Dampa, Art. 105 where it is described aa of a remarkably
regular type, and d k h h g itself in extensive m a w dietinctly stratified. From Dampa to Mnnsaree, this rock continues, and near the
latter place and above it, are enormous blocks of this rock scattered
about in the wildest conhaion. Thence ascending to the Betoolee
Dhoornh Pass,'the same rock is occasionally found, m d occasionally
beds of hornblende schiet. At Munaaree there occurs a bed of a very
beautiful rock, being a mixture of white granular limestone and talc,
(prismatic talc mica,) the latter is occaeionally diaue. Amongst this
the carbonate of lime ocariondy occupies distinct layers, passing
into the argillaceous schist. This rock hmbhea excellent roof slate,
being very Leile. In tha bed of the Qurjeea river below M u m , the
rock is an earthy brown, tender, micaceous schist in dewxmding the bed
of the Chrjeea, aa succeeding to the gneiss.
159. lhxending from this h a , quark TO& occnrs in extensive
m a w s dbthctly W e d , dipping N. 1 5 O E. Other b u r e s at right
angles, at diatancea of five feet, are extremely distinct, the whole mane
being thus divided ipto rhombohedra1 or cuboidal masses. This quartz
rock in aeen sometimes plain, mmetimea green from the addition of
chlorite, and aometimea blue, probably from an admixture of argillaceous &t.
On the Kalee Moonnee Pass and the descent to Oirgaon.
the rocks are rather of an anomalm nature, and comprise beds of very
variom and varying compoeition. Talc date, yellow, white and blue
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carburetted clay slate, blue ditto, talcose quartz rock, snd'brlmar b
stone are. the moat marked types, and they rmcceed each other in DL
moat audden and u11eqect.d mannu. In general. however,tb hmation may be said to have a talcoae character, that mined
more or less of the compoeition of each rock, but I think that it is amounted, or at least surrounded, by the same gneiss which aecorn*
from Munsaree, and which appear6 in all the larger mnseea aud tic
more elevated ridgeis. In the bed of the nullah below the viRage, d
blocks of this rock are seen of an enormous size, which canfirm rL
above idea. Beyond this point, it in not found till we nppmach Almonh.
and the maaoea in that neighbowhood being connected with tk
granite beds there, will be better described when we come to the d d
of the latter.
160. The preceding comprises all my obsawtions of the lo&
of gneiea within these mountains, with aome trifiiag exceptions b
after to be noticed. It will now be necessarg to pmceed to tbe ad
formation in the oder of m d n . It in of a schistose strnetm
but very variable in mineral character, comprising micaceo11~)ddak
talcose, and even aqilkeou &t.
My o ~ t i o n are
a not yet dm
ficiently multiplied to determine, whether all those schiets h n ax
member in the euccession of rocka, or whether the three first are ta br
considered as most intimately related, and the argillaceous band as tbc
distinct term in the geological series. Some anomalous appeurna
which are inimical to the latter view, may perhaps be expkrined by tk intrnsion of the granite msseea in the middle of argillaceous strata,bat it
would be premature at preeent to decide either way. We may for tbr
more convenience of deecription, conaider them all as membere d tbt
same formation, as each in it8 turn is conterminous with the gneiak
161. Beginning with the most weatem route, we may *e
up tk
description where the micaceous &t
in mccession to gn& m
again exchanged for chlorite schist. Near IalrB, the latter rock my
be seen, though from ita tranaitions it ought perhaps rPther be
called a magnesian clay slate, (talco-*us
achier) It baa a N. B.
dip. It extenda to the foot of the descent into the bed of the Sahlly
river. There may be seen an impure limestone afmcbtd with a dry
elate, the two rocks being found not only in alternate layera, but Ik
occasionally intimately mixed in the same layer. The fragments
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gneiss, micaceoua schist, and
hornblende rock, all of them substances at present found in eitu only at
a oonaiderable distance.
162. Ascending to Reowthul, numerous indications are observed of a
limeatone formation; clay slate doea not entirely dieappear, but the
higher ridgee in the neighbourhood, judging by the outline and general
appearance. are evidently limeatone. This rock &or& one of the
inetaucee in these moantans in which dispoeition of form and colow is
an unerring guide to the nature of the rock, forming a series of irregular
terrace or ledges, the fncea of which are always precipitous, and stained
with black and yellow, the outline of the summit presenting a rather
flat carve; it ia impossible to confound the limestone of these mountains with any other rock. There ia cerbbly a local physiognomy in
rocks, if I may ao expreee myself, which enables a person familiar with
them, frwluently to determine correctly their nature, from the mere
view of the mountains in which they are formed. But there ia no
truth in the opinion that would extend theae local phenomena to a
wider sphere, so as to make them instances of a g e n d law.
163. At Reowthul, there are aeveral smelting hoasee for obtaining
iron from a hydrated peroxide, @riamatic iron ore,) which ia found in
the neighbcmhood. I had not time to viait the place whence the ore
is obtained, but I examined the specimens of it which they had
brought for smelting. It ia a light scoriaceoua yellowish brown crust,
and very similar to deposits of the same ore which I have seen in
other localities as originating in streams, permeating argillaceous schii.
and strongly charged with ferruginous matter. The iron ia mid to
be in repute.
164. From thk village the route paaeea round the brow of the range
to the Psse immediately above Surarn, and in this line wherever the rock
ie seen it would appear to be limestone. with aome trifling exception in
whist. At Surara again, the
the ocmrrence of a micaceoua ar-us
rocks are all limestone, presentingthat appearance ao common to this
clue, of huge amorphous messes united to others often honeycombed or
irregularly varied in surface or regularly stratified, or even schistoee.
Yet I would my on a large view of the phenomena, that this rock
seem to be always host regularly stratified when moat impure, and
vice versa. Another appearance remarkable in thin limestone is the aria
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that seems to attack lumps mall of it, changing the outer sadace t~
the colow, grain, and consistence of chalk. This change is the more
remarkable in a rock, which like this is of a blue colour, and pamemcd
d considerable hardness.
165.In the dement from Surara to the bed of tbe Syrij river. l h u t m t
is the only rock seen, ascending thence to the ridge which hthe rigkt
bankthenamemkpnwibofalempuretype, a n d o u d o n d y d r
schietose stmctnn. In the lateral glen in which the village of Uma
is situated, tbe rock appaua to be mica alate, or a tranaiticm bctuun
that and clay slate ; the limestone is in general impure ; when otbarrh.
it appaua to undergo that snperdcia caries already noticed. It mast
be rather an extensive bed, for most of the surrounding ridges rat 1
dsoobservedtobecompoeedofthbmck,aarecognisedinitacharuteristic ledgy precipices. This limestone M also seen in the d m
to the Bangur, and also in the bed of that nullah, distinctly stxatW
and dipping N. E., the reverse of the micaceons argillruxoPs &kt
near Ureea,which is S. W.
166. On aecending from the bed of tbe Bangur, an anomalous rock
is seen, in amorphous patchea of a greenish colour and considerabk
hardness, very poeaibly fenugiuoua quartz rock. A black type of tbc
same rock occurs in hgmenta in the bed of the nullah, and with
disseminated iron pyrites, (rhombohedra1 iron pyrites,) argilLaom
schist then establishes iteelf, being d o n a l l y of a magneaiau c h a w
ter; occasionally (below Sookowlee,) of a micaceons. The route h e
passes over the several ridges which ramify from the ~ d a n d p o o rpeak,
the rock of which is micamone schist, and this h e appeers to be t8c
junction of the two formations, to judge by the frequent transitions and
oacillatiom. It may be observed, that the atrata appeared pretty
regular, and with exception of the rock at Ureea, appeared to dip
conformably.
167. In the vicinity of Sokanda, the schist aammea a micwxnu
character. Near Dharee, limestone pmtmdea in limited quautity, a d
we have then the argillaceous schist with ite n a d variableness of
character continuing to the bridge over the Tonne at Mywar. It n
at one time a blue smooth laminar slate, (talc aqilheoun schist,)
again a fine grained slate appmachhg to compact (argillaceous whid,)
which is succeeded by a h e grained greywacke, slate (micaamas
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argillaoeoue schist). Just above the bridge, nodulea of limestone are
seen, but the mck appava to have no extent.
168, In the bed of the river, a very perfect type ofargihxoua &t
is seen, distinctly stratified, and dipping conformably. It p a a ~ ?into
~ a
rock, having the strongeat resemblance to reunited angular debria. It
in in this rock that the Uyar lead mines are situated. The rock
is so eoft, as to atford great facilities in excavation, but d e w well
supported by wooden fmmhg, it in liable to the accident of falling;
has happened more than once, and several miners have been crushed.
The ore i a steel grey fine granhu galena, (hexahedral lead glance,)
and ia often found in veins traversing qnarte ; it is accompanied by iron
pyrites, (rhombohedral iron pyritee.)
169. At this place the river is crossed by a bridge formed of a single
rope, on which a block with the passenger or baggage attached, traverses. It ie a very tdiow, though perfectly safe method of crossing a
river. On the right bank about one and a half mile lower down
is the lead mine of Mywar, belonging to Tonnear, one of the reamed
districts. That at Uyar belongs to Sirmoor. At Mywar, the aame ore is
found and accompanied by the same minerala, and the containing rock
is there a h a clay h,though occarionally very calcareouk The
galleries are very numerou ; in some, sulphur is obtained. In others,
the vein ie a blackish friable earth, in which the galena ia in nodules.
170. The route to Borrela from thia place tnrns back to the northward. ascending along the right bank of the rim. In croesing the
Ventijar, which here falls in the Tonee, ar&iceoua schist ia seen in its
bed in aitu, while the mund stones are all limeetone. Theae b o u l h
continue to the height of 300 feet above the bed of the river, and are
united with a calcareousconglomerate, which is, however, of a very limitad
extent. Argillaceoue schist ie thence the preoailing rock, but mixed
with occasional patchea of limestone; above the village of Joktan the
Latter rock establishen itself in larger masses, constituting whole ridgee,
and extending with very little interruption thence to Borela.
171. It ie in thia mck, which in its lower strata appeara to pass into
ar-ua
echiat, that the lead mines of B o d are situated. The ore
ie in every respect s i q h to that found at Uyar and Mywar, and is a h
aocompanied oa there, by iron pyrites. The number of gallerk here, as
well an at Mywar, ie truly surprising, and ahem the pneeverance of
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W people, even with their imperfect means. They told me
were in number eighty, many of them of great ,1and pt tk
I
village is small, and does not contain above forty inhabitants ofsex and age ; but there are several other villages that have a joint jm
prietuy right, the aaaumrnent being made on the small p v b u
hundreds, as they might be called, and not on the individual vilkga
I 72. The limestone of Borela continues to Haje. with very HLh
interruption, and through a varying level of at least 1,500 feeL t
very often contPins reins of a pure white calSF,
someliur
i t in fgtid, and then it alwap sppesrs to be less pure. In this ht&
case, it is occasionally found to contain mine of white grannhr lime
stone, and not unfquently 8100, to pa^ into a flint alate or a c b t k
has its subordinate and limited maneea of local breccia, pnd ae
glornerate accompaniments, which this rock is never seen to want h
in a good deal intermixed with quartz rock, and has o o c a s i ~a,
might be expected, a dicioua chsracter. With regard to ita stratibcstim.
it in when at all impure, distinctly marked by parallel eeame, .ndrBes
pun, as often amorphom. This indeed is a remark I think uniwd!
applicable to limestone. A very remarkable curvature of the
is seen on the ascent from the Mator nullah, which separrta Bqe
fmm Borela ; mme indications of arglaceous schist w e abo obsami
here.
173. Near Haje, the rock may be called a well characterieed aq$b
ceoue schist, which ahwards becomes micaceous. This is smaPead
by a aeries of types of quartz rock of very various character. TL
most remarkable feature in this rock is the suite of colonre it erhl7ib:
grey, green, red, purple, and brown from the extreme shades, end m tbsr
transitions, a great variety of intermediate tints are produd. b
general, it has a granular composition with amaiderahle bPrdDeaa
The structure is occasionally cleavable in three or more directirPs
occasionally it is aubechitoee. In the latter case, the rock is obeared
to pa= into an argillaceous echist. In general, thie quartz rock om^
it coloura to indurated clay, or a basis of clay alate, and it con&
superadded to thia ingredient, d e s of mica,'never in any abandun
The composition is never of that decidedly granular appearance
dietinguiahes the sandstones ; fresuently it is evanems~twhere the p
pollion of quartz is a little less predominant. I think t&brock IS@
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be considered aa a greywacke ; some of its transitione into argillaceous
schist are d o u b t l a entitled to that designatioq.
174. On the border of this rock, we find another of so anomalous
a character, as to require some illwtration from inveetigatiom in
other parts of the line of strata. It consists principally of indurated
clay and quartz, and contains g m h of a green pellucid mineral, very
mica
much resembling some varieties of actpolite. It also conin notable proportion. It is in fact one of the many aspecta under
I have somewhich the above described quartz rock is found to d.
times thought that this rock has some connection with one occurring
on the road from Bheemtal to Almoreb, and which will be attenvarda
described. Like this, it ie connected on the one side with quartz rock,
on the other with clay elate. In this quartz it is succeeded by a small
patch of slaty limestone, which speedily givea way to the prevailing
rock of distinct a@laceoua schist.
175. This schist preaenta a great variety of types, aa may be seen on
t h e mad to Deao. It is sometimes compact, sometimes granular, often
heterogeneous in composition. The granular types are seldom perfectly W e , some not at all. In those which are so, the laminae are
almost always undulated. It ie further remarkable for the quartz veins
b y which it ie intenected in every direction, not only in that parallel
with the laminla of the whist, but a h ~
~ and in every
y
possible angle of obliquity. Theee veine, as has been often remarked,
never appear to interfere with, or disturb the arrangement of the
parallel layers. In one instance, where dip has occurred, a bed of
local debris (alluvium of deacent) of fifty feet in thickness is observed
reding on a highly carburetted type. It is not improbable, from thin
and other indicatiom formerly observed, that graphite exists in thia
neighbourhood. I ought not to omit noticing, that the dip wherever
observable wan between N. and E.
176. Thia Bchist cantinnee in the deacent to K a h , and under such
protean aspects, as rendere the study of its relations extmnely intereating. It is at one time a green alate, with smooth lamhe, which by
a gradual change, passes into a rock, that in hand epecimem could not
be diethguished from a greenstoue. The transitions into this rock are
remarkable for &ting a rombohedral cleavage. W~thina fewyards
it again appears as a shattered slate, conebting of very thin and s c d y
Y

,
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ndhering plata canfusedly united, an if they had been crmbed, a d
least suffered some violent pre~ure. The ordinary type is seen to p
into a veined one, the veins being quartz, and thin gradually into a qrrPltr
rock of a dark colonr, highly charged with the indurated clay of the shtc.
and still inteme&ed, an that was, by veins of pure quartz. T h e kmisr
of the most perfect daty varieties are very often bent ; 4 pa&
d
limestone, evidently the traces of included beda, occur along the w b k

line.
177. At Kulsee, the rock ia still a@aceon~ &id

of a very perkt
type, dipping E. of N., that is, at the bungalow belonging to Maja
Young on the hill; but in the deaant to, aud in the town,the Ioef
in situ is concealed, and it ie not till after having p d it a mile or m,
that a new formation ( s ~ d s t m e )is observed to be established. Tln
strata dip S.. and a little M e r on, are vertical. From this politiQ
they gradually passea to a dip E.of N., but p o m e ~still a high inckdon. 'fie chsracter of the rock is perfect, and leavea no doubt that the
argillaceous schist has here terminated, and is succeeded by a totally
&rent formation. I shall therefore defer my details of the new d
till I follow out all the details of the former one, and trace it m a s
kilar manner to its boundary in every other qurvter in which it has bee
178. I shall take up my description at the point below the village d
Kande in the Burral district, where the last patch of gneiss was f a d ,
(Art. 139). I t waa noticed that the ridges above appeared, b y their &

line and arrangement, to be limestone ;a few tracesmay a h be seen in the
bed of the stream, and fragments of the local conglomerate which'dwqa
accompaniee limestone. The rock then becomes a talm-aq$heom
schist, being frequently distinguished for its beautiful pearly lustat md
pleasing colours. Thh type is further remarkable for its smooth gendy
curved laminae, and the minute undulations or furrows of their eurkcc.
These latter I have almost i n d b l y o k e d in alate that conhim
a sensible proportion of magnesia. Besides thin well marked mriety.
there occum another of an earthy character, which gradually ppa
into hornblendic schist.
180. l'he dip of the strata in this glen. ( B d . ) waa uniformly W.
and N. W.,
and therefore not codbrmably to what I suppose the g e n d
dip of the formations throughout these mountains. Nor is it an

1

i m g h i t y conlined to a small extent of country, for the surrounding

ridges and peaks are all obviously conformable in dip to that observed
in the valley itself. In the Rama Sera glen again, i t was obeerved
to be,* which is something more approaching to the usual dip. In
this case the principal effect due to the dieturbance of the strata,
(if they really be disturbed,) would be found in the Burral glen. I t
is to be observed, that both the-Burral and Comoulda rivera spring from
the furrows which intersect the sides of the great Kedarkanta peak
elevated ? feet. Thin peak is remarkable for its ahape, and for the arrangement observable on the summit. The shape is that of an immense truncated cone, which appears to have an oblique position, owing
to its greater dope on one side, and precipice on the other; the summit
is flat and of some extent; at one end is a coneiderable hollow, in
which are wedged together, in utter confusion, enormoue blocks of
gneies, the rock of which the mountain consists. The strata appear to
dip N. W. What connection the peculiar character of this peak (if any)
may have with the irregularity of the dip, it would be vain to enquire
without a more detailed examination of the vicinity.
181. .At the mouth of the B u d glen is an extensive flat, communicating with a similar one in the vallej of the Jumna, and very
little higher than the present level of the latter. I t is observed to
terminate in the bed of the Jumna in amooth rounded elevations, which
on the river side are cut down vertically, and exhibit, in the precipice
tiwing the river, their structure in the moat complete manner. Thia
precipice is about 120 feet high, and is composed of loose gravel
and sand, with numeroue round stones of every size sticking in it, some
of them half projecting. On the opposite side of the river appears a
s i m i i bank, composed of similiar appearances, and of the same height.
The intermediate epace, to judge by local appeanmcea, must have been
once filled up; for w narrow is the gorge, that no possible slope at
which they could lie would clear them of the river bed. Indeed, the
one is washed by the waters of it, and at the foot of the other, the
path is not more than a few feet wide.
182. The right bank sinks, as I have said, gradually into the broad
and level flat at the mouth of the Burral glen, the slope being, like
the latter, covered with verdure. 'fie left bank continues of moderate
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width to a point below the a5num of the B

d and thm
Below thia point ocuua a third similar d9
d o u b k composed of the same moterkb. md containing abwt hJf a
quare mile of level ground. It is worthy of rrrmuk, that the thee
are, as nearly M the eye can judge, of the same level. It shwld dm
be noted, that in the two, the structure of which appear, notbisg Eke
rtrata or a didion, nor distinction of deposits occurs; the greui d
amall boulders are indiscriminately mixed in every pert, and the abde
has the appearance of being the effect of some very powerfnl lmt
sudden or &orblived cause. The h p e n t s m d abonnding ar
quartz rock of all coloum. next to thir is hornblende schi&, with wy
few of granite or gneiss.
183. The lemt rock observed in the Burral glen ars a blnc t a b
argillaceous schirt, with a pearly lustre. In the bed of the Jumam,
cloee by the rurpenaion bridge, a w of limestone occnrr. On cmahg
the river, a ruck of limited extent is met with, and of very amxndma
character. It is probably a mixtnn of chlorite quartz and fel.p.r, t
h
latter not abundant, or the green ingredient may be aome variety d
hornblende. The structure appeam to be laminar, yet the fiactnre ia
such as to indicate the amorphone. It ia a tough rock, and bnrb
with sharp cornera. I t is succeeded by extensive strata of a t.leoar-w
echiet, the prevailing colour of which is an olive brom.
The dip appears to be N. W. the same as that in the Burral glen,
184. From Burket to B i ,the prevailing rock is chkxitic -8
often inclining to Prgillaceous, often mft and decomposing, in*
with beds of quartz ruck which generally incline to a green &.
The earthy. or decomposing and the more perfect straight laminn
types, are often found in the compass of a few feet, nor can there be
any doubt of the unity of this formation when we view it in notmt;
although a collection of the epecimene, unleaa extxemely nunemus,
might exhibit some very striking contrast. Frequently, the l a m h e are
extremely thin, quite fialry, and in this cese they are seldom eepruPbh
of any size. h m such a rock, it is impossible to detach a specimen.
for on the application of the hammer it Sea into showers. When the
colour inclines to green this rock is generally aoft, when to blue it
is hard. No good examples of strata are met with on this line, the rock
seldom appearing but in surface patches of no great extent.
mabdca about half a mile.

1

I

185. From Bimaa the road ascende a lateral ridge, and thence descending upon the village of Tewn, m e n the Bunnee glen near K a t d .
Dn the summit of the ridge, or rather j u t below it, there is an exponure of the rock. (in a s p little exceeding ten square yards,) of
the following very dissimilar subatancea :- 1. a light bluish grey mixture
of talco-argillaoearu, schist and quartz, this changes to, 2. a more perfect
schist, with bent lamine, the colonr still bluish or grey, the aspect a
little talcone ;3. a true chloritic schiet, with aimilnr bent LminrP.;4. a dull
green earthy compound without lustre, has a suboonchoidal and uneven
fracture, splits into thick flap, and is aubcleaveable ;it is pmhbly a mixture of hornblende and hhpu, or of chlorite and fe+,
ar paeeibly all
three; 5. a light bluish green talcose echi~t,with curved and straight
laminm and oonsiderable lustra. These types will $eo serve for a deecription of the rock ah far as the ford over the river, occnrring in variona
propmitione and s u d u a , which it would be a waste of time to attempt to devolve, the whole being united in the cleareat manner, and
constituting but one formation.
186. The ridge jost croesed in its prolongation, puts on the appearance of the hestone precipice described, Art. 181, and on croseing the Bunnee river, there is little doubt but that these appeanmcea are
indicative of a limestone bed. It continues far about two miles. when
argillacewl echist eehbliahea itself, extending over the GIooddnr Kuttal
Pass to Mocdla, a amall village in the Gooddnr glen. Thia echist is
certainly not at all talcose in ita aspect. I t is of a h e granular or
earthy compoeition, is very eoft, and is remarkable for splitting into
prisms, not laminae or slat-. They are sometimes of considetable length,
slightly flexible, and would form very excellent alate pencils. I t ia of a
great variety of colonre, black, bluiah, greenish, yellowish, o h brown,
reddieh, &c. &c. It containe numeroua beds and veins of quartz. Below
the village of Moolla, it paeses into, or is replaced by ri true chlorite,
dipping N. W. with an inclination of 35O.
187. From Moolla to Horinsee, the asgillaceow whist prevaib,
none of a chloritic character being visible. Cloae by the latter village,
there is a masa of rock deamhg of examination. It appeara to be in
one spot of a h e blackiah pywacke whist, with scales of mica diseeminated; the composition h e granular, the structure well marked
schistose. It is in contact with, and paasen into a reddish brown rock of
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compoaition, with a r h c t u r e amorphous, or at 1rubchistore. Adjoining the latter, a gRenish grey ruck of fine grandu
composition, the rtmcture ek.irelyamorphous, and having a high
rpecific gravity ; consequently containing either hornblende or m g h
The three types are all included in a single maa~~
of no gmat extent, and
on pPaing them, aqilheous &t of the usual character ia f
i
188. From Horemee, the route prsses down the Bhudree glen, rhirh
ir of some width, and enclorer a good dml of level grwnd. In
quence, the rock ia not often visible. Close to the village of Kd,t h e n is a
adden derant, in which rtnta of w b t appear intennediote in cholncta
between ugillnceoar and &aceous w W . It is accompauied by quartz
rock, which as usual, forma a series of tmmitiom into the schist. A littk
beyond Koree, a pele blnish grey aurock, a compoeitkm pmbably of indurated clay and quartz rock, coma to the surface.
It a
rucoeeded by a dark blue argill.ceonr schiet, containing n d e a of quartz,
the lamina of the date being bent round them ; a blnish grey rock d 8
subrchistose structure, not very qnartuwe, becomes then eatabbkd.
If it were not that it wants the decided appearance of a mechanical
origin. I l o u l d feel strongly inclined to call this a greywacke. Bot
the erroneous application of the latter name is the more to be guarded
against, since it has become certain, that some of the rocb which have
been dietinguiahed by this appellation, are identical with the red dstone, a rock of which no traceie found in this quarter. Under the title d
argillaceous schist and quartz rock ; it cannot lead to any false canclusiOM, and as such, it may be described until our nomenclature of rocks be
more discriminative of them than it is likely for a long time to be.
189. It continues as far as KooQson in the valley of the Agbu,
forming the whole of the ridge which separates the Bhudree glen. In
the bed of the Aglar, a very aimilar rock prevails, but on the scent
it acquirea the more chamtmbtic aspect of a true clay &A&
Infaceom conglomerate is also seen in isolated maasea, and o c m s h d y a
blue limestone. Near the village of Ramon, the latter rock becomes
established, to the exclusion of the alate. It is, however, of very wrim
aspects, sometimes it is a black, hard,non-dervescent rock, fcetid when
struck, and p o w e d q scarcely any reeemblance to'limeatme. This is
its condition generally in the vicinity of the maasen of gypsum which
are here found; at other times it is highly siliceous, and though bearing
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t h e appearance of limestone, might from its non-effervescence, be called
schist; the pure blue limestone is, however, also found, and in comiderable quantity.
190. The gypsum which in aesociated with this limeatone, ie of a
saccharoidal aspect, the colonr being beautifully white, and the grain
fine. No crystals, except the moat minute, have been observed. It is
found neither in beds or veins, but in superficial amorphons patches,
presenting an appearance of considerable s k g h i t y and interest. It
is always connected with the black non-effervescent rock described
in the preceding paragraph. The latter has very often the appearance
of reunited fragments, and the gypsum sometimes containa nodules of it.
Without doubt some connection exi~tabetween the origin, or at least
the present place, of this gypsum and this very singular rock, always
found in contact with the former, and not observed hitherto anywhere
but in the immediate vicinity of it. There is not the slightest appearance of stratification in either rock.
191. From Ranon to the summit of the ridge, (Mussooree Tuba,)
limestone prevails, and the wried and pictureeque disposition of this
mountain d c i e n t l y atteeb the character of the rock. In all countries it
has been observed, that not only are the limestone M c t a most fertile
and productive under the labom of agriculture, hut that also when
abandoned to the hand of nature, they furnish the most p i c k e q u e and
beautiful scenery. The summit is composed of the same rock, and
constitntea one of the most romantic spob within the circuit of the
mountains.
192. Advantage has been taken of the elevation, and the consequent
coolness of the climate, to W b l i s h a nuraery garden at Saharunpore.
Thia is intended for the purpose of naturalising the more hardy plants
of the interior, that otherwise would languish and die, under the fermm of a tropical sun if too suddenly transplanted. I t promisea to be
eminently wccesefnl, though as it had only been just begun when I
vinited it, this opinion must rest on other grounds than experience ;no
doubt a hvorable feature in the plan, though accidental, and not a disposing reason for the original choice, is the nature of the rock; the
~~gihce~
and
u smicaceons echists, the only rocks besides limestone
from which the selection lay, furnishing a very poor and meagre soil for
almost e v e y description of produce.
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193. F r o m t h e g u d e a , t h e r d d e s a n d s o ~ d m g t b e f . c e d
the rsngt to the village of Jnns bee, in thb line the b e s b m e is kmt
almost immediately, and a r g i k a m lchieb a d . They are afrariwr
c o h . many ofthem very bright, red, yellow, green, p y . dive ?mm~,
purple. &c. This change of cdonr is charactaistic of this rock, vhich
ia further remerhble for ib m n t degmx of Conairtena, being at
one time mft and d i h i b l o in water like day, at 0th- bard, md
though not hunishing good roofing date, yet rery lrimnv in mine-logical chPI\CtET to that su194. At Jnres Pana, bestme again appars, but in dqumtitp ;
some specimens were observed of it cont.ining reirvl of f i h ggpwn
These were of the mort regrrlPr type, and had no renmbhnce to tie
black scorisaous rock betore noticed, or aamcktd with the ggpsar
neer Ranon. The a r g i k m u s &t again eatabhhea its&, d umtinuea to Rajpoor at the foot of the d m . In thir line it is ntba
huder, in gsneral, than that b*bed,
and indines pare to blue,
purple, and green c a l m . It containu m w m of q u v b mck
strongly impregnated with the matter of the olate. At the foot of the
dasant, the structure appears to change to that PlrePdy deecribcd
Art. 184, M amaihng of thin folk or leama mucely dherhg, and d
very limited aize.
191. The mountah which bound the Doon to the north, and which

atretchfromthe JurmutotheO.nges, are allcompoaedof .rgillafeorr
rchist. &de of limestone occur similar to thoae already deadbed, hrt
never of any great extent. Oypsum a h similar to that at Raaon m
found, and under simibr relatiom at two other places, axad it is poW e , will be eventually h e r e d at many more. In the bed d the
stream in which the Snnsar D h , or Dripping Cave. ia sitnated. and
about a mile higher up, may be wen the rempias of a verg lnrge bed d
this subetanu?,the pates part having been removed by quanying. It
lien in the lnune kind of mper6cial amorphous m w , and ia orsodPted
with the name f d d anomdona black rock as at Ranon. There are tvo
varieties which lie in contact, and between whiah, a kind of tramith
takes p k . The one ie of a beautiful mccharoidal aapect, of a snowy
white colour and h e p u k r compcmition. The other is of a dirty
white colour, approeching to yellowish grey, and the compo&m L
h e r , almost impalpable; nor are the minute a y s b h discorerabk in
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it, which may be seen to constitute the grain of the other, being in
fact dull and earthy, like chalk. I t ia the more abundant of the two,
and indeed may be had in elmoat any quantity. It would probably
answer for the preparation of plaeter of Paris, though certahdy not for
statuary196. The other locality is in the bed of a m
a
l
l nullah. which falls
into that in which the Dripping Cave ia situated. There are mme
springs in the bed of this stream, which have a strong odour of sulphuretted hydrogen, and I should notice that the water of almost all these
streams depoeits carbonate of lime. The gypsum at thia locality was
described to me as forming a mass incumbent on clay slate, and not in
contact with either limestone or the black rock ao often mentioned.
This mase had a flattened form, and might be called a bed ;a perpendih in the ah& waa 6Ued with gypaum continuous with the upcular f
per mass, thns giving the idea of a depoeit. In my attempts to h d the
place I was not succedd, but I met with many loose maeeee, and some
of lather impure appearance, entangled with the angular debrie which
.had rotted from above, and settled into banke of different heights at the
foot of the mountains. It was associated in such a manner, as to
leave no doubt that it had been h a state of fluidity when it assumed
its place there, and thne we might pronounce with some certainty
on the comparative ages of these masaea of gypsum, which in this instance at least must have been posterior to the formation of this local
debris.
197. We have now again descended to the Doon, where a totally
different order of things prevails. I t may be useful before proceeding
to the Eastward, to notice different detached points at which the same
formation of mgihamm echiat hae been observed. At Riki Khes and
along the banks of the Gtangee, as far aa Deoprag, no other rock is seen.
In the route too from Dehra to Teeree, the residence of the h h w a l
Raja, it equally prevails, the several types corresponding accurately to
those already described. In particular may be seen the soft variety of
various bright colours in the aaoent from the village of Manjgaon
in S
i pergunnah. Excellent roafing alate is general throughout
this quarter, nor are the houees ever covered with any other materials ;
along the whole valley of the Aglar, it was equally general, occasionally preeenting however a patch of limestone. The Byrath range, which
N

.
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shuts in the Umloo,is also mmpoeed of it, freqoeptly containing beds d
quartz rock. In the wllep of the Tonse, wgihcmu schist is treaed u
high~therillageofICarde. InthemntehnCslreeto JytdLliuk
other rock is aeen wroepting hmtme, which in the neighboarbood d
Kangra ie abundant.
198. From J y t d again to SubhaUm, the road, pwmbg along tbc
aummit of a ridge, cplrier with it, the whole way, argihqom d i n t
In thie typCt, no lipresQne beds are band, bat quPltr rock is annmm
from 1Subhattoo to Bar; in dacendingtothepkrinrthesameda8tinu-.
In paaaing to the north r d to Kotgurh, it in equally
at least as far as Lunla ; how much further it continues in that dirreLioP.
or where the junction riththe m i a ltate takes place, I have no means d
judging. From Subhottoo to Joonug, the rrdence af the Rmet d
Kyoontal, it h equally amatant, and dends probably much fartber.
In the route from N h to the Choor mountain, clay alPta pnm& Q
within a very short dhmae of the latter, couhbing estm6x-e be& d
he&me, which in detached mamen stretch along the cnst of tbe b
range, dividing the d e y of the
h m that of the Jullal ;aumedxd
with their beds are probably the m a ~ e awhiuh form the amwda of thc
Rajgurh and Krol mountah ; at the feet of these the schist m q x a m ,
continuing to extend crr far as Subhattoo. Finally, the d e p of the
Sutlej between Koombarsen (w a little below it) and &once
this formation.
199. It ie time now to return to our details on the Kedarnntl~mad,
which were broken off at Almorah, (Art. 15%) At that place we hw
menmicaceousschiatistherack. ButthedetpilsofitIsh.upmtpone
for the present, to traqe out the limits and relations of the arginb
ceoua sohist in d e ~ ~ ~ d to
i n the
g p b . Them ~e
roPtea in
which them have beea
' d, the Ru by Cbilhr and thU by
Bhumooree. In the h
t of thew, micacswrs schirt ertemds a few mike
8011th of Turkhet, the semnd &age in the route fmm H a d Bqgh Q
Chilkc88. Between W e t and Pepul Point, it is gradually erchpnged
for an ergihxoua echiat of peculiar character. It is d m d y q&
sot%, white,and talwee, being rather maagre than unctuous. The micaceoua 8ch':~t again makes its appeararm after a ahort interval. a d
then a very he-grained gneiss in the ascent to the B*
M d ha,
on the summit of which is a dirty brown-coloured micaaons echbt
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of an arenaceous composition, which is succeeded by a mag&
clay
alate accompsnied by quartz rock. The former frequently contains
patches of a soft white clay, which evidently originat- in a decomposing
talc- schist, ~rsthe latter occure in contact with it.
200. The quartz rock is most abundant as we approach Peepul Point,
and immediately above the place of encampment there occurs a set of
appearances which I think deaerve description. It ia so seldom in these
mountains, that we caz~aaCe the junction of two rocks, that no opportunity should be loet where it is accesllible of recording the phenomena.
Fig will render the Wowing v
n more mtelligible; it is anomorphous rock, apparently one of the nmnenw~stgpes of argillaceow quartz
rock. It b scamed in erery direction, as this rock very often is, but
exbibits w trace of atmt3kdon. C. which adp'me it, ia perfectly distinct,
line of junction being atson& muked. I t is a white aremuaxma & corered with brown sgote, crumbly, and with little conaistence, but keliag g r i 9 in the mouth. I t is ~robatdyquartz, or a
mixtaue of qnsrtz and fclsper, and the iron-steined spots may a r k
from h m p o s i n g pyritea. It paaaea below into a tolerably herd rock.
D. ia seriee of thin folk or leaven (they crvl imrdly be called elates)
of ur@ueou schist, of a plumbaghmm aspect; they are soft, and soil
paper. The series in its pronpwarda gradually diminiehes in
thicknew till it disappearg ; it ia a qaartzoee tugibceous whist,
distinctty, the strata lying parallel to tbe
nearly vertical.
This &kr, like A, are typea of the ordinary rock, which seems to owillate just here, between quartz rock and argillaceous schist.
201. The dumcter of the rock C. (I arn hardly call it a vein,) affords
strong promime of the exbkme of graphite in this quarter. This mineral
belongs to formations of the wulieet em,se anhacite has been referred
to the suppodticma transition c b s , and coal to the aera of eeconday
rocks. It ia remarkable too, that the depoait from which graphite of the
beet quPlity is proemable, and which indeed furnished nearly the whole
civilized worhd with the variety uaed fw pencils, that of Borrodale in
Camberland is situated in a clay slate on the border of primary mountains. There Qe% it is true, rrpperu some doubte as to the real nature
of.thia formation, 601. some insiet that it comprises rocks of the trappean
type ; however this may be, it is not the less certain that arghceoue
whist is b a n often to contsiPl very valuable beds or veirls of graphite.
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202. From Peepul Point to Olraldoona, the route ie in the kd d
the C a s i river, the latter being crowed eleven times ;every r h e it~i
full of the rounded stonea no oRen noticed. and their
are sometimee o h e d to attain a height of 150 feet even, above it. It
may be stated, generally, that where the river bed, or vailey is mrra.
there they attain to the greatest height; and where d c i e n t i y wik
the extent is greater, but their height less. What the depths d tbpt
accumulations in the immediate bed of the river are, I have w dah e
defermine accurately, but there are several ~asonsfor believing it tn k
very great. They seem to be all of a very uniform character, modab
tions of quartz rock, more or less impregnated with clay alate.
203. The rock in eitu here ia of a rather singular c h a . , W t
will be here afterwards seen, that it ia found in many dhtant p t z
of these mountains. It ia in fact a quartz rock, but coi~taimtalc in&
of mica. The strata are very obscure, although it is travemed bg mmtrow irregular seams. In one instance I obserped a maee of cf.y ah(e
of a lenticular shape, inclosed in it, the length of this included noddc
was about 10 feet, the thicknese one foot ; something like trandkm rr
observed at the junction. This rock has a coneiderable extent in the stqt
to Ookul Doonga. It is mcceeded by a black amorphm mck of rlaar
impalpable composition, which is t r a w r d by veins of quartz. 'llh
pa~aeainto a talco-argillaceous schist with thin lamiore, but so teader,
that no specimens are obtainable. Quartz rock of an c d b r y chanda
next mcceeda ; the btrata very irregular and contorted. It is of a rdbk
colour, and almost compact, and in mineralogical aspect strongfy mables the boulder stones found at the foot of the hills. Fragments d tk
talcoae quartz rock which I have just noticed, and which ia not ~ R B
in Bitu in the intermediate space, have been OM
at Dhikook, a
distance of at least 18 miles. This rock ia eo remarkable, as aherdp
noticed, that ita fragments are mgnieed with the greateat certainty. and
we are thus enabled to trace the course which these boulder etaxs
took, as alao to judge of the distance they were traneparted.
204. Ookul Doonga ia situated on rather an extensive &t ; the bed
of the river ia mmposed, as already noticed of these rounded, stones. Tbc
rock is not therefore visible for a distance of a mile and a half; it b
then aeen in the river bed, and has the character of a mifinep i n e d sandstone, stratified distinctly, but not at all achiatme, or d
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least not readily fissile. The fracture is difficult to obtain, aa it splits in
various directione with a kind of cleavage. on the face of which i t ie
di5cult to discern the mineralogioal strncture ; the strata are frequently
curved, and the dip sometimes reversed. On it l e a a rather thick bed
of a rock of an qjhceom character. rather one of the shales than
a schist. I t i a 1and uncmlidated, having the appemmce of a
?aft and tender rock which had been c m h e d ; nothing like marks of
stratification are observable. I b coloure are vrrrious, and with this &attered appearance, chamcteriatic ; i. e. green,white, black, purple, red,
yellow, all of decided tone, and changing; aften within a limited space.
On thii lies the diluvian deposit of rounded stones and gravel, which
notwithetanding all the inequalities of the ground, and they are great
and nummua, haa ita upper surface perfectly even and almost level. It
is to be remarked, that wherever these beds are visible in their lowest
limit, they are always found resting on these shattered maesea of shale,
and never in any instance on the sandstone.
105. In this rock we take leave of the aq$aceoua strata which we
have now to follow out in the route leading from Almoreb to Bhumouree. The micaceoua whist beds, the details of which, as before obeerved, we will p t p o n e till we come to the deecription of the granite, continue beyond Powree, the h t stage, to within a short distance of the
halting place. Ramgur, on the summit of the Sohakatee Pam. I t is .
exchanged for a very hard bluish grey rock, with much of the external
aspect of limestone, but non-effervescent, or very rarely so, and in a low
degree. It is marked with s t r i p of a darker colow, breaks with a
sub-conchoidal fracture, the grain of which shews it to be a composed
rock, but ao small is it, that there is difliculty in determining precisely
what are the ingredients. Mica and quartz are evident, and a dark
mineral, which may be either indurated clay or hornblende ;some specimens contain alno carbonate of lime. It forma a lengthened mars in the
micaceoua schist, being observed to deecend to the bed of the Ramgur,
and rise on the opposite aide, holding an oblique course acrose the valley
for a considerable distance, which is eaeily @aced, owing to the peculiar
surface character of the rock. From all the charactere of the mass
I am very much inclined to consider it as a vein.
206. Below the Paas, we have a white &toee quartz rock of rather
arenaceoua composition. It may contain a small quantity of felspar.
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In the bed of the Ramgur, the rock ie of a light grey c o b , with b h i
specks disseminated. This rock evidently contain8 talc, (+mu&
hk
mica,)sswedl~quartz,Pndperhapssomefebpu. NeartheBPngb..
the character becomes m m nzgdarbthat of gneim, and st the foot d
theeacenttotheahrgarlspeCimmrareobtaincdwhichbo~,~
the Himalaya g n h . are yet c q d y entitled to the name, at U i
the pnrsnt &te of our temaofg. This gneim which conalhk!
da
the whole of this range, at leut in this qnarter, k
dstriled hcription.
m7. Thisrockmaybe,&to be -:
1. b i b s d p o
portion of felspar ; 2. by the predominance of a W or argilbm
ingredient; 3. by the singnLr t p Mder
~ which it n o m e h a p
pears,orinotheraordr,iQtmxuiti~~~iatoterganonrlrbuarocLa
Iti
of aschistoseratherthana slaty staucture; har a talame aspect, mykg
in d o u r from a greenish toaJellowisb greyl aoftthmgb tough, d d
the peculiar composition wh&h mtitler it to be odled gaeieh tbugh d
eo small a grain as to ocuuion the aepplrte ingndienta to be not phrli
easily recognisable. Besides the f & p r and talc, it contains qrrprh, id
omamionally hornblende, (Hemi *tic
augite apar.) The tao md
singnlar types into which it pewes are; 1, a white echietoa d
probably compoeed of talc quartz and felepar, and 2, a dPll rrdmd
brown amorphoas rock of earthy composition, and of a cleavable m e ture. Thie paailes into a harder type of a darker colour, which is @
remarLeble for i b cleavable structnre, and want d the schktose. Tbi
latter m found on the summit of the (3hegarl and has all the appeent
of a perfect greenstone.
208. g el ow the summit on the south side, the same
achbtoee gneiea ie again found as in the Pscent from the uxth ; bet m
the descent to Bheem Tal, it appears to pear into an a @ h x m a rbhL
which k o n a l l y 8eem to oscillate towPrds hornblarde roct Im
the latter case, instead of being echistose, it is always deavuh, tk
joints of the chvage being of a copper hcolau, a d e d i b i h g
no merks of the internal composition, which a n narlp be o&cmd
inthecroeahctme8o~culttoobbininthisroclr.A t t k P a e s n a
Sumket, which
be considered ar the Soot of the Ohagur, ruck otxan
very much renembling some gqwackes. It ia a w
uh~
m i x t c~i ~
quartz and clai alate. At BheemtP1, the cleavable rock is
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m9. The strata of which the Ghagur is composed. dip very regularly, at
some points varying between E. and N., the indination generally small,
though rometimes. as high as 40". The cleavable types are, if at all,
very indistindly stratified, but they are t r a d by mta or cleavages
passing
in every diredon. The two typm may be seen -here
into each other, nor can there be a dwbt of their geological identity;
yet it M impoesible to have specimens of greater c h i m h i t y in
minedogid aspect than are furnished by these rocks, a proof, if it
were wanting, of the miachief of adopting the geological ralations of
rocks as the baais of our claaai6cation.
210. Between Bheem Tal and Bhumouree, wme intamthg phenomena are to be observed. The rock amtinuea to be in itm general
charaater an a r g i h m u s schist; some specimens of a purple colour
and very perfect type being procud a little below the former place.
In the vicinity of this is s a a small amorphous maas of a tdkeoua
chamctm, and dark granieh grey colour ; and at no gteat htsnce
again, a huge block of the most compact quarkose conglomerate.
In this latter, the cement is of a hardness and compactness which
r i d the imbedded portions. No other m p l e of this rock is seen, the
m w M evidently not in sib, but there are no circumstances in the
vicinity to give any clue to ib origin.
211. In the bed of the Nullah, half way down, round blocks are seen
of a greenstone, in which the crystah of hornblende, (Hemi prismatic
gravity of this rock ia 2.9.
augite apnr,) are distinct. The @c
That of the purple slate is 2.68. The latter ppssas into a dark
blackishrockofahegrain,andleasperfectechistosecharacter,the
specific gravity of which is 2.7. The detenminatton of them evidently
pointa it out as a tramition between the penatone and alate. hgmenta
of toadstone are found in the m e neighbowhood, hrving the uame~,
specific gravity of 2.7. These consbt of a dark, graniah grey ground,
with white oblong spots, occasioned probably by imbedded crpstala of
felapar. The base evidently containe hornblende or augite, but the
composition is impalpable, and to appearance, even with a magnifier.
homogenous.
212. A little below this a rock is found something resembling the
tramition between the greenatone and the schist, but of a lighter
colour, it may probably be called a h e grepwacke. It is distinctly
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h
rtratified, dipping 10" N. W., the angle of inclination being 4".
gradually paseen into a m a t perfect miarceoua sandstone. w k h r
found occasionally to contain d nodules of greenish grey &.
The transition is observed to a great advautage, as the whole of br
strata are exposed, nor have I seen in any part of the mognhins an rp
peanrnce that more interested me.
213. A little below this, we deacend to the Balleea Nuddie, whee tk
sandstone is again found, and resting on it Wriolls dad and
taed r&, deocribed in Art. 204. In the bed of the Nullah, tbe 6 q
menta are, some limestone, eome clap alate of a hardnesa a p p d q
to that of jasper, but the greater part quartz, more or lese i m p .
Near the bridge may be seen blocks of the blackish arock before noticed, and which in one solitary instance has been obared to have a partially cavernous structure; some of the cavities kiog
filledwith a zeolitc mineral, (Kouphone spar.) This rock certainly q p n
to p into the purple argihceous schist, but as m often remubd,
arxees is wanting to the junction of the rocke in order to estabhh di
fact with certainty.
214. In thia vicinity, (a little below the Buleea Nuddie,) I pickal Q
fragments of a perfect greenstone of a large grain, very similar n
fact to that of a granite. The ingredients wem compact fekpu rd
quartz. I have never found m y t b g like this rock anywhere ebe,m
have I been able to trace it to its original site. Sa~dstune,
mixed with conglomerate, then continues to Bhumouree, where rb
it is to be seen, (in the bed of the Nullah.) dipping to the North at DI
angle of about 25O. Bhumonree is situated at the foot of the bib, i~
the Bhabur or elevated part of the Teraee.
215. I must now return to a route, the details of which ought to
have been given before the last two, but the omission ia not one d q
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of the gneiss to very near the summit of the
b,
b&
which it is replaced by chloritic schist : fragments of hornblendic &id
being also very common. The former continues to near Pokree, omsionally giving place to talcow schist, occasionally to ealcose quartz rock
Near some of the old galleriee of the copper mines worked here. arc
beautiful specimens of an emerald green straight laminar alate with higb
9
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lustre. It pamea a, gradually into talalcoae whist of the palest colour, ss
to leave no doubt of their being but coloured modifications of the same
rock. In the rock in which the galleries at present worked are situated,
a fleah coloured schist is found. of a mixture of talc and quartz. It passes
into a snbschistose rock of a rtimilRr compoeition, the latter ingredient
being in greatest quantity; in fact a talcquark rock, Thie ir
exchanged a little lower far a dark olive green wft rock, uf a schistme
structure, but not laminar, the aspect of the fracture being scaly.
I think it consisb chidy of hornblende.
216.Tbecopperminesherearesitoate<lintheqnartzortalc~
just described, a rock of m wft and tender a nature. as to form a very
strong objection to the etlicient working of them by its frequent failurea
in the difhent galleriee. At the time I vieited the place, they had all
fallen in, and consequently no specimens of the ore were obtainable,
e x q t such as could be gleaned from the rubbish lying at the mbuthr
of the sevaal gall&.
These pointed to vitreous copper, or the sulphuret, the richest ore known. Copper pyrites was also observed, and
blue and green wpper in small quantity ;whether the ore ia in the form
of veins or beds, it is impoeeible to judge in the present state of things.
The water which imea from the galleries has a apeci6c gravity of
,is impregnated with the sulphate, and depoeita sulphate of
copper on the stones wer which it flows. These minea hdently have
been very productive, to judge by the extent to which they have been
worked.
217. On the ridge from which the descent to Boomot wmmpcea,
micaaxus, or perhap rather an impure talcose schist occurs. I t contains a good deal of quark, below thie a decided talcose schist
appears, of a graniah hue. In the bed of the torrent, at the foot of
the ridge, bloch are found of hornblende rock, containing pure
hornblende in bundles of needles, and glassy actpolite, in contact
with a reddish felspar. I did not, however, succeed . in detaching
any good specimens; mme rolled pieces of hornblende were found.
having the closest resemblance to charcoal, in all save specific
gravity. In these, the apparent fibre was moat commonly curved, the
lustre always dull. The rock from hence to Boomot is entirely talcoee.
being either a granular mixtnre of talc and quartz, (talcose quartz
rock,) which occasionally becomes quite soft, and disintegrating; oc-
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c&mallyaperfecttahaeachi&which~,astherock~
&em, t o d chloritic schist. A granitic mixlam of hornblende a d
quartz is PbO found in limited quantity, the type in f k t of a gws
stone.
218. Athomot, w h i c h i s s i t n o t e d w ~ n ~ p e h rehdtk
t,
rounded stones BO often described, the fiat being entirely campoecd d
them ; the height duma the river is 200 feet, and the extent amsida,
ble. The rock in situ ia seen, however, at the third af the e t , d
it is chloritic schist. which appeua on the other aide to pmm d o
greenstone date. On the Left bank a larger tlot is seen. being nprmk
of two milea long, and half a mile, or more, wide in the €nudestpat
Thin is also composed of the same rounded atnnes; these beds m '1
never have owed their origin to any body of water m limited in qmtitJ
as the present supplies of this river; and beaidea these table ha8
are in reality 200 feet above the present bed. There occnra hae r
appearance which is of considerable intereat ; there are two lemh, and a
considerable di5mnce between them in height, the ktable being
nearest to the river. This condition of things certainly reminds m e of
parallel rode, as they have been called, in some of the giens in ScodPnd.
Similar mppeammee have been ~beervedby Captain Hall in Chili. Th
mtemblauce is the more interesting, because I believe it is now a g
nerally received opinion, that the latter owe their origin to the
sive buntings of a lake, at d h m t interwle of time.
219. On croeaing the susp"si0n bridge, a rock very like gmzmtme
elate is found, it painto the chloritic schist OM
below Boam&,
and through that, on this side, into a perfect talcoae schist, of &bite,
yellow, and blue coloura, &c. On the fiat no rock ia visible, but again in the
bed of the stream,which comea down h m Dhunpore, the granite d ,
which I have called penstohe, is again detected, +onaUy
pa&g
into a greenatone alate. It contnins nests of indurated talc or potThe echieta are always conformably stratified, that is, they dip to N. R.
but the gteenetone is generally amorphous. The echistoae r&
time, often verging on chloritic schist, and interstratibed with
rock as far as the route lies in the bed of the Nullah, which is of
depth and narrowness, the sides of mural steepness Laying open, in
beautiful natural sections, all the particulars of the rock m
y d
notice.

-.
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220. It was observed, that sometimes the change from the green
schist to the quartz rock was sudden; sometimes a real tnrnsition is
wen. In general, the schist has a stronger resemblance to the chloritic
types, though it is ale0 found a perfect hornblende &t.
The dip and
inclination of the strata present great local h e p h r i t i e s , the former
being m e t i m e s r e v 4 within a few hundred yards, and the latter
not unfrequently 900. The direction appears to follow a curved line,
being in the fust instance observed as conformable, i. e. N. W. It
ie then seen to run N.. from which point it gradually changes to N.
35" E. In the 6 n t case the dip was as usual N. E.; as the direction
changes, the etaahbecome wedge-ehaped, and aeeume a vertical position.
till at length it is found that the dip is reveraed, being W y S. E.
221. From the bed of the N W , the route ascends to Dhunpore,
where are worked the most valuable and productive copper mines in
the mountains. The nxka which' are found in the ascent to the
Koangola Peas and descent thence are variow in character, and a more
enlarged examination of this neighbourhood is required to determine
their true relations to each other. In the ascent to Dhunpore, quartz
rock is the prevailing substance, which paases on the summit of
the ridge into a v q thin slaty rock of a yellowish colour, exceedingly hard, and composed apparently of quartz with some talc. The
laminae of this are not above a tenth of an inch in thickness. They
sepakte with greatest clearness, are often bent or curved, are rather
brittle, and consequently not obtainable-of any size. This type might
be called slaty quartz rock, in contra-distinction to schiatose quartz rock.
It pasees into the pure amorphous type; ar-us
schist, then
succeeds, variously intermixed with. limestone more or less pure.
The former occura here of an intense black colour, similar to that of
basanite. It has a schistoae structure, but never separates into thin
slates, the attempt to obtain such generally producing a conchoidal
suface, or at least one more or less uneven. It is moderately hard,
of a h e grain,receives a good polish, would form a most superior deacription of writing slate, and is not even inapplicable to the purposes
to which basanite is applied. It has a cleavage, or aet of natwal
joints, the surfacea of which present the appearance of a alight iridescence, or pavonine tarnish. This cleavage is moet commonly,
or at least very often, transverse to the direction of the schistuse
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It is in contact on two sides, with an PrgilbcaRlr a
intD a
siliceons heatone, which in ita immedhte neighbowhood

structure.

What the nature or awe of thin arieS 4
which ao often . p p e ~to attack roch of the greateat
m
o n e h s y e t a p l n i n e d i n a ~ m m n e r . Tbemcbgd
rock ir of blue d o u r , implpble in compouitian, with a c o d d
fncttue, md in appearance rcaemhling perfectly the mout m g b
limestme. I t b, however, a very impure one, being highly d q d
with argihxoua or dliceoua i n e t a , or p a h a p with both
o c a s i d y it even strilrer fire with steel, m d appmnch tbe mtm
d schist. In its putaage into the rotten rtone it is o b d , h
t to
change a little in dour, becoming gradually m o n tinged with tb:
peculiar mud colwr of the latter, which ie so far -t
~
O
IL
II
r o t t e n n t o n e o f D e r b p r h i r e , p r t o b e o f a m o r e yelfoaiehtbp
a b r o d tinge. The grain is observed gradually to make h
appearance, and the rock to be full of jointa or deamgea, till at lat
it ie f o d of a dirty yellow colour. fine grain, very friabk,
with a s p d c gravity of only 0.9. A series of specimens
the two extremes hae been collected, which ehens the p q n = d
the change with great clearnesr; a rotten stone of bright cdom
appeam to originate in a real qillaceoua schist.
332. The rock in the neighbourhood of Dhunpore is, M I bm
already stated, a quartz rock, it i distinguished for its peculiar ahtter.
ed and fiamued aapect, no trace of atmt&ation being ohenable em#
on the great ecale. The irregularity of the strata ie great, and the
change of dip freqnent. A mam of red dolomite appeam in the middle
of it east of the village, and it is in this latter rock that the
mines are Situated. This dolomite is evidently connected with the
riliceoua limestone on the Dhobree Side, in which Pbo a mine is w d d
but the produce ie inconsiderable. This mine is remarkable, boamrl
for fnrnishing l u m p of limestone, apparently changed by a simibr
procese to that which produced the rotten atone, the reault in this
being a perfect chalk ; such a change in the muface of limestone f%ments is common, and has been noticed in the preceding detnils;
excepting at Dhobree, I have never met such large piecea eo
changed to chalk. These fragments are used an a flu in the red&
of the copper or-.

perfect rotten

stone.
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223. On the TeUunnee Pam, a brown schist ia found, and thence
descending to the village of Biseona, varioue modifimtions of the same
pasaing occasionally into argillaceous quartz rock. Near the village, a
granular rock is seen compoaed of quartz and indurated clay. having
much the aspect of a greywacke. Here a masa of reddish limeatone
ia found imbedded in the slate, in extent about 50 yarde by 10, and
capable of furolshing a very beautiful marble. Schistow rocks continue
to Kirsal, where traces of limestone occur in local conglomerates, in
tufaceoue masses, and even as an ingredient in the more compound
schists. The prevdhg tppe approached to that of atone alate, being of a
composition almost impalpable, moderately hard, and of coloum wrying from greenish grey through yellowish grey, to reddish and purpleiah
grey. Theae epecimens are &om of a perfect slaty structure, the cross
fracture is easily obtained, and it ia often conchoidal. Below Kiraal,
tHese schists asaume more of a chlojtic or talcow chracter, and become more decidedly compound at the foot of the descent. Argillaceoas schist is established of a very regular type, though it is found
intermixed with the green schista also, which are of a chloritic character.
224. There is another route tending from the Boomot suspension
bridge to this point in which the ro& have been examined, and it
will be more in place to record the particulars here. This route
ascends by the village of Acend, in which the taltxuw schist observed
in the viciniQ of the bridge is exchanged for quartz rock, containing., it
would appear, neata of indurated talc. At the village, a decided chloritic
schist in found. The dip in all the echiitose rocks is conformable, but
in the quartzose or granular types, the strata are obscure. Between
Acend and Jak the same rocks continue with an occasional appearance
of brown tender micaceous schist. From Jak to Bendoolee, the tranaition into the latter is more frequently observable, and it also assumes an
argillaceous character. The granitic rock which I have for distinction
Bake termed greenstone also occurs, forming as usual a transition intb
the green schist.
225. From the village, the route descends to the bed of the Bendoolee Nullah, the rock being atill chloritic schist, verging on argdlaceow, and encloeing huge maeeea of quartz rock, the relations of which to
the whist appear very interesting, and deserving of further developement. From what I could observe, it struck me, that these massea were
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very large veins, their breadth being inconeid&
corn@
with
their length, and their c o r n oblique to the direction an well .s to t
k
1
planes of the strnta; n o w like the marks of stdtication can be
seen in them, but they are t r a d by seams in wery direction, vwv
similar in this respect to the d a and lese eqniyocal examples d
quartz veins. One of these masses is obeerved to descend the mcnuttain side into the bed of the stream and aecend the opposite side,
81-ye keeping the same direction, limited in breadth, and easily trrca
able by the eye for manp milea.
W6. In ascending the bed of the stream which demxnds h m
the villages of Ketee and Mulsee, and here joins the Bedoolee
river, the chloritic schiat is gradually exchanged for more ddded
1
qilhceous types. These are aometimea straight laminar, easily splitting into elates, mmetimea sublaminar and schiatme, in which case the
,
crose fracture is easily obtainable. The former are more fkquently d
,
an iron black, the latter of a purplish, reddish, or greenish hue. Tbe
two routes here coincide r below Ketee a green schist occurs, remarkable for having two aeta uf divisions distinctly marked, forming
an angle of 45" wi'th each other, the one being parallel to the d t o s e
structure ; above Ketee again,quartz rock of a bright Orkney yellow occurs, fiseured and seamed in all directions, so that a specimen of a r q
size cannot be obtained. The dates too in great part when tried under
the blowpipe, fuse into a elag obedient to tbe magnet. T h e indicationa point to an iron mine which ie in the neighboorhood, but which I
had not an opportunity of examining. The dip in this glen is alwap
N. E., but the strata are nearly vertical, beiig frequently OM
from 70° to 800.
227. On the aummit of the Pam Dewaluc Khall, quartz rock occnrs,
and descending thence to Murara, it is found to contain talc ; hgmentr
are obaerved here, which are a mixture of compact felspar and quartz,
but the rock has not been obeerved in aitu. Below Murara, micaceow
schist is established, the dip being S. 3 5 O W., and inclination 24'.
It is full of small garnets ; traces of felapr may be found in it, and I
am not without an opinion, that gneiss is to be obaerved on the summit
of the ridge just passed, although in the immediate route quartz d
alone may be visible. The micaceous achist continues to appear along
the bed of the Ramgunga. Near Agura, a mase or bed of limestone,
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o f a siliceous or magnesian character occurs; it contains crystals of
dolomite, (brachytpus lime hdoide,) and traces of green carbonate
of copper (hemi-prismatic habroneme malachite,) a h of copper pyrites
, (pyramidal copper pyrites.) A mine was formerly attempted to be
worked here, but either from want of skill or perseverance, was aban, doned without any profitable result.
228. A rock occurs here, but in no large maases, which may with
perfect propriety be termed a gneiss. I t is of a curved or undulated
schiatoee structure, and the composition is heterogeneous or mixed.
T h e ingredients are ao disguised, that it is difficult to speak with perfect
precision, but it appe& to me to contain quartz, felapar, mica and
indurated clay. The second ingredient is the most doubtful, and
exists in least quantity. Close by thia rock is found one of a brownish
yellow colour, structure amorphous, composition aimple or uniform,
and earthy l i e chalk, tender and friable, traversed by veins of a darker
colour, but the same in every other respect. This rock also occupies
but a limited space, and is succeeded by a micaceous schist of a
blackish blue colour, apparently much charged with argihmue matter. I should note, that the summits of the surrounding ridges are
limestone, recogniaed with great certainty by their peculiar outline,
and mural precipices stained with yellow and black.
229. The preceding particulars apply to the immediate neighbourhood of Mehul Chowra, the halting place below the Pass of Prendooa
Khal. In the ascent to the latter, quartz rock and siliceous limestone
are found ;still higher up, a purple argillaceous schist, containing mica,
which graduates into a yellowish white m i m u s schist; fragments
were found of iron stone and of indurated talc. On the Pass, limeatone
often highly siliceous or argillaceoue prevails, and it is accompanied,
as it always is, by its local conglomerates, and ita tufaceous depoaits
or inmtationa. On descending from the Paas, a great deal of the
same.rock is observed, but down in the river valley, it is seen to rest
on argillaceous schist, the limestone still continuing to run along the
summita, and occaeionally descending lower down. It is in the junction
of these two rocks that the beds or veins of iron ore occur, which
are annually worked, during the healthy sesson, by emigrants from
other parta of the country, who all quit the valley in May, when it
is mid to become unhealthy.
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230. These mines an anid to produce metal of a bette q d & y
than any others within the mountains, and thin circumstance I
tribute to the ore having generally a proportion of calmatter,
which it M well known in one of the best fluxes, the ore itself b e i q
of the most common kind, red iron ore, ( r h o m b o W iron ore d
Mob.) The clay elate in which moFt of the gall&
rrre sitaat#t
Mofapecnlhrcluuactu. It~generallyofareddbhorpnrpiisblnx,
fine grain, not compact, splits into wedge-shaped schist, m d with
remarkable facility. There is pbo a c m a cleavage which prevcnta
the acquisition of large piecea ; the spotted delhxdom which arc
sometimes obaawble in it, when viewed M y , reaemble imbedded
nodules. They are always of a lighter colour than the general groand,
beiig usually white or peagreen. The shape is- elliptical; when tbq
become very numenma the date passes into nu amarphoas rock, which
has all the aspect of a conglomerate.
231. F'rom Katssree to Mehul Chanra, the route turns up a labaa
glen, the bed of a feeder of the Rarngnnga, The deb& is howevu
thick on the mountain sides as well as in the valley, and the mck an
only be guessed at; limestone is e n occasionally at the summit of the
ridges. Between Mehul Chaura and Dooara, however, the rock
in the bed of the stream. The firot occummce is that d the p q k
scnly schiit, which seems of a nature intermediate between micacum
and argillaceous schist. It d i p to the East of South. This is sncceeded by an earthy and wbeehMtose gneiss, which d i p 6. W. 100, miaceous schiet is then found, and resting on it a granitic gneiss ahieh k
connected with the aeries of granite beds ao often alluded to, and which
will be described presently. The fragments in this d e y consist of
clay alate, quartz rock ; and latterly mica date, gneiss and hornblende
rock, as a h chloritic schiet.
232. We may now return to Punnae, Art. 67, from which place is
another route that haa been examined, leading down the valley of the
Aluknundp. The granitic rock which I have called greenstone, wan
noticed, as occurring in the bed of the Dhunpore Nullah ; beyond that
point the talcose-granular scaly rock is aeen to occupy great extent,
similar to that which has been described, Art. 221
I t is remarkable here for containing much larger concretions thnn
usual ; some of them have a perfect resemblance to rounded nod*
im-
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bedded, and indeed they ean be detached from the including base.
The rock ia therefore certainly of the nature of a conglomerate, and this
fact ia further proved by the occurrence of rounded nodules of clay
date in an adjoining quartz rock. The concretions of the talcose
granular d y rock are always quartz, but of a peculiar reeinoue lustre,
very unlike ordinary quartz, and in colow always inclining to blue or
purple. Thi rock is a good instance of the deficiency we labor under,
from our scanty nomenclature of rocks. I t is very well characterised,
and haa consequently been recognised by me in many and very distant
localities, yet we have no name by which to designate it, unlese we call
it quartz rock. I t ia singular, that in two of the localities ;here it haa
been traced, pieces of clay date are found imbedded in the adjoining
rocks, a phenomenon I have no where else observed. It here passes
into the more ordinary quartz, which is occasionally chloritic.
233. The rock at Nugrasoo ia the same quartz rock, and it possesees
the usual fissured aspect no often noted as characterietic, it b e i i very
d S c u l t to detect any thing like the appearance of etrata even on
the great scale. In proceeding to Tirnee, at one of the lowest p i n t s in
the route chloritic schist is found dipping to the E. at an angle of 56O.
Whether a solitary included bed or connected beneath with the extensive strata obsemd near Punnae, Acend, Jak, and Bendoolee. (Art.
224) is dHcult to say, for want of that full accees to the junctions
of rocks which so often interferes with, observations in the mountains.
From the little I have my& observed, I am of opinion, that chloritic
schist ia more generally a member of series than a single formation
in itself, at leaat when we speak of the more decided types, they being
seldom found of any extent compared with micaceous or argillaceous
schist. The quartz rock passes into the talcose granular scaly rock, thus
proving its geological identity ; but this would no more absolve us from
giving it a name, than it would the several other rocks that graduate
into each, but which yet.have their distinctive appellations. An imbedded
nodule waa observed here, w i g the largest seen,) weighing at least
two and a half pounds, and it was readily detachable after fmche. The
existence of conglomerate rocks amongst primary strata has been
contended for by many geologists. De Sawmure and Mr. Weaver are
amongst the best authorities I can just now recollect. Assuredly the
aspect of these rocks is at once suilicient to separate them from the
P
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secondary conglomerates, nor could the merest tyro on being &em
both, hesitate to diecrimiite between them. The most obvions t€k
tinction is the less earthy or mechanical appearance of the basis d
the greater rarity of the imbedded pieces. Is the c o n g l o m ~stnrcture, such at leaat as it is found in crystalline rocks, one which an
in any instance be explained by chemical compoeition, as a&kd
by the many disturbing c a w which may well have been supposed m
influence the results ? In particular, can we derive any erplPnadan d
such a phenomenon from the galvanic energy which we m a y s u p
would be developed by the interstratification of so many heterogeneous,
and consequently in some degree anti-polar substances ? Asmmdy thh
c a m has had more effect than is generally attributed to it in m q
of our geological phenomena. Whether the present be one which fdh
within its domain, remains to be determined.
234. Limestone begins to shew iteelf in detached muses and h g menta ; and before reaching Tirnee it occupies considerable extent,
and is seen croming the river valley in well marked strata, wid
dip N. E. I t is generally very impure, being moetly argillaceous.
At Tirnee, I found blue argillaceous schist; on ascending a ridge tk
limestone again appears, always ar-ua
; descending thence. a@
laceous schiat is once more eatabliahed, and continues to Pooadanro
village, opposite Roodur Rag, the confluence of the Kalsee with th
Aluknunda. I t presents some curious appetuances, which require a
little detail. I t ie at first of a perfectly white color, soft and earthy,
aimilar in fact to chalk, in all eave ita schistose structure, and in this ~ s
pect it perfectly resembles the hard blue slate into which it gradually
pasees. Below the point where this change has taken place, a mas
of the greenatone I have so oRen had occasion to notice may be m x n
There is not any transition to be seen between this mck and the blue
slate, but it paseea into a green alate, whether chloritic achiet o r greenstone slate, is difEcult to determine. The specific gravity is rather in
favor of the latter. That of the greenstone is 3.0, it contains therefore
evidently either hornblende or augite (hemi-prismatic augite spar.)
Beaides this, a light yellowish green m i n d may be obsemed, vety
much resembling serpentine.
235. In its lower limits it appears to paes into a green quartz rock.
coloured no doubt by the same mineral to which it owes its character.
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This quartz rock is permanent for a long distance, but assumes varioua
changes of colour. I t occasionally appears to pass into a tender
green alate; occasionally to oscillate towards the greenstone, and
even to hornblende rock. It is sometimes so hard, as to defy the hammer completely. One type appeared' to contain f&par, another.
a schiatose h u r e d grey rock, containing a few amygdaloidal cavities.
I t passes into a greenish grey rock, with rombohedral cleavage, and fine
granular composition. These several changes extend as far as Hurkonda glen, in the neighbourhood of which argillaceous schiat is again met
with, and occasional maases of calaueoua tnfa and local conglomerate,
shewing the proximity of limestone. The schist continues nearly to
Soocet, near which a mass of quartz rock occurs. I t is seen to descend
to the river bed and acmss it, rising on the other side in strata nearly
vertical, the direction E.and W. and the dip if any thing South. The
alate again appears, a d in the immediate neighbourhood of Soocet, where
the valley narrows, it is exchanged for limestone of a very cherty type.
It contains crystale of dolomite, (macrotypous lime haloide.) At Soot,
the schist is once more established, but appears to have changed its
character.
236. I t may be seen in the bed of the small Nullah which runs below
Soocet, of a perfect talcoee aspect, the colors bluish grey, the structure
straight laminar, the lustre metallic pearly, and so soft, as to be ecktched by the nail. It dips S. 5 O E., at an angle qf 48". I t is succeeded, in
proceeding towards Sreenuggur, by a greenish grey tal~o-argillaceous
whist, approaching to the character of chloritic schist. The laminae are
sometimes very much contorted, being in one particular instance bent
up into a saddle-shape, even within the compass of a specimen. This
rock is always recognisable by the minute wave-like undulations with
The dip
which the laminae are marked, and which are peculiar to it.
is South along the whole line to Sreennggnr, but the rock so seldom
vkible that much atxesa cannot be laid on this determination.
237. Enormous beds of diluvium, or rounded stones and gravel,.
may be observed here, forming the floor of a valley remarkable in this
rugged country for its extent and beauty, though i t be but five or
six miles long, and no where a mile wide. These accumulations rest on
different sides of the river in different parts of this line, so that small as
it is, it is not even continuow. Their height above the r i v e bed ia ge-
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nerally 60 to 100feet ; but with regud to this point it may be o
w
that in the wideat valliea these beds have least height, and vice vem
Their face generally form a precipice, in which d the sevad &Y
of stones may be aeen 6tkkiq in a loow baaia of gravel and sob
Sometima two or thne tmracea are formed, the last being of inmc
aidelable height .bws the bed of the river. In the latter, may be
obeerved the same kind of &mea that compose tbe terraoes, kadiag
to the inference that the pawent opening was once Wed up, and b t
the river moat have flowed so much higher tban its v
t led.
It is a very remarkable circumstance too in theee beds, and ahem
that there is mme connection between their acmmulation Pnd tbc
optem of riven, that they increare in extent M the river advaum
t o d the plains; very limited depoaitr occuning in the upper pat
of the courea.
238. The magnesian clay slate k found at the cmpemh bridge
over the Aluknunda, south of Smnuggur, while close to the town, m
the bed of the river, a rock approaching to the character of micaceo~
schist prevails. Perhap it may more properly be called micacam
quartz rock : it also dip to the southward. On ascending from Sreemggur are aeen the accumulatiom of rounded stones above the p-t
bed
of the river, as determined by Barometrical o M o n . The rock is th
magneaian clay date, which continues the whole way to Pooree, a village
on the high range which shnta in tbe Chipul river. I t oscillates both
towards mic~ceoueschiat md towards talcuae, its afIinitp to the ktta
being greatest, but no genuine tugillaceom whist k produced in any
of ita changing typea. The dip is in general conformable, i. e. k t w e a i
N. and E., excepting immediately on the a s c ~ th Sreenuggm.
where it waa observed to be S. 10' E., the inclination being 60°.
239. From Pooree to Oh, the road pasasea along the range shmmentioned, cmesing over it near the latter village which is mtuatcd
a little below in the bifurcations of a glen. Half way the alate is exchanged for quartz rock which appears atmtihd, dipping 6 5 O N. E.,
at an angle of 500. Here a h this rouk poeeesees the veinolls Jloracta,
appearing to traverae the other strata in maeses much more remadde I
for tbeir length than their breadth. It is seen to uwa the vaUey
here, and continue its mvne on the oppo6iteside;o c u u b d l y it
to con& felspar. It passes into a green type, which gradually changes
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to the greenstone ao often noticed; but which occupies a very limited
apace. The quartz rock again becomes est&liehed, and continues from
Olee to Biiolee, and thence to Milcee, which is situated in the valley of
the Nyar river. Near the latter village, a eubschistose a@laceone rock
occnrs, and in the ascent up the valley of the Pigad, which joins the
Nyar below Milcee, the tendenoy to an a r g i h m u ~character increases.
In this part of the route, two typea eeem to divide between them the
rocks observed; one may be aharacterieed aa argillaceour quartz rock,
the othei aa quartzy a r g i h e o u schist. The h t cleave into rhombohedral fragments, haa a aonahoidal fracture, the compoeition impalpable; the eecond has a &toee
structure and amall granular com-.
poaition. They run naturally into each other, and may be considered.
geologically speaking, rn the same rock. The firat is seldom stratified,
always seamed ;the second is g e n d y staatified, although the staata are
irregular and appear under that relation termed wedge-shaped. One
obeervation gave the dip N. 45' E. with an inclination of 36'. Not far
from this the dip was observed N. 800 to 90" E., inclination 400. The
quartzose type prevaile to some dietance above Bidholee, and is gradually changee in the eecent from the bed of the stream to an argillaaeone &t
of more decided character. The latter paseea into
chloritic schist, which conductu ne to strata of gneiss connected with
the aeries of granite bede, to which we ahall presently come.
240. In the -time,
it will be necessary once more'to look back
and take up the thread of oar deecription broken off in Art. 159, and ,to
trace the arglaceour e h t a in another direction at the village of Wgaon where the laat tracea of gneiee were lost, although in the river-bed
beneath ocaur numemu block8 of that rook. The character of the ford o n which aucceeds ie a@laceone, including, however, extanaive beds
of limestone ; eometimee there is a kind of transition observable between
them. This continuee without much variation as far aa the hot spring
below Rum- on the Ramgnnga, into which the Jankoola river (below
Cjiirgaon,) falls. At the bridge over the Ramgunga the rock ia clay
alate, and dipe N. 15O W., at an angle of 35O. The ridges appear
to consiet of limeatwe etaatified distinctly, and dipping also N. W.
Above Rumaree, argillamoua &t
occurs of a lead blue cdour, containing q u e ; fragments of a conglomerate are then met with, and
latterly in the aacent to the Pass above Sama, a brownish granular

schirt, which might be called a greywrcke. On the summit of tbe
Pose,there is no rock in situ, and fragments of micaamus achist UE
to be seen. Thence to the village! of Sama, we are accompanied by
ordinary blue limestone distindy stratibed. and of a enblaminPr or
slaty structun, which is not, however, developed without weathering.
241. From Sam to Buret, the same mck prevailit, frequently remarkable for the white vein by which it h traversed. Sometimes the ho
colom,form alternate layers, the rock having thns a atriped apeamne
It h oocaaionally very argihmns, and passes into a shatterp thin
laminar rock, very like that described in Art. 226, the only difference being a black or blue colour, instead of red, green, or purpk.
In this state, it no longer dervescea with acids. In the bed of the
stream leading down from Sama, the fragments are either blue limg
stone or crystalline dolomite, or of clay date a very few; but at tbe
bifurcation below Mawgaon, immeme blocks of gneise, sinilar to those
observed below Oirgaon, are to be eeen. Their source m e v i d m q
in the glen, which here joins the Suma glen, and they shew the pmximity of the boundary of the gneiss district.
242. From Buret to Kubkot on the Sujoo, limestone still accompanies, as passing down the Ramgunga to ita coduence with tbc
Sj o o , and then down the latter river. It appears to be strati6ed
dietinctly on the large scale, the strata being ahvap beat marked where
the rock ia m a t impure. They appear sometimea to be vertical, and
the direction, as far as it could be &ed,
is S. 200 E. Sometimm
it contains talc in notable quantity, and then the rock is highly 6saile.
The rounded fragments in the bed of the river are numerous, and many
of these are white crystalline dolomite. (macrotypoua lime haloide.)
Near Kubkot, the dip was observed to be Southerly, so that there must
of the limebe evidently some great i n q d + t y here. The samestone featurea continues to Oryket, also in the bed of the river, the wurounding ridges bearing btimony by their appearance to their identity
with the lower strata, occasional patches of argillaceons achint then
diit, although it is atill the prewiling rock. The fragments
in the river bed consist of limestone and quartz rock. A mall patch
of black argillaceons echist ia found a few miles above Bagesur, the
place being further remarkable for the deep bed the river has worn
in the limestone, hoUo+
it out into caverns and deep holes, in some of
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which it has a depth of perhaps 30 feet or more ; although at Bagemu,
some miles below this point, i t is fordable, being scarcely three feet
in depth. The tendency of this rock to be worn into caverns and
hollows is a very curious feature, nor am I aware that any satisfactory
explanation has been given of it. The dip at thb plaoe was observed
to be S. 30° W., and the inclination 52O.
243. Hence to Bageeur, one of those extensive flab so often formed
in the river be& prewile, nor is any rock in eitu discoverable; at that
place the strata are quartz rock, and they dip N. E. I l l e river bed ie
full of rounded limestone fragments, but below the coduence of the
Qoamuttee, which originate. in the valley described in Art. 65, the fragments are as often gneiss and quartz rock. Another extensive flat
reachei, from this point for nearly two miles, and debars access to the
rock. At ite termination, c a l m u s tufa and conglomerate are seen, but
not apparently of great extent. A third flat then occurs, and after
paeeing it, argillaceous schist i established, and it continues in the
aacent to the Cheer Nullah, a small stream which comes down from the
range separating the vallies of the Surjoo and Coeillah. We have then a
limestone of a yellow color and fine granular, containing a large proportion of talc, and a little higher up, nesta of indurated talc are found of
a light buff colour. Thence, argillaceous schiat and limestone are
irregularly mixed, the latter forming the summit of the range. It is
of a magneaian character when pure, being in fact a compact dolomite;
but is generally so much charged with siliceous matter, as to become a
kind of chert. In it8 pure magneaian state too, it haa no inconsiderable
resemblance to the latter rock. The colour is a bluish grey, which
occasionally changes to flesh colour. I t contains veins of galena.
(hexahedral lead glance.) The strata when observable, appear to dip
N. 60° E., at an angle of 60°.
244. In descending from thii range, argillaceous schist again met
with of a very sot?, type, and of various bright colours, similar in fact, to
the rock observed in the Cosillah, (Art. 152.) The strata are so irregular
in dip that no mean result can be attaiqed. It sometimes contains
quartz. In ascending to the Kurnyud Paes, micaceous schist occurs,
and occaeionally with felapar ; fragments of gneiss are abundant. Deacending from this Pass into the Suttralie glen, we find an earthy
gneiss, very similar to that described in Art. 134, which prevails in the
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Chmuttee valley. This rock d i p 9. 3 3 O E.,at an anmaleof 38O. Hrn
albo may be neen a brown amorphous rock, of a very a n o m h churcter,
the tme relations of which further enquiry is wanting to dedope. A We
further, micaceoue schist, dwith an alnminous eflloreacence, dip
6. S. E. This latter rock continues to the foot of the ascent, oecrrsionrlly Wing in a little felspar. In the aacent to the Was abeve B h p m lee. gn&
is again found in strata nearly verticpl, containing beds d
hornblende schist, and having h e n rgain come upon the tract c o d
with the series of granite beds, we shdl onoe more leave off, and pmwe
two other short Lims of mta, which yet remain to be described ptviously to entering aa t h w details.
245. Tbe first of thae leado fmm the bridge over the Kale rt
Joolghat to Lobaoght, tbe cantoament of the !2d N~lesereeBathlion
of Ghoorkhas. At the bridge, strata of a very pnre limestone
the bed of the river, and form una+onable
natural piw far
structam. The dip aas N. E. In ascending, detached massea of ampact limestone and conglomerate, (enclosing pieces of quartz rock
clay alate,) are seen ; a good deal of staLagmitic and a t d a d k i
d
om are noticed, shewing that mrwes of limestone are do~btlesnp ~ d e n t , though from tbe nature of the sorface not always rieible. At
b r a l e e , or a few milea befm coming to that village, a purple
our schiet makes its appearance; mme of the types are graunlpr, ad
might be called a g r e p d e whist. I t $so passes into a corn* date
of a light pellow or giemish colour, very similar to hone slste; as
it has been used, and found to anmver. Theae m k e occupy the md
as far as Petoxahgurh, and the dip is generally N. or a littie W.
246. At Petorahgurh, patches of limestone are fonnd in it of a
in
pure type and blue c o h . This rock, as haa been oRen
limestones, ha4 a snblarninar structure, weathering so M to have often
the appearance, in detached pieoes, of a e e r k of layers clr thick l a w
joined together. It mmetimee divide8 into thin dabs, which are, howem~
very unlike the slates of an argillaceous charpder, as they admit of a
crose fracture with great M t y , which is ae. usual conchoidal, and
not hackly like that of the latter rock. The sehiat here is very &Me
in aspect, yet never loees ita argillaceous character. At the cantonment
it ia quite soft, and might pa88 for a yellowish clay were it not @
in slates, which however will not bear handling, as they fall to pi-
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immediately being minutely intersected by cleavages, the effect of which
is to resolve them into rhombohedral fragments on the slightest impulse being communicated. The small hill on which fort London is
built consists of this rock, and on ita summit, lay some very large
boulders of a very tough and hard greenstone, the removal of which
occasioned the Officers employed in clearing the ground, not a little
trouble.
247. This rock I call greenatone, for it haa not the smallest resemblance to hornblende rock in appearance. I have already mentioned
its frequent occurrence in tracts of argillaceous whist, and I shall
endeavour here to collect all the particulars I have observed with regard
to it. I t is a composite rock, consisting of two distinct substances, the
one a dark olive green, the other a lighter colour, more perhaps of
a greenish grey. The structure is small grained granitic ;that is to say
the m i n d s are obviously distinct, while yet they are in perfect contact
throughout. The fracture is subconchoidal, taking its character in the
small from the size of grain which i t diecloses. It is very hard, and
in toughness I know not i b equal. The specific gravity is upwards of
3.0, sometimes as high aa 3.2. It is very fusible under the blow-pipe,
and will bear drawing out into threads similarly to glees. If there
be really a distinct species of felspar which haa been hitherto described
as the compact. I should be inclined to view the lighter coloured ingredient aa an example of it. The dark one is either hornblende or
augite, but the grain is too small to allow of a satisfactory determination.
248. Thia rock is not aeen here in situ; thew blocks being the only
traces of it, but in other places, as already detailed, regular gradations
occur, uniting it with the most ordinary whistoae rocks, very frequently
the tramition is made through quartz rock; altogether it is a very interesting member of OW mountain strata, and the full developement
of all its relations is a task the execution of which I expect will throw
considerable light on some interesting questions in geology.
249. From Petorahgurh in the descent to SQoo, argillaceous schist
is the prevalent rock, indeed the only one, with the exception of a few
beds of limestone. I t is mostly of the type just described, (Art. 246),
but some others are also met'with. In particular one, having a suite of
coloum between olive and bright red, in hardness about equal to gypsum,
9
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splitting generaRy into ahtea of moderate thickneae, bat which oe
often c u d , smooth to the feeling, and having a a t d e w d
lustre. I think this type owea ib pecuh cbarrcter to the m n p h it
amtai~.It is found between Petorah and Goon ; near the latta phce.
it is succeeded by a yellow rotten rtone, which has apprently i
&tedinan~wrockofaleas~Wchrracter,m~
even in calcPreo91.giUaoeorls strata It is remarkable for its d m bohednl cleamgee, breaking into fragments of that BhPpe m rbe
application of the hammer. It is of aremumua composition, and ita
spec& graviv is very low, about 1.5. In its vicinity are found
maaoes of a eoft argihceous limerrtone, of a light olive dour, which
might perhapa be of uae in lithography. .They form the only tppe
of limestme I have met with in them? monntaina which bold cmt arq
pmpect of being available for the purpcwes of that art. In 6
the lithographic r t o m uaed in Europe an dek?d from the SODdory ntrata, and emm in these, the propehea eaaential to the
perfectspecimensreemtobepecuhto a v e r y d t r a c t i n O B .
many, neither France nor England ha*
yet furnished &omto
compete with those of the former country.
250. The soft magnet& clay abate of di&rent colonrs. which is
found near Goon, also prewile at Doodar. On the ascent to the l"Id
Peak, which lien a little to the left of tbe route from PetorPh to
hhooghat below that village, a bluish grey echi&, of a shining W
ia found, t
~ by white
~
veins.
d
In awmding from M to
the Peak, the rotten stone noticed near Goon, and of a bright
oolow occurs, but unddh@&d
by the peculiar structnre of tbJ
rock, the present one giving an amorphour irregular fractnra Abo*
thh, lien a fine greywacke d i e t of a dark blackish grey colour, wha
paeeea into a rock that etrikea fire with steel. The summit of
peak M a dicioue limestone that occasionally passes into schist. It
projects in amorphone weather-worn nodules, and is fall of veins
flint (var. rhombohedral quartz.) Thin is not a common m i n d
leaat in the form of veins, to be found in limeatme. It is of LSQ
kinds: the one a dark brown, d
y similar to the ordinnrg 6
h b , the other a white opaque substauce, occasionally becoming
lucent. and not very unlike the m i n e d called cacholong. These
are more per8istent than the bulk of the rock, which indeed

to be singularly subject to atmospheric wear; the coneequence of this
difference of durtruty is the projection of these v e h on the surface
of the rock, giving it a eingularly rugged appearance. It is probable
also, that particular parta of the rock not veinous in appearance,
partake of thia durability, and thw occaaion that nodular aspect so
charaderistic of thie limeatone.
251. Is there any connection between a primary limestone with
veina of flint, and the chalk strata enclosing rolled pebbles of the same
mineral ? The occunmce of flint pebbles in chalk has always appeared
amongst the wondem of geology to the uninitiated. The difference of
composition between chalk and primary limestone is perhaps se great
a one, and not a little difticult to account for. The primary limestones we see, however, are subject to a caries, which as far aa it goes,
producea a perfect chalk. In that state it is obvious that the action of
any of the numerous causes af the disintegration of rocks will be more
powerful. If we then suppose that the flint being set loose, splits into numerous w e n t a of all sizes, and will, by the same cause that transports the loose chalky matter, be worn down on its edges and at last
rounded, we shall perhaps have an expladation not at all improbable.
If thie be not an exact account of the phenomena, it at least, by shewing
how natwal and simple the process which might have produced the
actual state of things, serves to take off some of the edge of our wonder.
252. In descending to the Surjoo from Goon, we find argillaceous
whist d o n a l l y of the same character as that observed in the ascent
to the Thakil Peak, (greywacke schist.) It is, like that, of a dark grey
colour approaching to black, and is remarkable for splitting into priematic frrrgmenta on being struck. A good deal of calcareous &lagmite
occurs, and a soft white or light grey schist, intermediate between clay
alate and talc elate. Latterly, limeatone is abundant, and in the bed of
the river we have gneiss and quartz rock, with fragments of hornblende
rock in addition to those of limestone and the two preceding. The
gneiea continues from the bridge upwards, at firat of a fine grain afterwards coarser, and containing superadded amygdaloidal concretions of
felspar, similar in fact to the type described. Art. 80. Beds of mica elate
and of quartz rock are contained in it; the latter furnished the only observation of the dip which was S. 30' E. and inclination 60°. At Burakot,
argillaceous strata again prevail, and furnish some very anomalous rocks
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in their several changes of type. A dark grey almost ammpbm m i
with h e granular cornpition, conchoidal fracture, very hard, but n k
brittle, which occurs near Burakot, is one of the most remarkable. WE "
it not for the decided absence of the arenaceous structnre. I
h
It
contains,
I
think,
carbon&
d
k
inclined to tam it a greywacke.
acr one of the ingredients. It pasaea into a perfect room date,
in found in great abundance just below the cantonment. Here nc c a ~
upon the line of route which belongs to the description of the
formation, and we must therefore return to Petmahgurh, to h i s i t tk
details of the route thence to Almorah.
253. In the ascent to the ridge just above Petorah, the new
givea excellent views of the strata, and it were much to be ribeL
we could elsewhere gain the same accesa to the rocks as we do bnr
The soft and clayey rock of the cantonment appears to pas into r dd
black rock of sublaminar structure. It breaka with an uneven, imgg
lar, rather than a conchoidal fracture. It in often stained in the
of a light aeh grey colour, very similar in appearance to a piece of I d
burned charcoal. At the summit of the Pass dolomite of o
crystalline grain occurs. It contains veins of indurated talc, (e.
prismatic talc mica,) and also of very line large rhombohedra1 4
of dolomite, (macrotypous lime haloide.) The indurated talc is of&
colours, but most commonly jet black, 6 e t y not n o t i d by any of
mineralogical writers. It aseumea a very good polish, and would b
a very beautiful material for mall ornaments for a table or
piece. It is not however in any quantity.
254. The dolomite is evidently a bed in the slate, for almost imnediately on descending the Pats, the latter rock again occura. It b har
of a white colow, and of micaceoua compoaition, but still slaty in s h c b a t
It is again exchanged for the black rock with light grey stains. lb
debria here consista of a very fine ochrey clay of a good colour, d
which might be useful in the arb if prepared properly ;besides the bed d
dolomite, beds of talc slate are found, and in this rock is situated tbe
copper mine, which is, however, worked on a very small scale,prod+
only 50 Rupees per mum. The argilhceous Bchist continues dm
this valley, (Shor Goorung,) irregularly intermixed with dolomite, r6hh
in very often compact, containing veins of the crystaUiaed m i n d , d
very often appears to pass into the alate. It can seldom be aeen in
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well-defined strata, rather appearing like amorphous projecting masses,
unless when impure, and then the atrata are as well marked as those of
the better defined schists. In two instances, the dip wan observed
N. E.,inclination 200, and N. N.E.,inclination 3 2 O . The first of thew
was a purple arenaceous rock, containing a good deal of carbonate of
lime, .the second was an almost pure compact dolomite of a light grey,
toughness, and hardnean.
and remarkable for ita conchoidal frac-,
255. In the deecent to the bed of the Ramgunga, chloritic schist
of a perfectly pure type occum, being in fact green talc slate; i t
,contains metallic copper dinaeminated, but no attempt has been made
to work it. In the bed of the river a schist occurs, which may well
be called talcoee schist, being a mixture of quartz and talc. It beam the
aame relation to talc, (prismatic talc mica,) as rhombohedra1 talc mica.
It ia in this particular place achiatoae, and distinctly etratibed; but in
other quarters, it paaeea into a masaive rock, bearing the name relation
to it, which ordinary quartz rock bean to the above schist. It ia in
fact a talcme quartz rock, as we may call the ordinary type micaceoun
quartz rock. The titlea talcoee and rniarceous achiat might be confined
to the schiatoae types of thie compound rock, and that of talcone
slate, to the elate compoaed entirely of indurated talc. This would
introduce some precision into our account of rocke. In like manner, chloritic elate should be reaerved for the pure mineral, and chloritic
schist for the compound typea. Without a reform, terminology will
never mpke any real progress.
256. From the bed of the Ramgunga, the route ascenda to Oungolee Hath, on the valley of that river h m that of the Surjoo. The
talcoee echist paseee into a quartz rock in which the talc ia gradually
loet, until it at length very closely reaembles a sandstone in appearance,
argilhceous schist then establiehea iteelf, but whether by transition
or per ealtum, the state of the surface does not admit of deciding.
The dip was observed to be N. 7" E., inclination 45'. Towards the
summit of the ridge, magneaian and eiliceoun limestonee begin to
prevail, and the crest is entirely compoeed of a fleah-coloured dolomite,
with purple clouded delineations, which I think would form a very
handsome material for varioue ornamental works, as it takes a very
high polieh, and is not more'di5cult to cut than ordinary marble. I t
is traversed by veins of a purplieh brown calcareous spar with curved
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cleavage, aud eo strong a pearly Instre, an to be at 6rst mist.lmfa
dolomite spar, (macrotypow lime haloide,) but its spec& gmitl
and ready d e r r e s c e o ~ ewith acids, shew it to be rhombohedral lime
haloide : veins of a resinous quartz ; blnish, black and white, are &n
obserrable.
157. In deaadbg to the Snjoo, a little blue limestone is -, ud
one .ptch very beautifally
with f l o w veins carboaate d
lime. The prerailing rock, however, is ar@aceoua schist ;a good ded d
what might, in following up the &tinction, (Art. 2461, b be day
data abo pmails, soft and didingaiabed by its series of colome = d
PI by its prtcbes of a different colour from that of the ground. At the
bridge, the mck d i p S. W. In ascending from the river, ao
hornblende rock begins to appear, remarkable for its n u m a a m cleange
places, which render it so di&dt to dhbgukh the lines of the sLnh.
Hornblende and actpolite d b t are found, and a white mamy mck,
which from a cursory e s m h a t h n , I snppoeed to be a wmpoad d
tremolite and quartz, as the three aubatmces, h o m b l d e ,
and tremdite really a o d t u t e but one speciea. (hemi-prism& augite
spar,) there is nothing impdmble in this opinion. I have to regret m
thin, as in many other instances, the want of access to the spacimene collected, in drawing up this paper, which prevents me from rerising prrticulare of thin demiptioa, stated hypothetically in my note book.
258. The hornbleade achifjt eesees a little above the village of Neoobgoon, and ia succeeded by gneim, which ia of a porphyritic type, amtabing superadded prismatic nodnles of Wpar. Thia mineral in
ase
appeara to be ofgreater durability than the besie or g r d , and the nodnks
amaequently remain pmjecting PMer the other has in a measure dieintegrated, giving the rock an exceedingly uneven and rugged surface. Tbe
dip was observed to be S. W. Near Jagesur, thia gneiss is succeeded
micaceous echist, dipping to S. S. W., wia an inclination of 60" a b o ~
Jagesur. On the Pase the dip bad changed S. W. Thie rock continne~
to Almorah, and pments nothing very worthy of remark along this
Near Chandeswur, it dips to S. S. E., with an inchation of about 15'.
A few milee from thin, it contains beds of brown iron are,
iron ore,) which are mid to furnish a very good metal. The ore amtaina a little manganese, rolled pieces compoaed of grains of qwtz d.
and octohedral crystals of magnetic iron ore (octohedral iron ore,) a
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found scattered about the surface of a hill in the vicinity of this mine,
byt no trace could be obtained of a deposit in situ. These pieces are
all natural magnets, and have two or more poles according to their
shape. Under Kaleenath, the achiit becomes highly carburetted and soils
strongly ; eome pieces are white, and on the summit of the ridge where
the carburetted type entirely p d , nodules of graphite are found.
The dip in thie vicinity changes to N. 44' and N. 22' W., the inclination being 45' and 30°. The rock i latterly extremely like a sandstone,
and so friable, that no specimen i obtainable.
259. A short line yet remaim to complete the details of the schistme
band of rocks, previously to entering on the deecription of the granite
beds. It i the route followed in an e x d o n from Petorahgarh to visit
the copper mines. At Seera, argihxous schist p
d for the h t few
miles, to which succeed dolomitic rocks of very variable appearance and
grain. Occasionally, they are of very loose aggregation, and crumble to
pieces in attempting to procure a specimen, occasionally though these
latter are chiefly fragments. In the bed of the river they are ao hard and
tough that the hammer will scarcely make any impression on them. In
every case the grain is crystalline, but very varioua in size, even withii
the limits of a hand specimen. Clay slate occurs of a deep 'iron black
colour with straight lamina?,very hard and very brittle. I t has a kind
of iridescent tarnish, sometimes, on the face of cleavage. Near Kinder
Besool, the limestone rocks, leas decidedly dolomitic, continue mixed
irregularly amongst ptchea of alate.
260. The route now mends to Dhurmgurh, situated on the ridge
which overlooke the Seera valley, carrying clay date along that line, and
then descends to the mines, which are immediately below the Pass.
They are situated in a formation, or bed I should r a t h a call it, for the
former term is too general, in which indurated talc, (potatone and talc
slate of geologkta,) and crystalline granular dolomite are irregularly
mixed. They muat indeed here be considered aa the same rock,
geologically speaking, for they mutually interfere, and hand specimens
may be obtained in which both substances are separately observable
m well as in mixture; access is wanting to the junction of this bed with
the surrounding slate, so that its exact nature cannot be a s m b b e d ,
that is to say, whether it be really a bed or vein. The copper ore M
most commonly copper pyrites, (pyramidal copper pyrites,) and it is
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associated with iron pyritea, (hexahedral iron pyrites.) These8rnk&.
h
particularly the latter, are o h found imbedded in the @tone.
part of the galleries are cut in the dolomite rock,part in the potstmc, r
the two rocks are c o n t i n d y interchmging, so that a gallery began in
the former will, after #) or 30 yards, be found to be in the latter. The
copper evidently traverses both rocks. and as far as the miwra' accormb

1

I

arnbetmsted,~inveins.
261. T
ill the publication of Pro*
Moh'e system, great codwhn
existed on the subject of there two mineral species. We h a ~ in
e same of
our m a t approved system-mongers, long and labonnd articles. consist
ing of many pager of description, tending to shew, that massive tak
was mmething merent from potatone, and these again from soapstone ;
yet if we eramine their several qualities, we ahall h d them identical. ProfMob, with the judgment which he hsa shewn though- .
out his work, at once rejected futile distinctions that were without
differences, and has not heeitated to connect, as mere varieties, scaly talc
and potatone. The truth of his views, if tbey requid codmmtbn,
would be found every where in these mountains, where an uninterrupted
series of gradations may be traced, from the most perfectly amorphow
potatone, through talc alate to the scaly mineral, u s d y coneidered a
distinct species. Previously to the publication of that excellent work I
had found so much difficulty in reconciling the contdictory -ts
1
of mineralogiuta,that I determined to form a collection of the &om
typea of this mineral, and in consequence, had satided my&, that therr
ia in reality no di&rence whatever in essential character amongst the
varieties, which hitherto have figured as distinct species. The k
curate determination of specific gravities by early writers,
copied by their successors, haa been partly the cause of this and m n n ~
other of the opprobia of mineralogy. The following determination d
thie element, obtained from the specimens above alluded to, will s e m
to shew, how absolutely the same it ie in the 'different varieties, and m
confirm the accuracy of the limita fixed by Professor Mohs, viz. 2.7. 2.8.
White potatone, (Seem Mine,) . . . . . . . . . . 2.714
Black ditto, (Sherganuy,)
. . . . . . . . . . 2.76
Cfreyish ditto. (Seem,)
. . . . . . . . . . 2.76
Yellowish soapstone, (Kuree,) . . . . . . . . . .
2.79
Do. very steatic. (ditto,)
. . . . . . . . . . 2.74

1

1

.
. ..

Indurated talc. (Government Collection.) .. . . .
2.77
Ditto, a second specimen,
.. . .. .
2.7765
AU theee had precisely the name degree of 'hrdmxu4.
262. The dolomite has been equally well
and correctly
TheacmmtaofpRoioaewritemonlyserveto
iixedbytheprofeasar.
&und
the stndent with t d o l d pea$*,
from which he is only
extricated by hie clear views, and precise d e t e k t i o n a That they
will very much tend to raiee the character of a science, which till hb
book appeared was but empiricism, is obviona. Of their utiIitp to the
- student I
myelf bcar witneaa, and this very mined, as well as
calaueoua spar &or& many instauces. The limits of the Latter are fixed
at 2.5 and 2.8, of the former at 2.8 and 226. The following are some
detenninatiom I made
Grey compact dolomite.
. . 2.826 Pm, 4to Bagmr
above Belowree.
Oreyish white dobmite spar,
. 2.860 &ornag.
Yellowish grey ditto. ..
. 2.99 Bed of Mahepore.
2.83 Shor Gorung.
Dolomite
large rombohedmb,
Compact dolomite, purple,
. 2.83 Chyplae. H&h. ,
Of theee the third only exceeds the limitre, and this by so emall a quantity,
that it is very likely a reviaion would bring it equally with the otherr
under those hits. The veins of purplieh brown aloarews spar, which
are found in the Gungolee dolomite, have the external charactera of
dolomite spar quite perfect ; that b to 8ay, pearly hatre, opacity, and
curved or ill-dehed cleavage. Being a h coutained within a magn e s i a n d , I ~ p l e o e d i t a m o n g s the
t epeCimene of dolomite,ht
in d e t e m h h g its apeci6c gravity an one of the above lht, I found it to
be only 2.67. A maaminntion and the test of acide &ed
me,
that it was d y ralcareoua spar. This is one amonget a hundred
instances in which external chuacters h are found perfectly ind c i h t to disniminate mb+sab,nor is there any thisg in the hiem
of science more truly surprieing than the pdmcity with which mineral+
have hitherto mebkd putting their sy&em on the secure baais
of numerical determination.
263. Below the mine, very b e m W massive tab of a snowy whiten~ occurs, mixed with unequally white crgstalline dolomite. The former k, however, intermixed by rents or f-,
-%
the acquisi-
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tion of a s d piece even applicable to the porposes of the arts. It paas
into a yellow& grey talc alate, in straight lPmiaoe a yery berotif$
rock. The white indurated tak is abo found associsted with noddm
of qnartz, tbe former being dispmed in layar round the latter. A b k
limestone sncaecb in neuly horizoatd etrata. It contains d'
edtak.

Wehavethenatah+bmmrbtt,tmdth-sikms
'
limestone, and white fine granular ddomits in various inte
and transittons to the foot of the great Dhuj Peak. N d y half way up,
we oboerve a &dm-calceraras &t
in
thin
of a
ydlowbh colour, the dip being to E. I t ia crowned by a purpliah grey
miwhist of well marked chamcter. In -ding
m thc
other aide, a very beautiful white fine granular dolomite, clouded wi&
green tints, is found, a mck that would fnrnish a very elegant marble.
Agillsceonr schist is then eetabliahed, and continues very nearly
to the descent into the valley nndn Petorahgurh. Linreatone then
occupies the ground just at the edge of the &cent, and om
thia side the valley, argibxoua achint, as before noticed, is again
the rock.
a64. It is now time to consider the granite beds, and we may
do so in the most regnlar manner, as well as !illup some details
still w8ntiOg in the schists, by pareuing a line from Chmnpawut
tothepointahereweleftoffinArt.a31. This mute forme almost
a s*ht
line, and it is singnlar enough, that it is panllel to the dirretion of the mountain land and of the strata, as may be seen by examining the map. Such a coincidence, to my the least, is curious, and aumot
fail to excite in a specalnting mind a desire to trace in this commcm
relation, some evidence of d communiQ of origin. At Chumpawut, th
mast eastern of our beda of granite makes its appearance. It would
seem to be precisely the same rock that in Cornwall is called grarun.
b e i i a loosely aggregated amorphone ma=, with the ingredients md
structure of granite, but M) d,
as to bear being dug like day or
mould. I t ia remarkable tor its great proportion of felapar, and s d
quantity of mica. This soft ground is etrewed over with large imperfectly rounded blocks, of a very hard and beautiful granite. I t is of r
smaller grain than the granan, and much more crystalline. The felspu
is white, the mica black, and the quartz yellow or brown. The blocLs
are sometimes observed to have a supedcial layer or crust eepslatiag
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from them, not in any thing like a decomposing slate,but equally hard
a n d equally beautiful with the body of the maw ; nor ia it easy to understand, what ia the cause of thia separation. Some further details will be
brought forward when we come to the Dhee bed. At preaent, we may go
on to say, that the eastern boundary of the Chumpewut bed has not yet
been traced. To the West, it ia succeeded by micaceoua argillaceous
schist, which paeses immediately into well-defined argillaceous strata
These continue to Lohooghat cantonment.
265. I t is ~carcelynecessary, after the long detaile already given of
this rock, to enter into any more ; it may be therefore sufficient to gay,
that it ie a h e , granular, grey, compact, blue, chloritic, wenaceow and
earthy, moat probably the result of decomposition, as though perfectly mft
and little Mering from clay, it has yet the laminar a t r u c h e distinctly
marked. Near the cantonment in the bed of the abeam by the bridge, it
approaches to a greywacke, and ia full of quartz veins. It contains, I
thii, felepar,certainlymica and quartz, but'the compositionis tmmceons.
It dips to N. E., and at an angle of 54'. In the cantonment as before
noticed, excellent roodng alate abounds, of which circumstance the officen have taken advantage in building. The granular type containing much quartz, and sometimes chlorite, continnee as far as the bed
of the stream below Furkah. There a quartz rock is seen distinctly stratified,dipping N. E. 15', at an angle of 54O. Thia rock contains felspar,
'and might almost be called a quartz= gneiss. Ascending hence to
Farkah, the granan begins to establieh itself, till at that place it is perceived that we are arrived at another granite bed, situated almoat exactly
in the hypothetically drawn line t b ~ n g hChumpewut, parallel to the
direction of the strata.
266. l'he character of the rock which composes thia bed, is precisely that already described. The same excess of felapar, the same eoft
crumbly material, in fact a perfect granan. In the vicinity of Furkah,
t h k is a mase of limited extent, consisting almost wholly of felepar,
which it would seem ia stratified; but with this exception, the whole
of the country for many milea, preeenta the m e roundish projecting
amorphous masses. The large blocks are not so common in thia tract
as at Chumpawut, but towards Dhee they become very numerous, and
of enormous size. Here it ia that the circumstances of their desquamation may be best studied, and eome light thrown on their nahue and

'

origin. Thegro~diestillthesame gnumn,equaUy aaft,eqdy rbwd-

inginfelqnuaa atthetwoformerplaces; b u t t b e b h h a r e o f w p e d n
hardness, and have not any sign or tram of
Thc
m t a may be seen in every stage,jut beginning to separate, or hmade considerable pmgmm ; a luge layer, of a thicloleas addom erceeding half an inch scans waiting any impnbe, or perh.ps the fmtber
action of the uame cause to detach it enhIy. These fow the only
meana of obtaining specimens, m hard and eo round are tbe Moch
where this phenomenon is going on. The view of the pmnze~~
in aB
its digerent stage41 mtisiied me at once that theae boulders origiaPtcd
in the granan being but the hardea d more durable nod& af a d
rock, which hsa
wasted away, and left them as rncmumenta
o f t h e ~ v e ~ t b e s u r t a c e h a s r m d e r g o n e~. v i e w i a a m h e d b y a n examhation ofarerylprgeonethatliestothe S. W.
of the temple, and which presants a set of appeMurces worth muding.
It is of an irregalar qhero-rhombohedrP1 ahape, and not leas thau
6Cl feet in diameter. It rests on tbe gmsan, md its comedian with
the latter is the cireamstamre which f o w s the inhest. The Mod
iQelfisveryhardatibbase;itieW-defiPedbyaserma*
parates it from a laper of a mfter gmnite that is divided by minto
numerous dakes, which all follow the curvature of tbe boulder. It is
not the change of hardness that forms the bornof tbe law,bot
a distinct eeam or separation. T h e Wea immediately adjabiq it
are very thin ; they gradually increme in thickmas u, they mimininh n
ha*,
till in a space of five or six feet the eeuns ,
and t
h
soft granan of the sunmmdbg surface is eatabbbed. The rock is in
Bome measure overhanging, the soft layera having been cleared auxy
pmbably for the 'purpose of forming a cave or shelter for the numaom
flocka and herds that graze here at prticular eepeans, so that the strm
tnre and anuugement of the thing ie e
y e x h i i . My @ue
may give a cleanr idea than any verbal description an.
267. The correct boundaries of this granan tract have not yet bea
k e d on every side, but it ia inknnd that the exbut d it is very
limited in a North and South direction. In proceeding to visit ttac
iron mine at Muglig, which ie in the latter quarter, I f o d it p m
into a very regular micaoeous schiat, in a distance of 6 miles. 'I%b
schist d i p to the North, that is, imnuds the granite, and at rather a

1
I

high angle, of 65". At Kande, a small village about that distance below
Dhoora Peak, mica slate is eatabliahed, and continues to the mine
where it containe a bed of limestone, in which rock the mine appeans
to be situated. Some of the beet specimens of dcareoua spar are obtainable here, though great part of the limeatone it& is very impure.
containing 20 per cent. of foreign matter. At the mine, it appears
to be s t r a M , and dips 55" N., at an angle of 34". The ore is in the
form of a vein, to judge from the miner's descriptions. It is of a
brownish black colour,granular composition, very hard, end breaks with
a conchoidal fracture. It is not magnetic, or at least only very slightly. The specific gravity is 3.7 to 4.0, but as it is obviody contaminated
with some foreign ingredient, this detwmbation is too low. It is most
p&bably (the pure part) titadic iron, (axotomoua iron ore.) It is
very imperfectly smelted, and sold in a spongy impure state, at the
rate of a mannd for a Rupee.
268. A rem&able feature in the granan is the number of vein8 it
contains. These coxmist almost wholly of Belapor and quartz, the
former mineral forming the larger proportion, for it is always of an
opaque aspect, apparently impure, very deawbla, a0 a6 to pre~ent
the acquisition of epecimew of any size. This structure I think it
owes to its h p i ~
and
, that it is the intarvention of the quartz which
i one its sepadon into fragments. There are 0 t h veins which
are to be o h e d a h in the
blocks This is a granite of a
h e r grain, which is mmetimea seen to traverse the great boulders, or
huge round fragments, and they are like moet veba separated by a
strong line from the m u n d i n g baee or ground. Some few imperfect
quartz cryatah have been found. Epidote has oocwrcd in company
with ill-defined large cryatah of white opaque felapar ; d m 1 ia found
in abundame. In one instance it f o m a very large vein in a bed of
quartz mck. But the most intere&ng inhabitant of this singular
rock ia yet wanting to aampiete its resemblance to the p m m of Cornwall. Tin has nevw been found in it, though ae the oxide and salphuret
of this metal am so unlike the general run of metallic orea, it is poaaible
the non-*,
of it may be owing to the ignorance d tbe people
concerning the value or appearpnoe of such mirraral.
269. The granite continues to Sarput-ka-Dhom in a direction
a little beyond which it gives place to gn&,
and this to mica date,
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About half way behgn
whicb appean, to pass into a #e.
this spot and Dhol. (the regular stage,) a number of rocky mgaer
occur, very strilring both by their magnitude and apparent diaorda.
They are all fragments of g n e k staata, m e (the longeat) h something
of a pyramidal shape, very similar to a rock noticed by Dr. M
m
(also of gneiss,) in Skye. I t here pafrvms the part which he sup
poses the Skye rock would, were it tramported to the pbins cd
Hindmtan. It is e p p e d under the title of Nag Deo. It is at
least fifty feet in height. and twenty to thirty broad at the base, and hm
no fissure or line of strata, or m p a a t b throughout. Q n e i in
~ aitn in
also found in this neighbourhood, mica Bkte again mcceeds, of an a d nary type, and continues nearly to Dbol.
detPiL
270. At Dhol, it passes h t o a angular rock qniring a
This rock is of an earthy compoeition, and quite soft, thongh pmacmbg
the appearance of strata, and of laminar or ecbtoae 8troctme. It
mntaina in ita tanmitiom into ordinary mica slate more oe less d
this mineral ; but in its best defined types very little, if any. B to be
seen. It ie of v a r i m m l m : black, red, yellow, grey, white, always
bright and well d&ed.
The black in the moet abundant, the wbit~
the least so. It is very rbsorbent of water. In a piece weighing 205
grains, it amounted to 28 grains ;on another of 191, SO grains ;allowing
for the absorption the specific gravity waa found to be 1.95 d
2.01. The black variety generally dull, but occasionally with aamc
lustre, ia infusible, burning under the blowpipe to a white ash. Solac
portions, however, do fuse into a black slag, attractable by the magnet.
It ia alowly soluble in borax, occasioning e&masence, but irnpts
no colour to the bead. The red variety under the blowpipe tnrna
black, and with a mntinuntioa of heat, part fusea iato a magnetic slag,
part burna to a white aah; muriatic acid, whether concentrated a
diluted and even with the awiatrmce ofa boiling heat, has no efiect. Of
the exhence of a very large proportion of carbon in this rock, the foregoing particnlara leave no doubt. The inference that it contains beds
or veina of graphite ia a natural consequence, rendered almost catain
by the occnmmce of the mineral in a nimilnr rock to be notiad afterwads. The great variety of rather decided mlonn, in it gives thia
district a peculiar appearance. So brigbt are the reds and yellows, that
I think very excellent colourn might be manufactured from them. Tbe
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people of the country had their attention excited by this circumstance,
and attempted to obtain iron h m it, which they supposed to be indicated by the red, yellow, and black colours. Failing in this, they do not
appear to have might for any thing else.
271. The micaceow schist again aaaumea its ordinary character
on the road to Bandunee Dihee, and ia observed to dip N. E. 2!i0, at
an inclination of 35O. On the summit of that Peak,which forms a plane
200 by 20 yards, strata of garnetifemus schist are eeen projecting.
The dip 30" N. E., inclination 35O. In the descent to the stream, it
changes to a tdco-micaceoua schist, of a pale lead grey d o u r , very soft,
and almost steatitic, with curved lamhe, and pawing into a white day.
It contains nodules and grains of glaesy quartz. The dip ia North, the
inclination 30°. In the bed of the stream, the strata which are of the
ordinary character, dip 14O S. of E.. the inchation being only 17O.
Ascending theme, we have micaceous schist, which continues to the cantonment; the dip being generally between N. and E., and the inclination small. This schist b remarkable.for its great variety of type, even
within the limits of so amall a space as the cantonment; 1. yellowish
brown, scaly, tender; 2. qnartzoee, grey, in tolerably straight but thick
dates, the two mat&
being disposed ih layers; 3. leaa quartzose, in
thick large schists. with an undulated surface; 4. blue or dark grey
approaching to the character of gneiss, and occasionally containing
very small portions of crystalline felepar; 5. a soft arenaceaus mars,
which on erpoenre to the air, falb into sand. These are amongst
the most remarkable. The addition of garnets introdua many other
varieties. This schist ia also to be noted as containing veins of granite of a very regular type, and also of felsper in a semi-diiintegrated
slate, and of snowy whiteneaa. The latter might be also called a granite, as it contains qnartz, and even mica; but the former is in small
quantity, and the latter consists of a few aolitary scale8 disseminated.
272. The ridge on which Almorah ia $tuated, risea into the Peak
of Kaleenath, and in the ascent thereto the above described schist ia
observed to paas into the same kind of soft earthy black rock,
which wae described at Dhol. It waa here that the graphite was
discovered. (alluded to in Art. 270,) lying on the surface in lumps, the
hgments of kidney or egg-shaped nodulee. The largest specimen
obtained, however, was an oblate spheroid perfectly rounded, and having

a diameter of about three inches. This latter contained 4 w i n
o f q u a r t z . ' T h e a r p e c t o f thiagraphitetillscrapedor.brsdal
was dull; in tbe latter caae it wan metalk. Tbt composition ws
b e earthy. The fi.acture uneven, epecidc gravity -. It appeared to be
of a middling quality M applicable to the arts. At the time the
discovery wm made, I waa on the point of leaving Aimorah in ption of some other k,
and 1 b e not a i n ~had an
of prosecuting a search after laager supplies by exavalion.
273. The mica dote again reaumea iB ordinarg aspect cm Psssing
tbe Peak, and near the village of Betholee baa a dip to S. W.,
being immmxeded by a ataata of gneiss with a similar dip.
Thir, mass is pmbnbly connected with that in the vaIley helm,
noticed, Art. 269. If so, it would appear to be more of the mrtPre d
a vein having considexuhle l o n g i t d i d extent. while a few yuds
bound it in M t h . H the secent born the rillage to the h
it in again lost, being r e p M by micamma schist. But on the
descent gneiss reap-,
accompnied by hombhde schist, and
extends fm some distance. Pahqm after dl,these two patches are am;
nected beneath the satface, the micawnun schist of the Paes lying cm
them. It is poenible even that they may both be connected with the
J q p u r gneiss, as the ktta may be with that observed at Ramesnr,
and a&n
on the other Bide with the rock in the valley of tk
( 3 d t t e e . Well devised d o n a would throw light on this paint, and
probably develop the general arrangements of these detached patde
of gneiss.
274. The Almorah ridge towarda the mthward, terminstes in a mass
ofgranite and granite gneiss, the 1.- being moat abundant. By this
term I mean a rock, which in etrocture seema to be intermediatebegneh and @te.
It is rema*
for containing pdsmatic n o d u b
of felapar, which gives it a porphyritic character. There is alao a good
deal of the granan. and there are the same blocks strewed over
the 'surface of the hill as at Dihee. In fact, there is no priestion but it ia the anme rock an the two patehea o k e d at Chumpawut and at Dihee. It extends in the & quarter acrose tbe
valley of the Sowal, ascending the ridge on the opposite side, where
it ie succeeded by the black and red earthy elate a h d y described,
Art. 270.
To the south it terminates in the descent to the am-
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fluence of the Coaillah and Sowal, being exchanged for micaceous
schist, which gradually passea into a talco-argillaceous schist, and
latterly, a perfect clay alate. Tb the weatward, it deecends the valley
of the Coeillah, rising into the lofty peak W e Dabee, which ia nearly
composed of it, and bounded on that side by rnicaceoua schist. A few
very narrow veina traverse some of the vallies beyond the limits of this
p & h , but their connection with it has never been ~atiefactotilytraced.
275. The micaceous schiet of Almorah occupiea the descent to the
Coaillah, with the exception of the narrow strip of granite,juat noticed.
T h e road to Hawulbagh ia in the same rock, and it continues in the
route up the valley of the Coaillah, till it ia exchanged for the patch
of gneiss noticed in Art. 152. On the road to Wee Busoor, it also
prevails, being most commonly of a bluish colour, and containing garnets
abundantly. This rock is further remarkable for being traversed by
a vein of a singular nature, no name or d e e ~ i ~ t i oofn which I have
even met with. Near Hawulbagh an instance occunr : It is of a porphyritic character, consisting of thin needles or prismatic bundlea of
needles of hornblende, imbedded in a white granular paste of felapar
and quartz. On the Paas above the village of A h , leading from this
valley into that of the Sugos, the rock is of en earthy type and very
&gular aspect. The dip of the schist bere (on the Pam) is N. E. 22O.
the inclination 50°. Below the village of Aeena, it occurs of a lead blue
and full of garnets, the dip being N. E. In this neighburhood are
many of the porphyritic veine just noticed. Micaceoua schist more or
less differing in character continues to Mernee, near Dhooara H#h, great
irregalarity being o h e d in the dip with frequent reversals ; near the
Sugoe it ia S. W., which on going a little farther is exchanged for a
N. E. dip. In the bed of the river it is again S. 25' W., inclination
3 4 O . The porphyritic veina are abundant in this neighburhood. The
S. W. dip continues to the junction of the mica alate, with a gneiss
which lies cobformably ; but which ia the superior rock, it ia impossible
to eay for want of access to the line of junction, especially as the
change takes place in the direction of the strata.
276. Thia gneise is introductory to a large patch of granite similar
in character to the three beds already described I& occurring at Chumpawut, Dihee, and Almorah, and what ia still eingular,in the same straight
line with them; the dinkion as before ~ b a e m dbeing
,
parallel to that
5
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of the strata and pf the mmtain land. TheR remainn wthing to
add to the p d c u h already given of this rock at those placea, aa it i
bere prscisely the same in grain, con8inte.ny. overlying, a m o q h a
appeamnce, &c. It appears to pa^ on its borders into a gneiss. Tbe
change at Mernee has just been noticed. Anothe takes plrux m tbc
dement to the glen to the N. W. that leads into the d e p d the Ramgunga, (Art. 106.) To the N. E. it is I think cannectad with the
gnek m the Cosillah. (Art. 152.) To the mouth it is e n d e d at m
great distance by micaceous mhiut, but the bonmlsry line WM not ssco
The whist waa obmead to dip N. 27O E.,--on
41°. T o the rert
it
into the pseudo-porphyritic gneise, noticed at Ahonh. a d 1
which near Mytbana L succeeded by a black micaceons achint. N w
Palee, however, the gneim is again seen, containing nod& of quartz,
'
and mme very ringnlarfy 1veins d a mrterirrl, the spme e a ~ tially as the bash, d y much harder. At no great dbtance m 4
side, rnicaceoun whist is recogniaed.
277. In the deacent to the Ramgnnga, micauxmn schist reagpam
md continues as tar a~ the codwnce of the Beneegnng.. la
the bed of the dormer river, the number, k , and variety of tbe
rolled stonee is quite surprising. They occur at a height of 200 f&
above the present bed of the rim, and many of them are of r
totally *rent
natore from any of the rocks in the immediate .
The miaweons schist continues in the Beneegunga; at its mo~lta
it dips 32" N. E., the inclination SlO. Beyond Tamba Dbar, it is
again succeeded by gneiss, which ie di&indy W e d , d dips
N. to N. IS0 W.. at an angle of 5 2 O to 57O. It is worthy of reamauk,
that part of this rock is 8 perfect micuceoua schist, containing m
visible tracee of felspar, yet there is no separatiou, nor any t r a n a i h ia
the ueual sense, nor disturbance of any kind. To the eye, it aeema to he
part of the g n k , but on examining it, the chamckriatic ingdknt
is found wanting, while. in the remainder of .the mass, it is ob140~ ,
enough lying in lenticular imbedded nodules, which on the cmss
fracture, give the rock an appearance not to be mistaken.
'
278. Another o M o n of the dip, a little beyond this point.
gave N. 22O W., the inclination 43'. Quartz rock and micaceoua schist
next succeeds, and continues to Deoghat. At tbia place, the mute
turns up the bed of a feeder of the Beneegunga to Ketureea, and in
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thia line a rock oscillating between granite and gneiss .continues the
whoIe way. It appear- to divide into cuboidal masses, or rather into
pmllelopipeds, one of the surfices of which, apparently coinciding
with the planes of the strata, gave a dip of N. 22" W.. inclination S6O.
Near the Dawk chowkee, it is o b d in immense rounded masses
lying in the bed of the river, and I think having more the character of
granite than the massea in situ. In thie the felepar, which ia of
a greenish grey colour, and i b lustre being highly trauslumt, is
very emarkable for the size of its concretions, and their imbedded
appearance giving the rock very much the appearanoe of a porphyritic
granite. Thii rock has an analogue at Almorah, and on the summit of
the Choor Peak.
279. The gneiss continuerr to put on the appearance of being divided
by several seta of seams into more or less regular maaw, and its structure becomes less decidedly echietose. An obsenntion of the dip gave
N. 100 W., with an inclination of 72". It contains the same felspar that
I have just noticed as occurring in the rolled mssses of granite, a little
beyond the 24Srd kos stone* the dip was obaerved S. 200 W.. inclination 60° to 600. Latterly near Thanna, it gives way to a rnicaceous echiat,
remarkable for the great size and imperfect h p e of the garnets it
contains. The round blocks of granite of great eize appear atill in the
bed of the river. From Thanna to Muse, and again in ascending the
high range over which the road to Ran leads, no rock but micaceous
schist is seen in sitn. Above Maaoo, it occasionallycontains kyanite, but
not in any quantity, or of any size or beauty of appearme. On the
summit of the Psee, the same rock is found dipping N. E. at a considerable angle. Half way down the d-t,
blocks of gneh m great numbet and of great siee are wen, many of them occupying such situations
as will not admit of our supposing for an inslant, that they have ever
been in motion, or occupied other than their present sites. At the
village of Ran, micaceons schist is the rock dipping N. E.
280. From Ran, the route deecends to the bed of the same nullah in
which micaceoue achiet is atill observable, and thence ascending to Kunyoorbt near the latter place, we come again npon a district of gneiss
The Gwrkhalee Government had erected these stones at distances of a koss
along the line of road from Katmwndo to the SuUej.

rocka, which ocxmionaIly llppesr to pess into the common earthy rn&
oeons schist, o c a & d l y into an amorphons granite. It contain sW
occasionally in neste. The bouldem are very numerous, and tbe grsnibc
is in p h a perfect granan. The gneiss, when well dehned, ccmtaim
garnets. Hence to Dhont, the latter rock and mkacmus schist may bc
considered the pnvailing rocks. On the wmmit of the Pasr, Ibosr,
g n e k is abo found of that type, which inclines rather to micuxo~s
schiet than to granite. Hence descending, tbe granite is again md
with, but under relatiom which will bear a little more detail
281. The appearances 1 am going to &'be
may be seen 8 ~ t d b
e
the east of the village Dhooeet. In a geological sense, the rock m y be
..
called a gneise, but i t exhiits small patches, (forming regular tmimbom
amongst themwha.) of the moot regular micPceane schist, (earthy tp,)
and again of the moot legitimate granite, (gnuurn). These thRe rode, eo
different in composition, in mineralogical character, and in wppoeed gm
logical origin, may be here obeerved in the compass of a few y d s , J1
naturally interchangeable, while nothing like a veinom appearance an
be attributed to any of them. A long zone or belt is marked by hllge
bouldere of gneiss or granite, (for I oould not exunine them ciosely,)
strewed over it, and such is the declivity of the mountain aide, that rc
cannot for a moment suppose that they have rolled into their p
sent places. They are in fact like t h m of Dihee, the harder nod&
of a rock many feet in depth, which b ~ disappeared
s
owing to the
power of a t e . The dip of this rock, which in its gneisa rad
mica alate types ie regularly ntratiiied, is N. 48" to 55O E.,inelinatim
about 48O. In the deacent from this village, we find the chloriric
rugihxoua schist mentioned in Art. 116.
282. The whole of these beds are upon the aame line, which is,
before observed, parallel to the direction of mountain land and oi
strata. In prolonging this line to the westward as far as the Sntlg,
only one other locality of granite is met with. This ia the Cbom
Peak, a mountain which riaen to the height of twelve thousand fee(,
and which has no equal or rival within a circle of s i x q miles w.
The shape ie that of a long block or ridge running N. N. W. and
S. S. E., about one and a qnarter mile in lea@, which risee
on the N. W. extremity into 8 sharp rocky peak many feet h$$m.
To the S. E..it einke suddenly into a well-wooded range, where
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rock ia with difiiculty acoeeeible, but from the indications obaerwble.
I should judge it to be micaceoun schist. Thia rock indeed muround;,
the base of the high ridge which itaelf is composed of granite, occasionally of a highly crystalline grain. I t appean, to contain two different
kinds of feleptu, one of vhich assumes that arrangement which may
entitle the rock to the appellation of porphyritic. It ia a very beautiful
rock. The mountain ia conspicuous from every other quarter, and in every
view of it the summit patch of granite ia a t onoe distioguiehable from
the micaceous achiet below by its peculiar rocky aspect and bareness.
285. I have now to give a few details on the occurrence of the
sandstone formation which bounds the mountain tract to the South
towards the plains. Thia rock assumes many different aspects here ae
it does in Europe; upon the whole, the resemblance ie sufficiently
striking to allow of our identifying it with the newer red or esliferous
sandstone, (the red sandstone of E n g h h geologists.) It ia either a hard
red gravelly clay distinctly stmtXed, or the same clay enclosing rounded
stones, or a micaceoua sandstone, which in hardness varies from loose
sand to a rock that will strike fire. Thia type ia again modi!ied by the
admission of rounded piecee y i n g into sandstone conglomerate.
These two rocks form the principal part of the formation. The sandI
stone is always micaceous in a high degree ; it ia moot commonly of the
ordinary colour, but sometimes it ia found of adark bluish grey, in which
case it seems to loose its appearance of a schiststructure, and becomes
amorphous, breaking equally in every direction. The type ia farther remarkable for containing kernels of euperior hardness to the baae, which
itself is more compact, and I might say clayey. than the ordinary sandstone. I t also contains less mica., This grey type also pasees into the
conglomerate structure ;besides theae, which are the most marked types
that have any extent, there are innumerable varieties of very anomalous
appearance, chidy towards the upper part of the rock. The yellowieh
grey ordinary sandstone often altmmtes with a rock that might paas
for a perfect grqwacke. The latter ia eeldom marked with the strata
line. like the sandetone, but ia conformable and parallel to it. One
of the most remarkable featurea is the occurrace of ellipsoidal-ahaped
cavities in the middle of sandatone strata. They are of different eizes.
One which I observed measured six feet in its longeet diameter, and
was quite smooth and regularly curved in its intefior.
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284. I ahall now mention the d i h e n t pLcee where this a m d s h e
has been obeerved, adding any other prtimrlsrs which appear to r a p h e
it. At Bhumowree, it ia seen in the rive^ bed, dippii N. E.. at pn
angle of about SO0; but it has here acarcely any development, rd
nothing ~ J Jto be leomed regardingit but the above fact. At the C%k&
defile, we have more acarss to it. It there fornrr,veay extenaire
chidy of the red chy type, between Chilkk and Dhikadee. In t b bed
~
of the Cosillah. occasionally rounded stones are contained imbedded.
The m t a appeared almost horixontal, or at least vag slightly inclined.
At Dhikoolee, the conglomerPbe h r a c t e r ia perfect, the bmb being st9
the red clay, but 8ometima indurated in a high degree. The strata here
dip to the North. They are covered by a depoait of looee r o d
stones. From this point, the rock is concealed till we retch Choalnmm.
and there we find a greenish grey s a n h e with mica dipping 6. W.
It ia covered by a loose shattered r6ck of vuiow bright cdom, Scntive as I have obeerved &where, of this tormation ;beyond thia point.
that is above it. I have not met with it.
285. Specimens brought from Kdoo Shaeede'a tomb, at the oatld
of the Ramgunga, belong to thin sandstone. They aere of the grey
type, with conglomerate stmctnra. At Hurdwar, it may be -died tu
. examined on the Beemgha
great advantage, and all its
Pass, where the construction of a beautiful mad, by order of CIOvem
ment, has given two sdmirable d o n a of these strata. They are here
mostly of the sandstone type, neither the red clay or the congfomeratc
being common. On the oppcnsite aide of the river, however, Chundee
Puhar ia almost entirely composed of these types. A aiagular cinaunstance is the opposite dip of the strata observable at these two plaoea
At the latter, they dip on the Hurdwar aide S. 85' W.. at an indinrtion of about SO0; while on the other the dip is the N. E.. the inclip.tion much the same.
286. This formation hu also been examined in the Kheree i k s ,
leading fiom the Dhera Dmn into the plains. In thL qmrkr, the dip h
very regularly to the N. E., or to some point between N. and E. The
first strata observable, and which may be supposed uppermost, m
the red clay that lies on a stratum of red conglomaate. The Pasa is
cut through thia latter, and a good emtion of it obtained. The stones
are moat commonly quartz rock, more or less coloured ; pieces of granite
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also are observable. Farther on is a perfect sandstone conglomenite; specimens were obtained in appearance perfect greywackes.
traversed by quartz veins. The grey type is common, and often
appeara to pass into a eandy clay, with mi& dheminated. Similar
phenomena rue viuible, in the Timlee Pasa, the other entrance to the
Dhera Doon, and in the ascent to Nahun. The Pinjore Doon is shut
in to the southward by a low range of hills, composed chie9y of red
clay gnd red conglomerate. West of thin point, the formation haa
not been traced,but it probably extends to the Sutlej, having a greater
it from the primary strata,
development w h m the d e a
and vice versa.
287. There now only remains that I ehould notice the extent of the
depoeits, coneieting of rounded stones, gravel, and eand. I have already
mentioned in the courae of the preceding detaile, the several accumulatiom that are to be o b d in the beds of riven!. But their greatest
extent is on the bordera of the plain country lying at the foot of thec
mountain ranges. At Bhumowree, they may be Been resting on 8andstone. They reach to Tandaha, a distance of 6fteen miles. In great part
of this line; the deposit is d enormous thickness, a well having been
sunk half'way between those places to the depth of 160 feet, without
passing through it. At Chilkeeah, they are again seen reaching from the
foot of the mountaim to Haldoorea, a distance of twelve miles. Here
also the depoait must be of great thickness, as ineffectual attempts were
made at Chilkeeah ale0 to sink a well ; sixty feet was the depth penetrated
to, without passing through them. Again at Hurdwar, they have been
traced as far muth as Bhogpoor, a distance of ten milee, pieces of granite
being observable amongst them. On the Kheree Road, they are seen
for an equal diatance to the southward, and on the Beput Road the
same. But the most extensive collection of them by far is in the Dehra
Doon, the whole of that valley being, as it were, Wed up with them.. A
well which haa been sunk there by the Hpn'ble Mr. Shore, attained a
depth of 220 feet, before a good and plentiful supply of water war, met
with ; even at that great depth, the nature of the depoeit was the same
as at the a h . Mr. Shore haa pmemed notes of the @era
observed in the course of the work, and haa kindly allowed me to take a
copy of them. I shall here &e them, as forming a very intereeting
contribution to our knowledge of the geology of these mountains :-
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Feet. Total.
5
4
9
2

5
9
18

Fine black mould, witb a few stones.
Reddish earth, mixed with gravel.

Loose sand and gravel, large stones.
20 Ditto, with reddish clay.
23 Stiffreddieh clay.
3
31 Stiff yellow clay.
8
34)
Sand and p v e l , mixed with a little red clay.
34
S6
Stiff reddish clay.
1t.
2
38 Sandandgravel.
60 Stiff red clay.
22
62 Clay eand and gravel mixed.
2
78 Sandandgravel.
16
90 St* yellow clay, with a little sand.
12
125 Sand and gravel, a few round atones.
35
128 Sand, large blocks of conglomerate north and west side.
3
3
13
5
9
4
6
3

131 Ditto.
144 Sand and gravel, with tolerable sized atones.
149 Ditto ditto, stones larger.
158 Ditto ditto, with piecea of conglomerate.
162 Ditto ditto, with enormous atones.
168 Conglomerate on three sides. gravel the fourth.
171 Sand and gavel most ; occasiondy piecea of conglo174
1774
182
182+
185
185+
204

209
209+
211
218
2213

merate.
Conglomerate, blocks of.
Layers of glnd and gravel, pieces of conglomerate.
Sand and gravel.
Conglomerate 4 inches thick, under it water, but m t y .
Sand and clay.
Conglomerate.
Sand and gravel, rather loose, occasionally piecea of conglomerate, occasionally eolid blocks 160h.in weight.
Sand and gravel, very moist.
Conglomerate, o v a half the well water.
wclay.
Sand and gravel, very moist, water.
Blackiah clay, with angular fragments of clay alate.
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288. The extent of these deposits has not been traced so recently
to the westward, but no doubt ia entertained, that they attain there alao
an equal extent, judging from the reco11ection of former journies. Below
Nahun in particular, and near Munta Diee, at the exit from the
Pinjore Doon, very clear tracea of them are to be seen. That the
Pinjore and Kyarda Doons are, equally with the Dehra Doon, composed
of them, I have no doubt. It ought to be stated, before concluding,
that in the Dehra Doon, the great thickneea appears to be in the
centre where the ground is highest. Towards the valliee of the Ganges
and Jumna, they diminish very much in thickness, and in the beds
af those rivers, may be observed resting on sandstone.
289. Southward of these rounded stones, a very extensive deposit
of the red clay, which ia very similar to the red strata of the sandstone,
prevails. It has often emall patches of loose sand. This red gravelly clay Lies in a blackish clay of a purer character, very s t 3 and
tenacious at Merent depths in different places. This latter appears to change to a lighter colour as we dexend, and becomes more
arenaceons, till at length it changes to a grey sand. My enquiries
and observations have not yet been snfficiently general to allow me
to idenbfy these deposits d t h any thing like certainty, indeed it is only
very lately I have been able to turn my attention to the subject, and the
recent arrival of the boring engine I had ordered from England, precluded the possibiity of constructing a proper apparatus and scaffolding
for using it with effect, unless the operations were delayed till the ensuing
year. I wae therefore obliged to content myself with such multa as could
be obtained without the proper means, and was not able, in consequence,
to penetrate beyond twenty-two feet in any of the bores I made ; but
I hope on my return to the field duties, that I ahall be able to continue
these enquiries with greater effect.
290. In the meantime, it may be intereating to give the particulars of
the few bores I made. The first was at Moradabad, but being new
to the operation. it took several days to bore sixteen and a half feet,
the particulars were as follows :Feet. I S C k 8 .
4 0 Superficial sandy loam forming a very productive soil.
2 5 Brick earth. This ia the red clay, which prevails so extensively in Rohilkmd, and which m often comes to the
T

Feet. Inches.
surface, forming a substance of a singular hardexcellent materiala for d.
3 74 Reddish micamas sand. The temperrtnn at this dcpCh
16.)0 waa found to be 76" 5' ; a thermometer; in tk
shade marking 58". and the surface of the ground being

~

56".
291. The next boring waa at Kurberpoor, where the red dny hm
i
a very extensive auper6Ci.l development. It farms the step h
ed in Arb. 59 and 73. which give8 so deceptive an- a
to tbe
direction of the fall or declivity. The spot where the boring w a ~
made, aas about twenty fat below the surface of tbie red clay, and tbe
following w a e the p a r t i h :Feat. Inches.
2 3 Theauperkddclay.
I
1 3 Oreen sandy clay. water.
4 6 Black clay, extremely tenacious.
1 6 b h t blue sand. The water wu in such abundance,as
to prevent any further progreaa ; it speedily rose to within
a few k t of the aurface. At Hnldoon, seven &
I
north, nearly aimilar d t e were obtained.
5 6 A fermginoua sandy clay or loam, latterly becoming m m

I
,

stifF.

1 6 A greenish clay, getting latterly black*.
0 Abluiahgreyclay,pahllyaandy,nottm~,~
quite moist. Gravel under this. The water roee
ly, and prevented any further proceedings.
292. At Jusspore, nine milea N. W. from Kueheepoor, a thinl
boring was made, but the place was injudiciously choaen, be@
in r
hollow, evidently the dry bed of a jeel. The following are the
particdam :Feet. Inch.
5 0 Surface sand, which gradually changes to a stiff red clPy.
2 0 Hed loose sand, damp.
3 0 Variegated sand and clay, spotted.
3 0 Yellowish sand, changing to light grey. twige and roots sere
found at nine feet, water at 12.
2
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293. At the next place we find the same deposits as at Kueheepoor
I

I

I

I

I
I

and Huldoon.
Feet. Iuehes.
2 0 Super5eialloam.
3 6 Clay; temperature 68".
1 6 Sand.
1 6 Clay again.
1 6 Sandy clay, twigs.
2 3 Stiff clay, latterly.blackish.
1 6 Ditto, of a darker colour and mow pure.
1 0 Grey sand.
Water rose to within a few feet of the eutface.
At AfzU1,ghh,the following particulars were noted :Feet. I n c h .
6 0 Superficial loam small neets, and veins of a semi-carbonieed vegetable matter.
2 6 Red sand. a quicksand,
4 0 Blackish stiff clay.
3 6 Stiff clay, latterly sandy.
The quicksand falling in prevented any further operation. The
black clay proved to be an excellent potter's clay, and baked without
changing colour. I t formed a very poroua article, and was very acceptable to the potters, who were ignorant of the existence of any such clay
in their neighbourhood.
294. At
the following particulars were noted :Feet. I n c h .
yellowish, and more -dy
latterly.
7 6 The superficial 1I t forms an excellent soil, and is known by the provincial
term muteear.
2 3 White micaceoue mixture of sand and clay.
1 6 White clay, a little sandy.
1 0 Brownish black clay, containing semi-carbonbed vegetable
matter.
2 6 Dark bluish clay, very stiff, when wet almost black, latterly
veina of light blue.
6 0 Clay much iron shot, and passing to eand.
1 6 Dark bluish clay, as before.
5 0 Sandy clay, much iron shot.

-

'

.

The temperature WM observed to be 790, once st six feet, and again u
eight feet, that of the surface being 59'.
295. I have here concluded the geological detaih; some few prrtitulars have been omitted in their places, but w i I l be haePffcr
inserted with k s h matter, which I hope will render it mmetbg
more complete. I have principally to regret, that the under which these papers have been prepad, have prwented tbc
execution of the original design of referring in the account of t
k
occurrence of rocks by number to t l ~ eparticnlar specimen collectaL
Such a practice will be of very great advantage, and will indeed
give the above detail far more authority, than it could p o s g i atbawise have. I shall now proceed to state, in a few worde, the general
results to which they lead.

SECTION
III.

I

1

1

1

RECAPITULATION.
296. In the details just given, I have neceaady entered into a

minuteneaa of description, which to the general reader must be
tiresome in no small degree. The paper being intended as a r e a d d
observations, i t was necessary to be particular; but I shall attempt in
this section to throw together the general results, comparing them
afterwards with received opinions, and illustrating the whole in the
best manner my limited reading will permit.
297. I t appears then, that in these mountains gneiss occupies the
greater part of the surface, forming a band of 24 miles in breadth, and
including within its boundaries all the elevated summits, but one, of the
table, at Art. 39. Of these all that have been approached sdiciently
near to determine the point are certainly gneiss, that is, if distinct, thin.
and well-marked strata be any ground for deciding. Other evidence
there can be none, as it is impossible, by actual examination, to
m r t a i n what rock is at the summit. I t rkea then most probably tn
the height of 25,709 feet,* while the lowest point is only elevated 2,800.
Captain Webb given 25,669 an the height above the sea-Journal of Science
The paper by Major Hodpon and myaoll in tho I4tb Vol. As. Rer. hu !B,749.
1 have taken the mean.
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If we suppose the lower strata continuous across this tract, and allow
for the inclination, we shall have eight miles for the extreme thickness
of this formation, and about six for ita mean value.
298. The direction of this zone of gneiss is generally, I might say
almost always, North 600 West, b e i i thus parallel a t once to the direction of the line of greateat elevatioh, and also to the general bearing or
tendency of the mountain land. The inclination lies between 200 and
30" in by far the greater number of instances. It is, however, sometimes, though very rarely, ae high as 60°, and in one solitary instana
waa observed to be 6 6 O . There are very few reversals of the dip,
at least towards the centre or middle of thin zone; but along the
muthem boundary, which is very irregular in its outline, forming
various incursions into the adjoining zone of schists, there do occur
several irregularities both in dip and inclination, and the former is
sometimes reversed. That i t is pretty regular in general, however, is
proved by the fact noticed by all travellers, of the uniformity of aspect
in the aides of alopee and precipices in these mountains.
299. The character of thin rock is highly crystalline, and it appeare
to consist almost always of the regular ingredients, and united in the
usual regular proportione. I t is surprising how few vnrieties present
themaelves in so extensive a tract of country, and in general, theee
varieties differ more in mlour and grain than in mineralogical character. The occunmce of imbedded minerala is rare, and of these only,
the most common have been observed, as quartz, garnet, and kyanite.
It is almost equally barren in beds, containing only some very small
ones of hornblende rock, quartz, limestone, and mica alate. Of the two
k t , I do not know more than one or two instances of each. In fact,
there is a character of sameness throughout thin formation, extremely
tiresome to the geological traveller, as continually disappointing him in
his hopes of meeting with something new and interesting.
300. Veins of granite are numerous, particularly towards the central
or highest parts; but no beda have yet been found, the granite of
Wongtoo being supposed to be veinous. Towards the boundary, however,
there are some patches, which would appear to have some connection
with a series of beds found beyond the limita of the gneiss, and aurrounded generally by rocks of a more earthy and less crystalline
character. These latter beds have been described as occurring at
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Chumpawut, Dhee, A l m d . Shaee Debee, Dooara ~ a t h Falee.
.
Dhoeet,
and Kunyoor. They are aituoLed in the zone of minimum elevation, and a
line passing through tliem has a direction of North 600 West, the same
M that of the strata and zones of different elevation.
Wed of the
Qangea, no such beds an found. unless we suppose the Choor granite.
(which is certainly on the prolongation of this line) to be one, and then
i t will be the only one. Another anomaly which the gnmite of the
Choor presents is, that it occupies the higheat point in all the mountain
tnwt,south of the zone of greatest h t i o n , whereas the eastern beds
an situated in the lowest ground. A third difference is in the character of the tock,which in the cane of the Choor granite, is highly uptdline; in moat of the others, earthy and decomposing. Yet it must be
confessed, that they present some diflerencea of aepect in this respect,
, and that a t Chumpawnt, Dhee, and Almorah, very hard and crystalline
granites are procurable, though at the two latter places in limited
qulmtity.
301. The grain of the veinous granites in, an hae been often remark&
large ;in variety of composition too, they form a eingular contrastIto the
uniformity which distinguishes the gneiss. In this respect, they aim
differ from the beds of granite, which are strikingly dike in mineral
composition, colour, and size, and anangement of grain. In theae
particulars, the Choor granite ia almost precisely that of Almorah, though
separated by such a wide interval. What distinguiehea this granite at
firat sight is, h porphyritic structure, and i t evidently contains two
distinct varieties, if not species of felspar.* This variety is seldom
found in a crumbly decomposing state. The only other well defined
type is that which in m remarkable for its rapid disintegration, in which
the ingredients appear to be united in the usual irregular manner.
This contains n large portion of white opaque felspar, and i t in well
distingolshed by its granite boulders, the true nature and history of
which have been so well laid open by Dr. Macculloch.
302. Smaller veim have not been observed to affect the appearance
of the including rock, but the vein at Wangtoo, the only large one
The existence of several mineral specisr hitherto confounded under Lbu title, bu
been non clearly astablished, and I anxiously look f o d Lo a period of leuore,
when I may submit the different p i t e a to a particular examination with reference
to th" point

-

{

f

I have seen, certably is in contact with a rock forming a transition between granite and gneiss. With regard to the beds, they a h present in
general the appearance of a thin band of gneiss surrounding them,and
outside of thie ia found mica date. The whole being included in clay
slate, no change in the latter rock has even been observed. I t is almost unnecessary to say that none of ,these beds are stratified,* that ia,
the central nuclew ; but as before stated, they appear to paes into gneiss
on their boundary. The only imbedded minerals are do11 and quartz,
(rhombohedral &or1 and rhombohedral quartz.)
303. Contermhorn with the gneiss may be found a aeries of diiferent rocks all poseesaing the echistoee structure, micaceons, chloritic,
and talcoee &ta ; whether all to be included under one head, ie a point
for the detemhation of which data are as yet wanting. But it ie perfectly certain, that there is no such thing as a general and continuous
formation of micaceous d i t (the next rock in our systems) analogow
to that of g n k ; several large patches of micaceoua schiet occur, but
they are separated by equally large tracts of other schiets. Perhaps
the above three schieta might be conveniently conaidered as one formation, although we should even then h d our systematic viewe disturbed
by the intrusion of &te
of an argilhceous character. Theee latter
may be seen even in contact with the gneiss. Thus we shall be forced
to modify a little our ideas of the exclusive nature of formations, and in
admitting argillaceous &t as a member of the aeries, we shall establish, as succeeding the gneiss, a zone of schiitoae rocks of nearly equal
extent, but not presenting the same appearances of regularity of position,
or uniformity of mineral compoeition.
304. In considering the subject, I have been certainly inclined to
view this latter account as moat consonant with the phenomena. But
it ie poseible that a more particular examination of the boundary of the
gneise may establish the firat view, and in this case, the gneiss with
which the argillaceous schist is in contact, would belong to a different
era from that of the zones of greatest elevation, whereas I have aupposThe slratilicationof granite, a favourite tenet of one of the rival rchooh of geology
appsam to be losing ground every day. Mr. Greenough long ago, in ht critical
exiunination, shewed the extreme laxity wiLh which thu term stratification had been
wed. In the sense in which m u t unlearned people understand it, I apprehend that
granite can never be mid to be stratified. After all, however, it is a mere dispute a b u t
wordr, and seems, whichever way determined, to throw no light on the subject of the
origin of rocks.
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ed them to be connected. This is one of the diScultiea attending m
early an attempt to gen&
; for the present it may be d c i e n t to
view all these achiats as constituting one formation. This f o r m a t .
will then be found to be of nearly equal extent with that of the gneim,
being in breadth
miles, and stretching, as that does, from river ta
river, it will terminate in those mountaim which form the northern
boundaries of the several h,
and in the line connecting them.
305. In this method of viewing these rocks, it a y be &&xi, that
there is but one general formation (of primary rocke,) besides that d
the Himmalaya gneiss,* and it is worthy of remark, that they divide
the whole tract pretty equally between them. The echietoee f o r m
tion is no doubt stratified, though, it is thought, not m regularly aa the
gneiss, and ita strata are often much more inclined, much more conk e d , and present greater imgduities, both of cumatme and revaspl
of the dip. It is, however, to be noted, that mountains of this formation
do not present the same fscilities-for examining the strata. as thoee
which are compoeed of gneies. Being in general eo much more w b ject to decay, they have a very thick bed of local debris which effectually conceals the rock in mtn, and in such cases, the character is
necessarily taken from that of the deb&.
The effect of this is to give
these mountaim a rounded and mftened contour. which dis-ea
them at once from the serrated and bare rocky ridgee of the p e b
formation.
306. The mineralogical character of these schists is variable; but thia
is not only true of the whole formation, viewed as comprising rocks to
which distinct titlea have always been allotted, but alao of the varieties
which are referable to any one of those titles. And the many anomalous rocks produced by the intermixture, and transitions of these, form a
numerous band, strictly speaking. belonging to none of them considered
by iW, ind therefore strengthening the view I have taken of the

-

In confining the number of primary fomutions in so extenlive a tmct to hro,
I may be thought to indulge in too large a generalbation. I t may be mid, that rmny
of the beds I mentioned a~ contained in the clay slab, may be in fact formations. I t
n proper, therefore, that I should explain what 1 mean by a bed ; for half our mistaka
in geology are occ~ionaclby wing words in a wrong senna, frquently in no nms
at all. B y a bed then I mem, a mau not veinoly which ia surrounded ou every side
by the -me rock. It may be strati6ed or not; it ia unneccouy to add the term rubordinate, a~ thu definition includea that idea. I t hu another advantqe, that it involves
no theory.
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entireness of thii formation. Theae varieties, at least rrll those that
required it, have been described already with sufficient minuteness. It
may be here a sutlicient recapihdation to say, that the argillaceous
schit, as it covere the greatest extent, so it presenta the greatest millation in character. No opinion can be more void of foundation than
that which supposea the several varieties of clay slate to be ananged
under four, different, distinct, and well marked types, the produce of
four different eras, 'and distinguishable by characters mainly dependent
on colour; eo far from dividing into regular zones, or even isolated
patches, the different varieties are found in every part of this extensive
tract. Excellent purple roof alate ; stone slate passing into ikty alate; a
black almost arenaceoua rock, with patches of white raembling the ash
of half-burned charcoal ; a white arenaceoua rock with o d e s of mica; a
soft schistme clayey rock of various bright coloura, and a granular yellow
rotten stone; all these are found in a space of not three miles sqnare.
From my own very limited experience, I would say, that of all distinctions, colour in clay alate ie the moat vague, and least to be depended on.
307. This tract of Bchisb contains numerous and extensive beds of
limestone, frequently enclosing veins of galena, (hexahedral lead galena
of Mob,) beds of dolomite (macrotgpua lime haloide,) and potstone
(prismatic talc mica, the massive variety,) either singly or in conjunction; and containing in each case veins of copper and iron pyrites,
(pyramidal copper pyrites and hexahedral iron 'pyrites,) purple and
grey copper (octahedral copper pyrites and tetrahedral copper galena,)
beds of red and brown iron ore (rhombohedra1 and prismatic iron ores,)
veim or beds of graphite, (rhombohedra1 graphite mica,) and superficial
amorphous masses of gypsum (prismatoidal gypsum haloide.) But the
moet remarkable of all its subordinate mind masses is the greenstone,
which is so often met with, though limited as to extent. Connected
probably with thi rock is the series of fragments, obtained near
Bhumowree, preeenting types of amygdaloid and porphyry. But the
whole subject is as obscure, from want of observation, as it is interesting, and the fact of the only aeries of lakes within these mountains
being found in the neighbourhood, enhanca the intereet extremely.
Indeed, it is not a little diilicult to restnib our premature efforts to connect these facts with a w d - h o w n theory, remarkable for the origin it
assigns to these rocks.
U
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308. Southward of the great belt of argillaceMls schist, wbich
forms the plainward termhtion of the aeries of schists, we h d a
nmow strip of secondary rocks, mostly, if not entirely, the newer zed
or naliferom sari- This formation presents little to interest as,
excepting in the promise which its position here gives of w*e
valuable depoeits further South. I t is always strati6ed, and t& dip
in mort commonly ConfOTrnaMe to that of the primary ebabr. At
Hurdwar, the strata on oppoaite mdea of the river dip in opposite direction~. It differs extremely in chanrcter, being sometimes a red day,
which occasionally contains rounded atones, aometimea a re@
sandstone conglomerate, often loose sand. It is mnarkablt for tbc
quantity of mica it cmCains, and for the aeries of bright colonrs it presents o h within a very short distance. I t c01ltnina b m d
(biturninow m i n d coal,) but in what quantity is not known.
309. L a d y , we have lying at the southem foot of this
range, and also occupying the- rePuPl d i e s bounded by it, a deposit d
great depth, but not dieposed in utmta, co~lsietingof gravel and sand,
including large boulders or rounded &ones of every magnitude up to
three feet diameter. The extent of this diluvium, M we may call it, is
very great, it occupies a track 192 milea in length, and neuly 10 m
breadth. But the length is probably much greater, M it is not m a e ~
muable to infa,that it ia ooqtenninous with the eandstosle range, which
certainly extends from the Indns to the Burhampooter. Outside of the
tmht of diluvium, a xed earthy marl is found intermixed with patdm
of mnd, and a blue clay, very aimilar in chiuacter to that of the Lombm
clay, is found to underline these. In the neighbourhood of Hansee, a
freeh water limeatone ie met with, conhainkg perfect shells of tht
genera melania and p b r b i i .

CONCLUSION.
SECTION
IV.
310. From the pardculara given in Section I, may be d e c t e d the

fact of a considerable difference of physical aspect between t h e
mountains and the Andes, the chain with which it has been most u s d
to compare them. Inatead of the confused and irregular appeanuzoe, the
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endless sind complicated nuni6catiom, the ragged and steep acclivities,
the total absence of d i e s or level ground, the lotty eummita and deep
ravines there described, we have in the latter an arrangement of two
parallel chains or ridgee running for a distance of 500 milee, and encloeing between them a broad and elevated table land, conetituting one
of the h e a t countries in the world; again the numerous volcanoes, extinct or igneous of the Andes, the terrible e&thquakee, the torrents
of mud and water so frequently discharged from openings euddenly
occurring, and the uprieing of considerable mountains ; all thew circumstances belong to a totally different order of things from that which
prevails in the Himmalap.
311. The difference in physical featarea is not greater than that
which appears in the geological character of theee two rival chains. In
the Andes, as we learn from Humboldt, there ie an extraordinary developement of porphyry and trachyte, the more elevated points being
composed almost exclusively of the latter rock. Trachyte is confessedly
a volcanic production, though the rival schools are at variance with regard to porphyry. Yet, M. Humboldt in hie latest work, appeana to
incline to the opinion of ite also being of igneous origin.* W e may
further notice the great deficiency of primary formati0m.t Granite and
gneise are only found in maam of any extent near the sea coast and at
low elevations, while the transition clay alate8 and secondary eandatones
attain a developement and an elevation, of which there are no other
authentic instances.
312. In the Himmalaya again, we have seen that neither trachyte
nor porphyry, nor indeed any volcanic or trap rocka are to be found.
The whole series, as is evident from the deeaiis in Section 11.. is
composed of primary formations, and chiefly if not entirely of gneies,
Or ought we not rather to admit that the domain of volcanic action hu been too
much limited, and that these porphyries are, with reapect b their origin and relative
age, connected with trachytes, aa the trachyter formerly confounded with #rap porphyries are connected with baaalb, and real lava ejected by burning volcanoen?
Humboldt Giement den Rochea, English Trawlation, page 157. Agnin, " In Equinorial America, the l i b between tRnsitiou porphyries and red tracbytea known
to be volcanic roch are not easy to tix." Idern, page 155. F m other imtancm of (his
opinion, see page 156 b 160.
t I n the Cordillerar of the Andes, of Peru, Quito, Chpadr .ad Mexico, among
that innumerable variety of porphyritic r o c b of which the mssa attain from
to ~ , L W
tohes ih thickurn, I did not see a single porphyry that appeared to me decidedlJ primitive. Humb. Qim dm Hochee, English Triu~kdion,in p. lM.
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succeeded on each side by an extensive band of echistose roclcs, enclosing a variety of subordinate beds, the whole being of the dear&
primary character. Organic remaina are, it is true, stated to have been
found at a great elevation northward of this chain. but nothing of the
k i d occurs within the zone of greateet elevation, nor within the m m tain tract south of it. I t is, however, believed, that with regard to the
great elevation of the transition and secondary formations, parallel examples to those of the Andes may be found in the prolongation of tbe
mountain barrier to the north. The eabject haa not yet been fully
investigated, but there are prernunptions in favor of this opinion deducible from the arrangement of the strata. The following pruticulm
may be stated aa the sum of what is actually known on the subject .318. No organic remain~have even been found within the tmct
which I have asserted to cone.int of primary formations. But they have
been brought from a plaoe north of the zone of gneiss, and though bere
are doube as to the localities of some of these specimens, i t is quite
certain that in one instance, ammonites have been observed in great
numbers, at an elevation exceeding 16,000 feet.* What makes thb
occurrence particularly interesting is, the fact of the limestone in which
these ammonitiea are found occurring at no great distance from the
boundary of a gneim, which if it be not actually connected with, is not
diatinguihble in mineralogical character from that of the Himmalap
319. Ammonites, mineralised by clay slate, have been brought by
natives, and as they aver, from no great distance from our frontier on
the Neetee Pass. I have also aeen specimens of belemnites mine&
by calcareous 8par.t But neither these, or the preceding more authenI have never had an opportunity of exmining these foarilr, but the identification
of the apeciea would throw no light on the question which ia here being c o n r i d e 4
u it is generally agreed by geologisb, that however unifonn the minerdogid
chamcter of roctr may be in the most distant localities, yet with ro@
to organic
in identifying
remain,, no mktance can be derived from the churacters fl -u
formations, u n l m in a wuntry of very limited extenr Even the hitherto g e n e d y
received opinion of the u n i v e d i t p of form&onr beginr to be questioned, and a
doubt entertained whether the granite of Cornwall, for instance, and of thrre meantains were formed or even mumed their preaent plwm at the same time.
t I t has been made a qumtion by a geologist of deservedly h i ~ reputation,
h
whdber
the occurrence of organic mmaim (speaking generally) should be conaidered ipro
facto, a decisive argument againrt the primary character of a mck,and though authority
be againrt him, pet it M the authority of t h a e who admit of a trrnrition clm into
which they t r a d e r thew anomalous occurrenew. Now, u no distinctive Ehurcten ham
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tic observation; where the locality and elevation are actually known,
can be considered quite decisive of the fact of secondary formations
b e i i found at uncommon elevations. 'For the occurrence of ammonites and belemnim is by no means universally allowed to be chmwterktic of eecbndary rocks; and even by that echo01 which aeserts their
presence to be destructive of the primary character of a
they
are allowed to belong to the oldest of the secondary, or what they
would call, the transition formation.
320. A more curious fact is that of the .bones brought from the
neighbowhood of the Neetee Pase, and which Mr. Buckland has recognieed as belonging to the same em with those of the caves, the history
of which he hae so ably illustrated.* Aa this fact would establish
the identity of the deposit in which they are found, with that which
he has called dilupian, and which is the newest of all the formations,
it would oertainiy be very interesting to eettle accurately the locality
from which they are derived. But nothing certain is known on thia
subject further than the negative fact, that they are not to be found
south of the Neetee Pass. Hitherto, they have been co&cted only
by natives, whose reports.-never very precise as to pertidam the
value of which they do not appreciate,--can s c d y be allowed to
settle a point of thia interest; even their account, however, places them
a considerable distance northward of the limits of the zone, marked
by the snowy summits of the Himalaya.
321. Thus then it appeare, that at present d we know of certain
is, the occurrence of a limestone with ammonitee at an elevation
of 16,000 feet above the sea, and at no great distance from the
boundary of the Himmalaya gneiss. As to the other organic remains,
they are brought from beyond our frontier by nativea, but neither the
distance or the elevation are precisely known. But granting all that
these may seem to prove, aa to the great elevation to which secondary
ever been udgned to this claw, as have been to the primary and secondary, it u not
very unfair to co~uiderthh procedure M mmdhing similar to what is d e d a petitio
pincipii.
A collection of thwe boner belonging to Mr. Tmill, w h i 4 I had an opportunity
of examining, appeared to me to be perfectly mineralled, j udging from their high apecific gravity. Now the peculiar characterof the diluvium boned Q stated tn cornistin their
being not at all, or at least very imperfectly mineralised, dsering in fact very little
frum grave bonea of high antiquity, light, porous, and ahrbent Lo the tongue.
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f o r m a h attain beyond the limita of the tract which in the wbjecr
of this paper, it would d be tme,that within thin tract m d
p h m m a occur. The great ertmt dby primuy roctS, md
the total d&kcy
of the trap or volcanic rocks nny then me
to nprew the entk diuimilarity of gedogical stmcttm beheen ti&
tract and the Andes,* and I think it a point of cansidaPhle
d
worth indsting on, that w traces of rolcanic action,t whether recent
or otherwise, has yet been obaerved in there moantains.
822. We have men tbat these primary roclrs are dwaya mtn&6ed. .ad
that the dip in a great majority of hstancea is N. E., the dire&m d
the strata being co-tly
puallel to that of the zone of
elevation. The inclination $so being small, we may perceive d m q
gronnda for admitting the ommmce of cornptudvely reant formatim
at great heighta in proceeding .long the h e of dip. Thua at m, very
great distance from the crest of the gneiss strata,we may fairly erpccf
an is the fact, a cky alate, and thea a limestone with ammonites, and no
doubt did our o ~ o t extend
u ~ f u r t k to these, we should see wcceeding w a d a r y formations, tat+, and lastly dilnvian, so that npm
the whole, there is nothing improbable in the accounta of thase vbo
assert the ammonites and belemnitea to be found at no very great dktana from our frontier.
323. An interesting question is here auggeated by the view I h.rr
taken of the great central tract c o m b i i with thin conclusion. We
know from Patrin, that the great Altaian chain consists like the Himmnlaya of primary formatiom. Are not these distant and opposite points
For t h i reuw I have been at a l a r to undentnnd, how analogy hd h m &
ua the primary nature of the H i m d a y a formations. I t certainly appean mod
natural to compare them with the Andes, in order to deduce analogical inferences.
The Andes are not primary, the Himnulaya amm: a n d o g i d dircoverim a p m t e k i ,
M always to be smpecbd.
t There ia a foolish notion amongst some of the hill people, howerer, that the
great peak, d e d Nunda Debee, the highwt of the range, and consequently in tbe
world, hu been known to emit unoke. They auppore the smoke to ba fmrn the god.'
Choola or kitchen. It u h d l y necsuar). to add, that them u no d foundation f i ~ ~
thb opinion. The peak ir within 60 miles of A l m o d , distinctly visible at dl
l a d bad any h u g ofthe kind ever occurred, it molt have been e m u by lome of the
European raidenb at that rtation. It is, howerer, worthy d mmtim, that LhL peak
is scarcely ever reen without a m a l l ligbt cloud mating obliquely n p r u d fmm im
summib; auch an appearance might be converted by (he m y inugin.tiaa of a
devrtee into smoke ucanding tmm hir godd Chwla
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connected on each side by rocks of the same character and eras, and ia
not the interior from which on one aide at least theae fosoile of such
diaerent formations are brought, a huge basin or series of baains in
which are annnged secondary, tertiary, and even diluvial depoaita, ,murounded and supported on every aide by a gigantic zone of primary
formations ?
324. It has I know been disputed, whether the m e m o ~ t a i n
range
or chain be, or be not marked by identity of geological structure. Like
many other disputed questions, it is one sf words, and the solution entirely depends upon the sense in which we use the word range or
chain. If we mean continuous line of dewtione, in other words a chain
of water heads, such in certainly not marked by identity of geological
formation. If again, the line of greatest elevation be understood, then
we shall &y
find identity of geological structure, but nothing like
continuity of surhce. Analogy then adds all its weight to the opinion,
that the aeriea of primarg formatione continues quite round the central
plat42au.
325. It appears then, that the tract with which we are engaged, comprisea a very small part of the outward declivity of a barrier of primary
formations, the moet extensive probably in the world ; that these formations have in this particular quarter, a dip directed N. E. or at right
anglee to the direction of the tract,and that it is probable the dip continues all round to be also at right angles, that in, towards the centre of
the great baain which they surround. The crest of these formations we
eee attains in more than one quarter to a height of 25,000 feet, rising
from plains which have a level of 1,400 feet, and this in a diatance of 90
miles. Here then, if any where, we may erpect to find mme clue to
lead us out of the labyrinth of geological speculatiom and hypotheses ;
some key to the solution ofthe great problem concerning the origin of
the present inequelitiea of the earth's surface. Could we but obtain
acceae to all the particulars which are to be l m e d in these interesting
countries, geology would very soon aaaume a Merent aiipeat from that
which has aa yet distinguished her. Perhaps even the small part of it
to which we have access. may furnish particulars calculated to throw
some light on the principles of a ecience as yet in its infancy.
326. Saussure has observed, that in mineralogical cabinets, we aee
every rock have a definite and easily recognised character. No anomalies

.
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or i m g d a d i e a occur to embarrase us ; none of the traneitions
mixtima which an found in nature, and which form the dScultiw d

1

the pumuit, " La on trouve tout &pod d o n le apteme." The sarm
may be said of ow moat approved geological systems. There we find
emry rock occupying its &tinct quarter, and no hint of the great ud
perplexing imgduitiea with which the student of nature has to struggk
at every step. We have granite occupying the lowest and the hi@
points, a covering of gneiss resting on the granite excepting at tk
very highest points, mica elate over the gnek, clay alate over it again,
and M) on in regular m y , and with the outgoinga of the m
and newer rhta. At lower and lower levels, such an acawnt of
things ie no doubt very beautiful, very ayatematic, and indeed hrr
bat one fault, that it ie not true. Aa conntriea have been e
d
more particularly, it is found, that excepting in a few grand
not one country will serve for an exact type of another.
827. We have seen that in theee mountains,* gn&
occupies tk
greatat part of the su*.
Its thickness is considerable, if m adopt
the commonly received opinions of atrati6cation.t T o this s u d
wrious echists, the true relations and connections of which are
0-,
; micaceow, tab, chloritic and argillaceous in different plnces
an c o n ~ o w
with the gneiss. In the &ts
and in the
of least elevation, we h d a eeriea 'of patchea of granite d i q d
along a line parallel to that of the direction of the mountain
and strata. Beyond these again, we see an extensive zone of dpJ
slate, in which occaabnal patchea of g n e L aleo are found,
outside of the whole very limited examples of the secondary 8which are finally lost in the plains.
328. Here then is a very different v e n t from that jut
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Pmf-r
Jamenon in one of hir late& works mentions the HimmrLaya .
Ian
example of a granitic chain. I t would be interesting to know on abaf .utbon'V
he founds his opinion. I have seen more of these.mountains than any E n m p ~
the only granite within the above tract (beyond which we cannot wirhwt
violence apply the tenn Himmalapa) that I have ever reen consists of fngmenb m
the be& of riven. I have never had any doubb, and if 1had, the occurrence ofth*
fragmenb would remove them; but that there are occasionally vein8 and pnbrin
larger patches of granite as in other parts of thew mountains, but 1 have nevr w i t h
this tract met with any rock, in liiu, but gnek and its contained beds.
f There are, however, some good reaaonr for rejecting this indefinite mntinui~d
the strata underneath, a t least in the direction in which they a p p w on them*

6eJ
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described. The great extent of gneiss, the limited occurrence of
granite, ita dtuation in the zone of leaat elevation, the want of a
regular consecutive order in the super-position of the schiata; theae
are snfticient to shew the total diaeimilarity of nature and system.
But we shall find much greater diEerences than these, as we descend to
the details. I t has been supposed, that in every chain of mountains,
the strata dip outward#, that is,.from the summit the dip on opposite aides is in an opposite dimtion, and it is obvious that mch
must be the state of things, supposing the origin of the stratified roch
to be as Werner has taught. But in these mountains this is by
no means a deecription of the fact, for the strata, abstracting local
exceptions, have but one dip, and that is, on one side towards the
chain, on the other from it. The aame ammgement obtaina in the
ghauta of Rewah and Bundlekhund, that is, their dip b only in
one direction; and it is worthy of remark, that the precipitons side
in that chain is a h directed towards the great diluvial valley of the
Qanges, which is thus bounded on opposite sides by the perpendicular
facea of the strata.
329. Such being the ammgement which obtains, it becomes difficult
to understand clearly the order of super-position of the rocks that are
found south of the gneiss tract. It ia no doubt a very singular feature
in the structure of these mountains, and is the more interesting, M
being apparently in direct opposition to opinione which have been
ao generally received.
In the accompanying diagram,* it ia evident
that the gneias strata at A. prolonged, would be over those at B.. which
lmcceed the gneiss in travelling southward, and this remark holds good
throughout down to the plains, for the strata always dip conformably or
sufficiently near, so as to establieh this conclusion. Were the effect to
atop with merely placiig clay slate or mica slate superior to the
Himalaya g n e k , there would not be the actual diiliculty; for we know,
that within certain limita, there is no exact and universally true order
of super-position, though the contrary is stated by systematic writers,
(Art. 12.) But in thii particular case, the most generally received position in geology would be violated, for by apposing that no dislocation
or separation of the strata has taken place, we should have clay slate,
We tnrst, u before stated, that the figurea and diagram, will be recovered with the
gmlo((icd map, when we &dl not fail to give them to the public.-ED.
X
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primary limestone, mica date, and lastly gneiss, all resting, and in tbh
order, on a secondary conglomerate !
330. Are we then to say that thin latter is really the case, and thd
even thooe facts most generally d v e d , and aa yet disputed by m
school or sect however sceptical, are often all but partial and local oamrences, and not examples of a general law applicable to every comtry?
Or is there any way of viewing the subject by which we may eaapc
from so startling a conclusion? Will any dielocation. subsidence, ar
elevation of the strata explain the d S d t y ? I think not ; for besides t8c
enormom extent of the fault which we muat suppose to account for tk
schistxe strata,' (at least eight miles in thickness and thirty in breadth,)
appearing to dip beneath the gneiss strata, a fault which starties the
imagination by its magnitude, we have also to believe, that at each
junction of two different formations, a similar fault occurred. Thi3
is an assumption evidently gratuitous, and not having even a seeming
of probability to recommend it. And in two instances, probably in
many more, the appearances as described leave no donbt as to the
fact of the newer rocks lying under the 'older ; that is, if we
euppose the strata continuous underneath. In these instances, no
dielocation whatever will explain the anomaly. The difliculty appears
to me to be real, unless we give up those-views of stratification which
would identify them with the parallel and consecutive layem of me&nical deposition.
331. It is an opinion gaining ground every day amongst geothat the seams of stratification are not always what they have been
supposed,--the effect or sign of mechanical subsidence ; and many other
facts besides this, militate againat the supposition we are conaidering.
Were thoae layers really deposited from a fluid by the effect of gravity,
how are we to explain the sudden changes which are often aem
to take place in strata, not vertically, but horizontally, and this repeated
often in a very limited space. ? That what is called concretionary
structure may sometimes produce parallel seams, we see in the caae
of thoae clay slatea in which what are supposed to be the planes
of stratification, are cot parallel with the schiatose planes. And that
parallel seams, not to be distinguished from those of stratihtion,
may originate in some other cause, is a h obvious from the fact
so often obeerved of two, and even three seta of these ~ e p m aoccnniDg
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in the same rock; thus creating a difliculty of saying which is or
which is not the set indicative of the strata. If we admit then
with some of our most celebrated geologiste, that in the older rocks
the planes of structure have been erroneously attributed to stratification,
the difliculty with which we are contending will vanish.* In this
caee there will be no necessity for inferring a continuation of the
strata underneath, and therefore no violation of generally received
notiom an to the super-position of rocks. The newer formations
will reat on the older, and as in this awe, the codgumtion of
the surface could not have had any effect in giving the present dip and
direction to the upper strata, (for it would have been the reverse,)
i t is quite clear that neither in these rocke are the seams significative
of mechanical depositions.
332. I t is at all events very certain that, in all primary countries, the
stratification presents various anomalies not easy to be explained on
the hypotheah of the formations being mechanical deposits. It is
likewise not impossible, that a more particular examination of our mountain strata may suggest some other explanation, or at all events lead
us to view it as less contrary to geological observation than I have
stated.? With theae considmtiona in view we may for the preeent coneider the order of mperpoeition as determined by the succemion of
rocka found in proceeding southward, or at right angles to their direction. We will therefore suppose the schiata to be deposited on the
gneiss, and the mdatonee on the achiats, notwithstanding the dip being
towarde the creat of the chain. We have eeen, that the two zones ixito
which, on a large view, the rocks may be divided, are parallel with the
direction of the mountain land, and with that of the elevated zone,
though not with that of the chaina, which, as we have before shewn,
have no connection whateva with the geological stmctnre.
If we could follow their limib with the eye we should probably find the fact
to be .s now stated, a view of the subject which may tend to explain the apparent
indectionr and contortions of roclo in general, and perhap the stratiIied strpcture,
i n all i b varieties, may ultimately be considered as resulting from concretion on the
large scale.-Oeol. Trans. v d . 5, part 1,p. 176.
t See Mr. Weaver's Paper on the Geology of Ireland in the 5th sol. GeoL Trans.
part 1. Dr. Macculloch and P r o f a o r Jameaon appear &o to be of this opinion. The
latter, however, combiner with it a leu tenable doctrine, that the Earth may be a
large polyhednl crptal, and the planea of stratification its cleavages.
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333. In the m q m d o n of theaa two facts,* continuity of ehated
ground and' identity of geological structure, and which is everywhere
M strongly marked in these mountaim, we may perceive proof incontrovertible, that the present hydrographical arrangement of the KUface har been posterior to the onginal formation of these mountah; in
other words, that their rallies or hollowe are effects of denud.ti~~,
and not of original structure. This conclueion could not be man
firmly established, even if we saw the corresponding but d i s p i enda
of the strata on oppoaite aides of -the valley; such a n appmance,
however, is by no meann rare, as may be seen in the details given in the
preceding section. But the proofs need not stop here. For if there be
a truth more 6rmly established than mother, by many and mubu
circumstances, it is this of the extensive waste which thia surface h u
undergone, and evidently from causes far exceeding in power any that
are now in operation.
334. It is d c i e n t l y obviolld, however, that though the system d
vallies or drainage, generally speaking, be the effect of denudation, yet
we are not to attribnte all the irregularities of the eurface to this
cause. Some it is certain originally exiated ; some may have been d
by a sinking in of the strata. In the h t way, we may account fm
much of the great depth aseigned to vallies in Art. 41. The excam
tion of a valley of 15.000 feet in depth, and having a slope of nmb
30". would indeed be incredible whatever force of water we employ, or
however long the period we have at our dieposal. Even with
abatement, enough remains to stagger our belief. Our i n 6 9
may, however, be softened by recollecting the continually d
difficnlty of accounting for so many openings in the line of the st*
without any marb of displacement or dislocation.
335. There are some facts which, though they throw no light OR the
manner in which this great change of the surface has been effected,
are sufficient to shew, that such a conclusion is not to be rejected, even
though there may occur a difliculty in explaining all the details. The
beds of some of the rivers are, for a part of their c o r n , in the solid
One of the fint impremion, made on the mind in examining the ~ 0 ~
di~trictu, that the erirting form of the surface appean to a certain extent be
unconnected with the nature of the mcky formations that compose itr base, an o h r .
vation indeed that may admit of almolt u o i r e d application, and be d c ~ d
lnroiim in Geology.-Mr. Weatw G6ol. Tram. wl. I . p. 319.
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In these cases, the depth is often considerable, whiie the appearance is such, as leaves not a doubt in the spectator's mind, but that
the present channel was once iilled up with solid mck. This is a
conclusion we' cannot escape from, however difficult it may be to
understand the removal of so many thousand cubic feet of solid rock
by the agency of water.
336. In all the river beds too we see that there are accumulations
of gravel and boulder stones, all perfectly rounded, and consequently
all of them such as have been subject to the action of water. These
collections, it appears from the details I have given, are in many cases
of very great extent, and frequently occur at a height of even 300 feet
above the present bed of the river. That these collections ahould ever
have been formed by snch bodies of water as are found at present in
their vicinity, is altogether inadmissible. Their extent, the aize of the
fragments, the diitance from which they are derived ; above all, their
great depth, and the height at which they are found above the present
bed of the river, all forbid so incredible a supposition.
337. Even if we could get over theae difficulties, and really believe that
rivers, which in their greatest power at the present day cannot move one
of these fragments a few feet, did yet in former ages, transport for many
miles, several thousands, nay millions of them, and accumulated them
in heaps maqy times exceeding in height the greatest depth of the
said rivere; even if we could get over the difficulties, yet others greater
remain. The tract defined in Art. 71, called the Bhabur, we have
seen equally consists to a vast depth of these water-worn fragments,
evidently of the same era, derived from the same rocks, and transported
by the same causes; so also the aeveral plains or valliea described in
Art. 57, et seq. contain immense beds, the same in every respect with
those found in the river vallies. These it is evident, could never have
owed their disposition to the power of riven, whatever may be said of
t h e former comparatively limited accumulations ; because they are found
where at present no rivers flow.
338. That there is some connection, however, between the disposition
of these beds of gravel and formation of the .river vallies, appears
evident from the following fact :-In establishing a series of bores along
t h e terrace, I found that the distance from the common boundary of plain
;ind mountain land at which gravel ww found, was greater in the beds
rock.
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of rivers, or in their banks, than on the intermediate ground. Whrtera
therefore the caw^ which aocumnlated t h w beds of water-worn fngmenta, we see that it acted with greatest force in the dhectbi of tbe
river vallia.
399. Thefe is another very striking fact which enabler na to limit st9
more precisely the &on
in which W tiagments travelhi. At
Hdwar, it terminaka rather suddenly in the low range of hills, which
bound the Dehra Doon to the southward. These hills, as I seated in
Art. 6 1 , ' f m an uninterrupted chain or line of water-heads, on each d e
of which they are intersected with deep gorges now the beds of tmmmb.
Those which open to the Doon,it appears, are atrewed with fragments
of the eame kind as those which cover the valley itself; but t h e which
open plain&,
contain no fragments but of the rocks in sito, which it
also appeara are of an entirely different character, and not paglile to be
confounded. The depoeit e m s , however, to have continued along the
foot of those hills, and even to have left fragments at the months of
the gorges; but in no case do they extend to any distance upwards.
340. These deposits have been obaend in every country in which as
yet geological investigation has been d e d on, lying at the foot of
mountains, and often covwing extensive plains, or scattered over the
bottom of vallia. Pahapa in no country can they be ren on a lap
a scale as in theae districts. The enormous extent of the bed camprising the Bhabur, and filling up the several vallies, is alone
to excite all our wonder.
They have everywhere been recognad
as witnesses of the progressive nature of the changes that have a&&d
the surface of the earth. They have established the fact of at least tm
eras, that of the original formation of these mountains, and the snbsequent extensive denudation of the surface forming the present system
of vallies. But from considering all the circumstances of the case a still
. ..
greater clmmmmdon m q be made. It is almoat certain, that they
owe their present arrangement to aome sudden and violent catmtmphe.
Now, it ie not likely that their rounded form, being as they are amongst
the hardest of stones, was given them by any other than a c a w
operating through a considerable period of time. Here then we have
proof of a aeries of actions, which must have been posterior to the formation of the original strata, and which carriea up the latter to a still
higher antiquity.
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341. Nor is this question affected by the doubt w to the origin of
these boulders ; that is, whether they have proceeded immediately from
the debria of the primary strata, or immediately been formed into secondary conglomerates. It is remarkable, that the nature of the stones is
the same in both deposits, the secondary rocks and the diluviurn; the
only difference b e i i in arrangement, the former being distinctly stratified, and p h g into ,well-defined micaceous sandstone, while the
latter forms a confused heap of gravel, in which stones of all sizes and
even angular fragments sometimes are found. That they have' originated in the breaking up of secondary strata, is I think, the most
probable, although we shall then be puzzled to account for the deposits in the beds of rivers where now no secondary rocks are to be
seen. However this may be, it is still worthy of remark that the greateat
accumulations are found where the secondary formations still exiet.
342. Granting that some such catastrophe in these mountains as a
mighty debacle, or rush of waters, must have given thew beds of diluvium their present place, we shall see strong reasons for supposing,
that for a time theee waters have been pent up in the Doons *or
vallies, which extend along the frontier. Have they subsequently bmke
through thia range by their own accumulated pressure, or has any other
cause of change waisted in finding an outlet for this series of lakes?
The reversal of the dip on the oppoaite aides of the river at Hurdwar,
is a curious anomaly occuning in such a place, and muat, I think,strike
ill all the circumstapces be known, it is vain to speculate.
every one. T
Whether such fact or any disturbance of the strata is to be observed a t
the other debouches, will be interesting to determine.
343. The theory which has identified this rush of water, traces of
which have been found in every part of the globe, with the deluge, as
described to us in the Scripture, and which has derived its chief
illuntrations fram the labors of Cuvier and Buckland, has been strongly
opposed by the geologists of Scotland. In particular, Dr. Fleming
has stated 'some diflicultiea with regard to the subject, not easily got
rid of. He has shewn, that the silent and quiet rising of the waters.
and their equally gradual subsidence, as deducible from the account
of Moses, cannot be confounded with a cause which has evidently been
sudden, wet, and overpowering. The former we eee did not even
abrade the surface, for vegetation, and trees even, still remained, whereas
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thelrttethaatonrupavutmaasofamaolidated strata,amtbiq
their ruim over an extent of many hundred 4uan miles.
344. Chanting, however, that these attempts to 6nd a geolagicd
theory in the sacred r e c o h have been as hasty ss ill-judged, we
ahdl not find Dr. Fleming more succesdnl than those whose labon
he has overturned, in explaining the phenomena in these m o u n ~ ~
With him it is merely the bursting of a series of lakes, and the dilnvium
is in hi nomenchture, kcustrine silt. The mere alteratian of the
name is of little signification, nor does it lead us s step furtha in our
rearch after truth. But h e n is no series of lakes, no valliea that
might conveniently be. supposed bah of lakes. The only vallies in the
several Doom are beyond the limits of many of the phenomena which
their bursting is to explain. Were our geologists always satisfied with
shewing what is not the cause, the science might make more progrew
than it haa done, but one theory is no sooner laid than another rbw
to supply ite place.
545. In reality, our chief object should be in the h a t instana to
collect facte from every quarter. If the explanation is t o . be g e n d
the induction should be equally so, as well an the data on which it
is founded. Our limited acquaintance with the aurface of the en&
will not allow of our generalising an yet with aafety, and it will be
constantly found, that the hypothab invented to explain the phenomena
in one country, will be, overturned by facte observed in another. Dr.
Fleming, in his hurry to establish his own view of the subject, L
certainly confounded two distinct, and in many caees, easily r e q p e d
classes of appearances; and in truth, the whole of what ProfBuckland haa advanced in hia Reliquise Diluvianze remainn untouched
(becauqe it is observation,) excepting his notion of the identity of the
cause, the effect of which he has so ably traced to the deluge of
Scripture. I need hardly add, that the phenomena in these mounhrinr
have o most &&ing analogy with those detailed in the above work.
346. The hasty generalisation which produced the Wernerian system
of geognoay has long been acknowledged, and the fact established that
few countries, even belonging to the same formation, present eracdy
the same arrangement and succession of rocks. The opinions of borne
geologiata have even taken the other extreme, and it.haa been
whether there be any such thing as a general formation quite round
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the globe; a continuous one there probably is not, but when we view
amidst all the differences that undoubtedly do occur in the super-position and connections of rocks, the many and wonderful coincidences
that still remain, not confined to a epot of limited extent, but clocrtly
belonging to the whole tract, we shall be satiefied that the contemporaneous formation cannot be predicted of t h e e mamen in which such
resemblances are found; at least they must be attributed to a common
origin. When we read in Hurnboldt, that while in different countries.
different planta and animals present themselves to the o h t i o n of
the naturalist, the rocks are the same in every zone; in every climate
*
*
*
we appear to be engaged
*
*
*
known list of mine& might

*

*

be formed, we have so small a catalogue of compound rocks, and these
always conalways the same wherever occurring, why should &te
tain quartz, mica, and felpar, and always nearly in the same proportione.
however distant the localities ? mica alate, mica and quartz, and so on
of others. These are questions dijlicult to answer, but which none can
avoid asking themselves who have ever reflected on the subject.
*
*
347. In all the grand featurea of geological character

*
*

*
*

*

*

*

*

Himmalaya doea not [coincide] it is true

with that [of the] Andes. But it bears a [very]'close resemblance
in general feature.8 to the description given ua by Dr. Yacculloch, of the
Weatern Ides. Aa on those Ialands, so here we recogniae the great extent of gneiss occupying in each system the middle and highest tract.
In the great dedciency of granite, we see another resemblance and a
common difference from the dogmra of the school, that the highest
part of every system of mountain *
*
*
*
*
*
*
* impossibility of discriminating in
this point between the primary and w n d a r y rocks. But the most
interesting coincidence, at least to me, is in the ammgement of the
schists, and their c d o m with the other rocks. In his chapter on
the chlorite series, he has almost completely anticipated every thing I
had to say on the chlorite schist3 of the Himmalap.
A quarter of a page, or mom ir wanting, where this and the following Iacunm
occur, and there i no c l w by which even to g ~ l e rrt the wrikr'r vim.-ED.
I
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348. The existence of cod all over the world, and always in tl
*
anme geological mtuation, ie another proof that even in
*
*
*
*
*
condition or atate

things, which must have been common to every country of the glol
Pursuing the analogy taught by the f a d learned in the coal 6elda
England, that valuable mineral has been brought to light in almc
every part of the world, it may not therefore be uninteresting to enter ir
some little explanation on thb aubject, in order to judge whether t
deposit may be expected in this quarter, as in any way m e &
with the eeriea of facts deacribed.
349. The coal formation though, as has been obm-ved, owiog i
origin most probably in every country to the action of aome p m
came, may yet be considered, as far aa appearances are coe#med,
be a local deposit, inasmuch as it is alwap of limited extent a r m p
with the other strata. Its place in the system is well marked, rn
haa any bed of coel worth mention ever been found out of that plnc
I t is known to overlie a limestone, which from its relotion to t:
coal, has been called carboniferous, and which itself lies upon the ro
called the old red dandstone, the loweat of the secondary Btrata. Abc
the coal measurea is found the newer red or dikmun sandsto1
Between these two membera of the series, it haa alwaya been obeen
to hold ita place; subordinate strata occasionally intemeniq, occaait
ally beiig wanting, but the coal never occurring, that is, in any qu
tity above the latter, or below the former rock.
350. This would seem to be a d c i e n t l y definite arrangement
enable us always to pronounce on the greater or leas probability
finding this useful mineral in any tract in which the m&on
rocks haa been accurately traced. Applying the principle to the prea
survey, it will be found that limiting facts are wanting, although 1
general presumption ia strongly in favor of the existence of a c
formation. Thus we have the d e r o u a or newer red sandstone
the border of the mountain tract, dipping N. E.. giving the prom
of older or inferior depoaite to the Southward; and again at Dehli,
have the old red sandatone, leaving it a natural inference, that in 1
intermediate space, intervening formations will be found.
351. The great coal field of Northumberland and Durham is situd
in millstone grit and limestone shale (the upper anomalous beds of I
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old red sandstone,) on the outaide of which m
a
l
l patches occur of
the newer red, and beyond that. a country of acbtose formation. On
one aide it h the mountain or carboniferous limeetone, and outaide
of it, a large band of the red sandstone, part of a mase which occupies
the centre of England. The ooal field of Wales ia separated from
the old red sandstone by a narrow strip of the carbonifemua limeatone.
Thee of StafTordahire are similarly aitnated with those of Northumberland. The coal field near Bnidwm is covered by the newer red
mdatone; all theae facts, I think, give a strong probability to the
opinion, that coal will be found in the Doaab. The facts that are
m t i n g are such as would limit its position, and consequently give
a well-grounded proapect of discovery, before commencing any thing
like an expenaive search. Theae h t a will be furnished by the prowd o n of the sulvely.

The concluding, wetion of thir Report u that upon the M i n e d Productiolu olthe
Hinulaya, which will be found in Vol. XVIII, Put I. p. 117 of the Truu. As.
t3ociety.-&o.

